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INTHE
UNITED STATES COU[~ OF APPEALS FOR THE

DISTRICT OF COLU~BIA CIRCUIT

Nos. 75-1381, 75-1382, 75-1383, 75-1384

U~ITED STATES OF AMERICA

HARRY R. }~LD~N, JO}~ D. EHRLIC~AN,
ROBERT C. MARDIAN, JOHN N. MITCheLL,

Appellants

ON APPEALS FROM THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

BRIEF FOR APPELLANT MITCHELL

ISSUES PRESENTED

I. Whether constitutional error was committed in the prosecution’s

incriminating use against appellant Mitchell in cross-examination of. testimony

he was compelled to give before the Senate Select Cc~mittee on Presidential

Campaign Activities and the House Judiciary Cc~mittee in violation of his

right of silence.

2. Whether the trial judge erred in refusing to recuse himself.*

3. Whether the trial judge denied appellants their right to be

tried by an impartial jury by unfairly and arbitrarily restricting his voir

dire examinations of the veniremen.

4. Whether the trial judge arbitrarily limited the number of

additional peremptory challenges allowed the appellants and arbitrarily restricted

the manner of exercising their challenges.

* These appeals have been ~onsolidated. Issues 2, 3, and 4 are briefed herein
on behalf of all the appellants. Other common points are briefed by the other
appellants and adopted by appellant ~tchell.
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5. Whether prejudicial error was committed .in admitting against

appellant ~tchell numerous st~%te~ents of opinion an~ other hearsay declarations

of alleged co-conspirators %~hich were not admissible against him as d~larations

in furtherance of the alleged conspiracy.

The trial judge’s orders denying motions to recuse and for a con-

t/nuance because of pretrial publicity and his order regard~g peremptory challeinges

and t!~e manner of exercising them, were before this Court en banc at interlocutory

stages in Nos. 74-1492 (163 U.S.App.D.C. 373, 502 F.2d 375), 74-1878, and

74-1949, respectively, all under the title, Mitchell, et al. v. Sirica.

RfI~E~ENCES TO PARTIES AND RUL~qGS

On April 30, 1974, Judge Sirica filed an opinion denying recusal

motions filed by Mitchell and other defendants. R. 45; 337 F.Supp. 1312.

On July 9, 1974, the judge filed a "Memorandum Order" (R. 181)

denying numerous joint and individual notions of defendants. As to Mitchell,

these included motions (I) to. dismiss for unlawful extension of the term of

the grand jury (joint); (2) to dismiss because of -the presence of unauthorized

persons in the grand jury room (joinh); (3) to dismiss for multiplicity and

duplicity:of the counts (joint); (4) to dismiss for insufficiency of the counts

(joint) ; (5) to dismiss for undue influence upon and selective presentation of

evidence to the grand jury (joint); (6) to dismiss counts 4, 5, and 6; (7) to

dismiss counts 3 and i0 (wit!l Ehrlichman); (8) for severence; and (9) for

continuance, change of venue, and dismissal because of massive pre-trial publicity.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A 13 count indictment returned on March i, 1974~ charged appellants

Mitchel!, Haldeman, Ehrlichman and Mardian and defendants Parkinson, Colson and

Strachan with various offenses (R. i). All were chargedin count 1 with con-

spiracy (18 U.S.C. 371) and all but Mardian were cbmrged in count 2 with
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obstruction of justice (18 U.S.C. 1503).* Prior to trial, Colson entered a

negotiated plea to a separate offense and the indict~mgnt was dismissed as to

him. Strachan, who was also charged individually in count 13, was severed.

The trial cc~menced on October i, 1974. Count 3, which charged

Mitchell with making false statements to the FBI in violation of :18 U.S.C. 1001,

and count I0, charging Ehrlichman with similar offense, were dismissed at the

end of the government’s case. Consequently, those counts and the Strachan

count 13 were deleted from the indictment as it went to the jury, as were the

names of Strachan and Colson frcm the caption and counts 1 and 2 (R. 592).

The j[~-y returned its verdicts on January i, 1975. Parkinson was

acquitted. Mitchell and Ehrlichman were found guilty on all the remaining

charges against them, Haldexan was convicted on all the charges against him,

and Mardian was convicted of conspiracy, the only charge against him. The

charges on which Mitchell was convicted included, in addition to counts 1

and 2, counts 4, 5, and 6 (R. 591).

Count 1 charged a conspiracy frcm June 17, 1972, the date of the

Watergate break-in, to March I, 1972, when the indictment was returned, among

the seven named defendants and "other persons to the Grand Jury known and

unknown." During an interlude in the testimony to John Dean, the goverr~ent’s

first witness, the government was allowed to read into the record the names of

persons whom the grand jury, on February 25, 1974, authorized the Special Prosecu-

tor to "name...as [unindicted] conspirators as the need arises", as follows:

"Bernard Barker, William O. Bittman, John C. Caulfield, John W. Dean, III,

Sally Harmony, Vergelio Gonzalez, Dorothy Hunt, Eo Howard Hunt, Jr., Herbert W.

Kalmbach, Fred C. LaRue, G. Gordon Liddy, Jeb S. Magruder, Eugenio Martinez,

* The statutes and other authorities not quoted in full in the body of
this brief are set forth in Appendix A.
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James M. McCord, Jr., Richard M. Nixon, Paul O’Brien, Frank Sturgis, ~thony

Ulasowicz" -- a tota! of 18 (Tr. 3077-3079). Thus, a grand total of 25 con-

spirators were named, including President Nixon.

The conspiracy charged was that the conspirators "confederate[d]

and agree[d] together and with each other" (i) to obstruct justice in connection

with the investigation by theFBI, the United States Attorney, and the grand

jury of the Watergate break-in and in connection with the trial of the original

Watergate defendants, for the purpose of "concealing...the identities of the

persons who were responsible for, participated in and had knowledge of" the

activities which were the subject of the investigation and trial; (2) to make

and cause to be made false statements to the FBI and false declarations before

the grand jury and the court; and (3) to defraud the United States of its right

to have officials of the CIA, FBI and the Department of Justice transact their

business free frcm corruption, undue influence and unlawful impairment and

obstruction, in that the conspirators would interfere with and obstruct the

functions of (a) the CIA by inducing it to provide financial assistance to

the subjects of the investigation referred to above, ~and (b) the FBI and the

Department of Justice by obtaining frcr~ them information concerning the investigation.

The manner and means whereby the conspirators ~ould carry out

the conspiracy were alleged as follows:

(a) The conspirators ~uld direct...Liddy to
seek the assistance of...Kleindienst, then Attorney
General of the United States, in obtaining the release
frcm the District of Columbia jail of one or more of
the persons who bad been arrested on June 17, 1972, in
the offices of the Democratic National Cc~mittee...

(b) The conspirators would at various times
r~, conceal, alter and destroy, attempt to remove,
conceal, alter and destroy, and cause to be r~ved,
concealed, altered ~nd destroyed, documents, papers,
records and objects.
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(c) The conspirators ~ould plan, solicit,
assist and facilitate the giving of false, deceptive,
evasive and misleading sta-bements and testdmony.

(d) The conspirators ~ould give false, mis-
leading, evasive and deceptive statements and testi-
mony.

(e) The conspirators would covertly raise, ~
acquire, transmit, distribute and pay cash funds to
and for the benefit of the defendants in [the origi-
nal Watergate case], both prior to and subsequent
to the return of the indictment on September 15, 1972.

(f) The conspirators would make and cause to
be made offers of leniency, executive clemency and other
bem.efits to...Hunt...Liddy...McCord...and... Magruder.

(g) The conspirators would attempt to obtain
CIA financial assistance ~or persons who were subjects
of the investigation...           .

(h) The conspirators would obtain information
from the FBI and the Department of Justice concerning
the progress .of the investigation...

Forty-five overt acts were alleged. We sunm%~rize here those

involving Mitchell:

i. On June 17, 1972, Mitchell met with Mardian in
Beverly Hills, California, and requested Mardian to tell
Liddy to seek the assistance of Kleindienst in obtaining
the release of the persons arrested in connection with
the Yhtergate break-in.

5. On June 19, 1972, ~rdian ~nd Mitchell met with
Magruder at ~[itchell’s apartment, at ~fnich time Mitchell
suggested that Magz~der d.estroy documents from Magruder’ s
files.

7. On June 24, 1972, Mitchell and Mardian n~t with
Dean, at which time Mitchell and Mardian suggested to Dean
tb~t the CIA be requested to provide covert funds for the
assistance of the persons involved in the Watergate break-in.

8. On June 26, 1972, Ehriichm~n met with Dean, at
which time Erhlichn~nn approved a suggestion that De~un ask
Waiters, Deputy Director of the CIA, 9~ether the CIA could
use covert funds to pay the bail and salaries of the
persons involved in the Watergate break-in.
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12. In mid-July, 1972, ~.iitchell and Parkinson ~et
with Dean, at ~Muich time Mitchell advised Dean to obtain
FBI reports of the investigation int~ the Watergate
break-in for Parkinson and others.

22. On Novenber 13, 1972, Hunt had a telephone con-
versation with Colson, during which Hunt discussed ~z[th
Colson the need to make additional pa!m-ents to and for ~he
be~nefit of the defendants in the original Watergate case.

23. In mid-November, 1972, Colson met with Dean
and gave him a tape recording of a telephone conversation
betw~_n Colson and Hunt..

24. On November 14, 1972, Dean met with Ehrlichman
and Haldeman and played for them a tape recording of a
telephone conversation between Colson and Hunt.

25. On November 15, 1972, Dean met with Mitchell
in New York City and played for him a tape rec~rzding of
a telephone conversation between Colson and Hunt.

33. In January, 1973, Mitchell had a telephone
conversation with Dean and asked Dean to have Caulfield
give an assurance of executive clemency to ~Cord.

38. On March 16, 1973, Hunt told O’Brien that he
wanted $120,O00.

39. On ~urch 19, 1973, Ehrlichman told Dean to
inform Mitchell that Hunt had asked for $120,000.

40. On March 21, 1973, Haldeman and Dean attended
a meeting at which there was a discussion about Hunt’s demand.

41. On March 21, 1973, Hald~man had a telephone con-
versation with Mitchell.

42. On the early afternoon of March 21, 1973, Mitchell
had a telephone conversation with LaRue in which ~itchell
authorized LaRue to make a payment of $75,000 to Hunt.

43. On the evening of March 21, 1973, LaRue arranged
for the delivery of $75,000 in cash to Bittman.

44. On March 22, 1973, Ehrlichman, Haldeman and
Dean met with Mitchell and Mitchell assured Ehrlichman
that Hunt was not a "problem" any longer.

45. On March 22, 1973, Ehrlic~an had a conversation
with Krogh and assured him that he did not believe that
Hunt %,ould reveal certain matters.
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Count 2 charged that the offense of obstruction of justice con-

sisted of "making cash payments and offers of other benefits to and for the

benefit of the defendants" in the original Watergate case, "both prior to and

subsequent to the ret~urn of the indictmenh [in that case] on September 15,

1972, for the purpose of concealing and causing to be concealed the identities

of the persons %~%o were responsible for, participated in, and had knowledge of

the activities %~qich were the subject of the investigation and trial."

Count 4 charged Mitchel! with false declarations before the grand

jury (18 U.S.C. 1623) on September 14, 1972, in denying that there was any

Cc~aittee to Re-elect . the President (CRP) program or effort to organize "a

covert or clandestine operation, basically...illegal in nature, to get information

or to gather intelligence about the activties of...Democratic candidates...or...

the Democratic Party" and in denying that he had any "knowledge...of Mr. Liddy’s

activities with respect to any intelligence gathering effort."

Count 5 charged him with false declarations before the grand jury

on April 20, 1973, in answering that he had no "recollection" of being told by

LaRue or Mardian prior to June 28, 1972, that Liddy had "confessed" or "had

told th~ that he was involved in the Watergate break-in."

Count 6 charged him with perjury (18 U.S.C. 1621) before the Senate

Select Cc~mittee on Presidential Campaign Activities on July I0, and ii, 1973,

in answering Chief Conm~ittee Counsel Dash and Senator Weicker that there was

no discussion of "Gemstone files or wire-tapping files" at a meeting on June 19,

1972, with Dean, Magruder, Mardian and LaRue, that he "had not heard o2 the

Gemstone files as of...that date," and that "To the best of [his] recollection

there was no...discussion of the destruction of any documents."

Mitchell was sentenced as follows: 20 months to 5 years’ ialorison-

ment on each of counts i and 2, to run concurrently, and i0 months to 3 years
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on each of counts 4, 5 and 6,. to run concurrently with each other but con-

secutively to the sem~tences on counts 1 and 2, for a total of not less than

30 months and not more than 8 years (R. 627).

The factual matters relevant to the issues discussed in this

brief are set forth in the Argument.

I. MITCHELL’S RIGHT OF SILENCE WAS VIOIATED
BY THE SENATE SELECT ~IMMITI~E’AND THE HOUSE
JUDICIARY CC~MITI~E. THE PROSECUTION’S IN-

"CRYM!i~T~G USE ~F h~S L~C~STITUTI~LLY
CCMPELLED TESTIMONY BEFORE THE TNO CCMMITI~ES
IN CROSS-EXAMINATION ON CRITICAL ASPECTS OF
THE (~I-]ARGES AGAI-NST ~ ~ CONSTITUTIONAL
ERRDR. °

/~l.lant I-Ialdeman has br±effed on behalf off all appeliants our

contention that the unprecedented, massive pre-tr±al publie±ty made a fa.~ tr±al

:im~ssible in the c~curns~ar~es and ~ frame in ~n±ch the trial was held and,

consequently, that ~e ~±al court ~as wrong in refusing to delag the tr±al or

grant a change of venue in order to improve the possibility of a fair trial.

Our contention in this point is that Mitcheli was whipsawed frcm

the grand jury in April, 1973, to the Senate Select Conmittee for three days

in July, 1973 (on nationwide ~cial and public television networks), to

the House Judiciary Cc~mittee in July, 1974, after the indictment had been

returned and on the eve of trial. His rights were flagrantly violated by the

two committees in that they refused to recognize his right to stand silent in

the face of the accusations against him, forcing him instead to the choice of

answering, their questions or declining to answer on the stated ground that his

answers would tend to incriminate him. Faced with such a dilenma and not

willing to admit possible self-incrimination, he was perforce obliged to

answer the cc~maittees’ questions. His unconstitutionally cc~pelled testimony

before the cc~mittees was used by the pro.~secution in cross-examination at the

trial to his great prejudice.
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A. .Background - Mitchell’s appearances before the 9rand_~ur~.

On September 14, 1972, the day before -the indictn~nt of the

original Watergate defendants was returned, Mitchell testified briefly before

the grand jury without benefit of counsel (R. 53). His denial at that time

of any knowledge that ~]ere was any Program or effort to organize a covert

illegal operation to gather intelligence about the activities of the Democratic-

party and candidates and of any knowledge of activities of Liddy in that regard

formed the basis of the charge of false declarations in count 4 of the indictment.

On April 18, 1973, Mitchell received a subpoena, to appear before

the grand jury for the second time. Then, for the first time, he retained an

attorney. Assistant United States Attorney Silbert refused a request for a

continuance of his appearance. Prior to his appearance on April 20, Mitchell

and his counsel were advised that Mitchell was a "target of the investigation."

Following l~is appearance, the Assistant United States Attorneys "made it crystal

clear that Mr. Mitchell could expect to be indicted." AS a result, Mitchell

declined any further interviews by the Office of the Special Prosecutor,. which

has been established in the meantime. Subsequently, when the Special ~Prosecu-

tor requested that he appear again before the grand jury, Mitchell took the

position that since the grand jury was undoubtedly going to indict him on the

basis of testimony it had received from Dean, Magruder and LaRue, he %ould

stand on his constitutional right to remain mute until the charges were brought

and the government came forward with evidence to prove them. The Special

Prosecutor honored this stand and did not. seek to ccmpel any further testimony

from Mitchell or even to interview him informally. (R. 53. )

B. Mitchell’s appearance before the Senate Select Cc~mittee in nationally
televised hearings in July, 1973.

In June, 1973, Mitchell was subpoenaed to testify before the

Senate Conm~ittee. On June 18, his counsel petitioned the committee._, by letter,
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to withdraw the subpoena on the ground that "b~. 5Iitchell has been advised by

the Federal Prosecutors investigating Watergate that he is a ’target’ of that

Grand Jury inqu~y." Counsel pointed out that just t!~e week before Magruder

had testified before the cc~mittee that he had an arrangement with the govern-

n~nt to plead ~ailty to a conspiracy charge in exchange for his testimony,

that ~gruder’s testimony before the committee "directly implicated Mr.

Mitchell in Watergate both pre-breakin and after," and that the gove_~oment

was negotiating %~_th others to secure additional trial testin~ny. "The cold

fact of the matter is," counsel stated, that the prosecutors "are going to

recommend ~t the Grand Jury indict ~k. Mitchell and in the present climate

the Grand Jury is going to follow the~ reccna~_ndations." Counsel asked that

the comaittee consider the impact upon Mitchell’s constitutional rights of

prior questioning by the cc~ttee about n~tters that would at a later date

be in issue in the criminal trial. Counsel contended that, as a "putative

defendant," Mitchell "has the absolute right to stand mute and say nothing

until the Government sustains its burden of proving the charges in the indict-

ment...by competent and legally admissible evidence. Then, and only then,

does the defendant have to disclose his defense if he so chooses," adding that

to compel Mitchell to testify would be to compel him to disclose his defense

to the inevitable criminal charges. The stark dilemma confronting Mitc/qell ~s

graphically depicted by counsel: he did not want to appear to be in contempt of

the cc~ttee, he would not seek inma~nity, and he would not invoke the "constitu-

tional Privilege." Faced with the certainty that he was going to be indicted,

the only "viable" alternative available to him was his plea that the cc~mittee

withdraw the subpoena in recognition . of his right to stand mute before the government

until such time as it might become necessary to answer the charges. (R. 53.)
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The Special Prosecutor’s reaction to Mitchell’s counsel’s letter

~s contained in his letter of July 6, 1973, to Chairman Ervin. He informed

the Chairman that as a result of information developed in "the investigation

of the Watergate bre~k’jl~ and ’cover-up, ’ we view Mr. Mitchell as a potential

defendant in connection with these activities." He suggested that ~tchell

be advised in executive session of his status in the investigation in order -

to make clear to him "beyond any doubt that .any testimony that he gives con-

cerning such activities without invoking his privilege against self-~lcrimination

u~er the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution constitutes a

waiver of that privilege." The Special Prosecutor concluded his letter with

this i.pse dixit: "If this is done, any court that may in the future consider

this problem should recognize that Mr. Mitchell’s testimony before your

Cc~alittee is quite clearly a voluntary waiver of his rights and not the re-

sult of any compulsion." (R. 53. ) It is significant that in taking this

position the Special Prosecutor departed frc[n his previous acknowledgement

that as a virtual defendant, Mitchell was entitled to remain silent -- to be

lef~ alone -- in the continuing investigation by his office a~ the grand jury.

As we will show, the Special Prosecutor was wrong in his purported distinction

between his investigation and the investigation being conducted by the com-

mittee. It is enough to say at this point that as a virtual defendant,

~litchell’s right of silence was inviolate as against all branches of ti~e govern-

ment.

The cc~mittee rejected Mitchell’s requesi that it withdraw its

subpoena. He was haled~ before the committee in open, nationally televised

sessions and subjected to relentless questioning on July i0, ii a~ 12, 1973.

Hearin@s before the Select Conmittee on President~l Campaign Activities o£

the United States Senate, 93d Cong., ist Sess., Book 4, p. 1601-Book 5, p. 1936.
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AS if to dramatize his appearance, he was called after the cc~nittee had heard

~gruder’s in~..anized testimony (Id. Book 2, pp.783-875) and immediately following

Dean’s sensationa! five days of inmunized and well rehearsed testimony (Id.

Book 3, p. 911-Book 4, p. 1600). Both of these witnesses had implicated Mitchell

in all aspects of t/he Watergate break-in and alleged cover-up. At the outset,

counse! reminded the ccmaittee of its rejection of 9~tchell’s request to with- "

draw the subpoena and asked for an expression as to %,~hether the comaittee would

adjudge him in conte~ if he should refuse to testify. In response, Vice

Chairman Baker stated that Mitchell was before the cc~nittee "pursuant to a

lawful subpoena...compelling him to appear and testify;" that "we took account

of his request, that we denied the request, that he is not here voluntarily;"

and that "in the view of the ccmmittee he has not waived any rights which may

inure to him by reason of his testimony and by reason of his appearance before

this cc~mittee" (Id. Book 4, pp. 1601-1602).

. Preliminarily, Mitchell was questioned by conmittee Chief Counsel

Dash about the so-called "Houston plan," the "Plumbers operation," Caulfield’s

"San~A~edge plan," Ulasowicz’s "work, either for people in the White House or

for Mr. Dean or for anybody else," his relationship with CP~ prior to the time

he took over as campaign director, the relationship of Haldeman and others in

the White House to CRP, and the ~nite House’s concern "for an intelligence

capacity.., to deal with the problems of demonstrations and the possible violence"

during the campaign" (Id. 1603-1609). The question~%g then turned to matters

and incidents which subsequently became the subjects of the charges of th~ indict-

ment. The questioning ranged over the whole story of Watergate as it had been

told by the same adverse witnesses who later testified at the trial below, it

¯ gas conducted much in the manner ofa prosecutor’s cross-e~tion of a

defendant, beccming increasingly inquisitorial and accusatory as Mitchell
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attempted to meet with i~m~cent explanations the incriminating circumstances

the cc~ttee ~ha-d developed, and all of this was televised live nationally and

re-televised for night-time viewing. Step by step Mitchel! 9~s questioned

intensively and -e~ensively by ~. Dash about the following, inter alia: his

meetings with De~n, ~gruder s~nd Liddy in his office at the Department of

Justice in January and February, 1972, and with ~gruder and LaRue in Key

Biscayne in March; the Gemstone file kept by Magruder and his kn~!edge of

its contents; McCord’s earlier testimony before the ccmmittee that Liddy had

told McCord that the reason for the June 17, 1972, break-in of the Democratic

National Cc~ttee’s headquarters was that Mitchell was "unhappy" about the

"ineffective working operation of the O’Brien bug" placed earlier; the circum-

stances of his learning about the break-in while in California on campaign

business; a meeting in his apartment on June 19 on his return to Washington

with Mardian, Dean, Magruder and LaRue, and a discussion at the meeting about

the burning of Gemstone files;l/ discussions in June and July concerning

~gruder’s ~_nding appearance before the grand jury and Magruder’s explanations

in his testimony of the disbursements which had been made to Liddy and of the

January and February meetings with Mitchell;2/Mitchell’s awareness during the

sunder of 1972 of payments to the Watergate burglars through Kalmbach and,

after September, through LaRue; increased pressures by Hunt for more money; a

March,- 1973, demand by Hunt for $75,000 for legal fees, as related to Mitchell

by LaRue, and a discussion between them about the possibility of a White House

~_/ Mitchell denied at this point in the questioning that there was a dis-
cession of Gemstone files. Later Senator Weicker referred to testimony of
Magruder and LaRue that Mie~zhell instructed ~gruder to destroy the files.
Mitchell again denied that there was any such discussion (Id. Book 5, p. 1877).
His denials were charg~ as false declarations in count 6. In addition, the
conspiracy count charged as a means of carrying out the conspiracy that "(b)
the conspirators would at various times remove, conceal, alter and destroy,
and cause to be r~noved, concealed, altered, and destroyed, documents, papers,
records and objects;" and overt act 5 charged that on June 19, 1972, Mitchell
"S uggested that Magruder destroy documents frc~ Maqruder’s files "

Hereinafter references to allegations of the i~dictment will’direct
attention to the sun~ in the Statement, supra.
2/ See manner and means paragraph (c).
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fund being available for that purpose.3/ Mitchell’s awarex~ess of a Dean to

Caulfield to McCord promise of clemency for McCord and a similar promise by

Colson to Hunt; t~he F~Cord letter to Judge Sirica in b~rch, 1973, Magruder’s

consequent fears that he ndght be indicted for perjury and ~ether Mitchell

"premise[d] him at that time, as he [~gruder] testified, that...you %~uld

help him to either get executive clemency, support, or rehabilitation... ; ,,4--/

a meeting with Haldeman and Magruder at which Magruder expressed the same

fears; and a meeting with Dean and Magruder, concerning which counsel asked,

"Did you agree at that time, Mr. Mitchell, that you would hold the line, at

least, if you were called" as to the subjects discussed at his meetings ~¢ith

Dean, Magruder, and Liddy early in 1972 (Id. 1609-1636).5--/

At the conclusion of the first round of questioning by the Chief

Counsel, the members of the committee questioned Mitchell in turn. Senator

Talmadge questioned him about authorizing expenditures for "lawyers fees, and

bail fees, and living expenses," about disbursement of "over a million dollars...in

cash with no checks to support it," about the so-called "Dahlbemg and Mexican

checks,’’6-/ whether he discussed the Watergate break-in with the President,

Haldeman, Ehrlichman and Colson, and whether "you direct[ed]...Mardian to tele-

phone Liddy on June 17 and ask him to try to persuade Mr. Kleindienst... to

arrange for Mr. M~Cord to be released from bail [sic] as Mr. Magruder has

testified?"7_/ The Senator referred to Dean’s testimony before the conmdttee

concerning a meeting on March 22, 1973, with Mitchell, Haldeman, and Ehrlichman

at which, according to Dean, Mitchell "said that there was no more money prob-

lems for Mr. Hunt." (Id. 1653-1667.)8/

3/ See manner and means paragraph (e) and overt act 42.
~/ See manner and means paragraph (f).
~/ See manner and means paragraph (c).
7/ See manner and means paragraph (e).
7/ See manner and means paragraph (a) and overt act i.
8_--/ See overt act 44.
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Senator Inouye was even more en~hatic in his denunciations of Mitchell’s

activities as they had been related by other witnesses. His questioning made it

clear that he credited their testimony and gave no credence to Mitchell’s excul-

patory explanation. Referring to the meeting with Dean, Magrude~r and Liddy in

Mitchell’s office in January, 1972, and the so-called Liddy plan,.. %he Senator asked ,

"Would I be translating your shatement ’take that stuff out and burn it,’ to mean

get rid of this incriminating evidence," and, "Did you advise the participanhs

that they were essentially participating in conspiracy to commit a crin~," adding,

"I ask you this because just about that time your office, with much publicity and

great vigor, had pursued the indictment of American citizens who had allegedly

discussed the kidnapping of Dr. Kissinger. Is there any difference between the

discussion of kidnapping and a discussion of these crimianl activities in your

office?" (Id. Book 5, pp. 1815-1816.) These and other slashing remarks, whatever

the motive, could not but blacken Mitchell’s character and portray him in the public

view as a principal culprit in Watergate break-in and cover-up. For example,

Senator Inouye followed these opening questions with such questions as: "To what

length are you now willing to go to deceive in an effort to avoid further impli-

cation of the President in the activities under investigation by this panel?

More specifically, are you willing to lie to protect the President?"; "Have

you ever considered whether it was fair to the opposition party or fair to

the American people to conspire to keep them frcm the true facts of this matter?";

"What was wrong with telling the people of the United States the facts involved

as you knew t/%em as Attorney General .... Or as Chairman ~of the C~mtittee to

Pe-elect the President?"; "I note that you hmve hired or were involved in the

process of hiring very important men -- Jeb Magruder, John Dean, Frederick

LaRue, Mr. Mardian, Mr. G. Gordon Liddy, and Major General Turner. I note

that there is one thing in exmmon with all these men: They have al!

been involved in the cc~mission of a crime. Would you say that you are a
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good judge of character, sir? [Laughter.]" (Id. 1818-1819); "These are the

memorandums [the Houston papers] describing the formation of an extra legal

intelligence organization in ~ich you were involved" (Id. 1822); "~y did

you not advise the President of these irregularities after the election?"

(Id. 1825); "And it is your feeling that everything should be done to protect

the present administration from further damage?" (Id. 1827. )

Senator Montoya, in his turn, referred, inter alia, to testimony

by Magruder, Reisner, and McCord "confirming that the [Liddy] plan had been

approved" and stated, "So in effect, you are saying that they are wrong and

you are right" (Id. 1846). He asked incredulously, "Now, isn’t it odd, ~.

Mitchell, that $250,000 w~nt out of that treasury and you do not know what...it

w~nt for when the word around there was between Mr. Magruder, between Mr. Stans

and Mr. Sloan that this cash was being disbursed to Mr. Liddy" (Id. 1847).

Referring to testimony by Sloan and Stans which "indicated" to the Senator

that Mitchell had authorized "the disbursement of this honey to Mr. Liddy,"

the Senator stated, "There we have another instance of t%o witnesses who have

testified here who indicate contrary to what you have testified to here today"

(Id. 1848). Scoldingly the Senator asked, "All right; what did you do after

you determined the culpability of Mr. Liddy? Did you talk to any prosecuting

attorney or any law officer and inform him of Mr. Liddy~s complicity in this

affair [the break-in]?’! (Id. 1850).--9/ Once again Senator Montoya brought up

the meeting in Mitchell’s apartment on June 19, 1972, and asked, "Did you at

this particular meeting discuss anything with respect to the Gemstone file?"

(Id. 1852.)10--/ Referring to the President’s public statement of October 5,

1972, "indicating that he was trying to get to the bottom of all this," the

9_’/ The close correlation between the cc~mittee’s investigation and the on-
going grand jury investigation is again demonstrated by tlle fact that
indictment charged in count 5 that Mitchell made false declarations before
the grand jury on April 20, 1973, when he denied that LaRue and Mardian told
him prior to June 28, 1972, that Liddy had told them that he was involved in
the break-in.
10__/ See manner and means paragraph (b) and overt act 5.
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Senator asked, "And in spite of this you did not come forward and tell him

%~at youknew about Watergate?" (Id. 1855.)

Chairm~un Ervin, in his own inimitable style of cross-examination,

left no do[~t about his conviction that Mitchell was implicated in all aspects

of Watergate. He rehearsed again the sequence of events, frcm -the presentation

of the Liddy plan early in 1972, the apprehension of the Watergate burglars

with money in their pockets "which came frcm your ec~aaittee" (Id. 1858), the

arrests of Liddy and Hunt, Magruder’s appearances before the grand jury, and

the demands of and payments to the original Watergate defendants (Id. 1856-1868).

His interrogation was sprinkled with expressions of disbelief: e.g., "Wouldn’t

the evidence justify the inference that you did not exmmunicate your disapproval

[of the Liddy plan] in such an emphatic enough manner to prevent the bugging

and break-in?" (Id. 1857); "And frc~ your conversation with these men, you

realized that Magruder had participated in the break-in and that he and Dean

were engaged in what has been called the coverup?"; "And then, first, you

talked to LaRue and Maxdian and they both knew about these events. You could

tell that from the conversations they had with you, did you not?"; "You ~_re

also informed by Magruder that he, Magruder was prepared to cc~mit perjury

when it went before the grand jury in August rather than to reveal what he knew

about these ma~ters?" (Id. 1859); "~Ii, you had learned enough by the 20th

of June to feel that the [CRP], or at least some officials of it, were impli-

cated in the Watergate break-in didn’t you?"; "And every day the newspapers

and the other media of ccmmunication, frcm that time on until the present,

were carrying new revelations about Watergate, weren’t they?" (Id. 1861): "You

did hear about m you were given to understand that either [CRP] or Mr. Kalmbach

were furnishing the money to pay counsel fees and support to the families of

-the seven Watergate people?"; "And later you were informed that there was some

doubt as to whether McCord would stand fast in silence, weren’t you?...Yes.
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~’~md you were asked to see %,~at you co~!d do about that, weren’t you?" (Id.

1862) ; "Don’t you agree with me that any person, ~nether it is the President

or a Senator or a hod carrier or anybody else, who gives the impression to

the public that he is withholding inforn~tion within his power is putting

himself in a bad light?" (Id. 1863). The Chairman quoted frGm a~ Nixon campaign

speech in 1968 that "the way to save America...%~s ’to find the truth, to

speak the truth, and to live the truth’", and said, "And yet, when 1972 came

and these White House horrors became known to you, you did not take the advice

that President Nixon gave us all in 1968, did you?" (Id. 1865). He summed up

his view of Mitchell’s explanations with this thrust: "And it was your found

[sic] hope at that time that the truth would never overtake anybody other than

the seven people in the original case?" (Id. 1868), adding later, "So isn’t

it an inescapable conclusion that you exalted the political fortunes of the

President before the President’s responsibility to perform his constitutional

duties to see that the laws are faithfully executed?" (Id. 1895.)

Senator Weicker %~s equally critical and disbelieving. At the

outset he said, "I must confess, Mr. Mitchell, that as I have sat here and

listened to your testimony the only difficulty I find with it is that it sc~e-

times is difficult to realize that we have sitting before the conmittee" not

scme minor official, "but we have the campaign director.., the Attorney General

of the United States..." (Id. 1870). Referring to the meeting with Liddy and

others in January, 1972; the Senator said, "I find it inconceivable, unless

there seems to be at least scme willingness to share a portion of the mentality

[referring to Liddy] that you didn’t go ahead and have the fellow arrested for

even suggesting this to the Attorney General of the United States" (Id. 1871).

As with the others who preceeded him, Senator Weicker’s questioning ranged

broadly over Watergate and beyond (Id. 1869-1892), including, e.g., questions

about the June 19, 1972, meeting in Mitch411’s apartment ("Now...Mr. Magruder

has testified and Mr. LaRue has stated that...you instructed Magruder to destroy
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the Gen%stone files, to in fact have a bonfire with rhea. Now, you deny this

hav~g ever occurred. Can you give me any reason why these two men would lie

about this fact?" (Id. 1877)); about the "plumbers" (,Now, Mr. Mitchell, I

think probably I }~ow what the answer is going to be, but to try to pull

togethe~ these 3 or 4 days, is it fair to say that on June 21, 1972, when

you leaned of the potential revelations of the plumbers’ activities, %~hich

revelations you knew could be devastating to -the President, that you and others

began a coverup that carried over to the White Howe in order to prevent any

such revelation?" (Id. 1884)); about the IT9 affair and the much publicized

Dita Beard memorandum ("Then on February 29, Dita Beard was spirited off to

Denver by ~. Gordon Liddy, is that co~ect?" (Id. 1873-1874)); about depositions

Mitchell had given earlier in civil litigation ("But what you are telling me

here today...is that you were notified of a prior [to June 17, 1972] break-in

on either the 20th or 21st of June and that you denied...such knowledge in a

deposition taken on September 5, 1972?" (Id. 1880; see also 1869)); and about

the break-in of the office of Ellsberg’s psychiatrist ("Did you bring this

matter to the attention of any law enforcement officials? ...Did you notify

Judge Byrne...? In other words, as an officer of the court, and as a former

Attorney General...you were content to remain silent even though you knew that

silence might possibly convict [an] American citizen via means of..~illegal

conduct?,’ (Id. 1890-1891)). Senator ~icker’s obvious disbelief and hostility

were ~ up in this parting thrust; "Is there anything in this country,

as:h~e frcm the President of the United States, that puts you in awe, Mr.

Mitchell?" (Id. 1891).

Seemingly emboldened by the directly accusatory tone of the

Senator’s cross-examination, the Chief Counsel, in his concluding round, warmed

to the chase further to destroy Mitchell’s credibility and blacken his charac-

ter, winding up with a pronouncement that he was unworthy of belief. Besides
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re-hashing some of the matters already covered, he insinuated fabrication on

Mitchell’s part in explaining his actions in connection with the Watergate

break-in: "Now, you were willing to state that you participated in a cover~

of the ~ite House horror stories but you sort of distinguish that role or

participation on your part in the ~Watergate break-Ln. Is this, Mr. ~itchell,

an effort to develop a legal defense [obviously referring to the impending

charges] or is it a real distinction on your part?" (Id. 1901). Referring to

discussions during the ~ of 1972 "concerning the testimony that Mr.
o

~gruder might make and strategies that were taking place," counsel ridiculed

Mitchell’s testimony concerning these matters with the remarks, "you appeared

to be constantly taking a passive role. Are we to assume that you are a

passive man in this operation, Mr. Mitchell?" (Id. 1902). In a series of

questions regarding the appearance of the name of one Roemer McPhee in logs

of meetings and telephone calls in August, 1972, and Dean’s testimony that

McPhee "was having private discussions with Judge Richey, who was the Federal

judge, in the Democratic National Committee suit," counsel clearly insinuated

that Mitchell made ex parte attempts to. influence the judge: "Everybody k~ew

then that Mr. McPhee actually did know Judge Richey and w~s a very good friend

of Judge Richey?"; "Well, ~ould it actually have offended your concept of

having to do everything necessary to protect the President in his reelection

bid to see to it that you did get favorable consideration in the civil suit

from Judge Richey?"; "You are not saying that there never have been successful

approaches to judges, are you, Mr. Mitchell?"; "Mr. Mitchell, I am sure, and I

would agree with you, you would have had great reluctance [to approach a judge]

but on balance, and you put it on balance here, if it ~eant t!~e reelection of

the President of the United States, would that reluctance have been ova?"

As an added cheap shot in this exchange, counsel asked, "Did you ever at

any time ~%ile you were Attorney General, send any representative to the Supreme
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Court on a wiretapping case?" (Id. 1906-1910.) Referring to testimony re-

garding a promise of cl~mency for Hunt, .counsel asked, "Have you ever been

prcmised any Executive clemency or have ever asked for it or any help with

regard to your present p~nding matters?" (Id. 1911. ) Counsel’s reference

to "pending matters" obviously meant the then ongoing grand jury investigation

and the incriminating testimony already adduced before the committee; and

counsel’s question clearly implied that he was satisfied that nothing less

than clemency could e~ulpate Mitchell. Counsel referred to M~Cord’s letter

to Judge Sirica and McCord’s testimony before the committee and asserted that

"it had become public know.ledge that Mr. McCord was accusing Mr. Dean, Mr.

Magruder and yourself as having been involved in the bugging operations of the

Watergate." He asked about calls to the White House follo~ing the M~Cord

letter to Judge Sirica, meetings with Dean and ~,~gruder -- "And at that time,

were you not in active discussion with Mr. Dean and Mr. Magruder as to how

the gr~nd jury testimony was to be carried out?" -- and a later meeting with

Ehrlichman, stating, "Did you know that [Ehrlichman] had come to the conclusion,

based, I take it, on Magruder’s statement, that you had approved the bugging

operation and were involved?" (Id. 1913-1915.) Counsel closed his cross-

examination with repeated charges of perjury. Referring to previous colloquies

with Senators Talmadge and Baker, he said that Mitchell had stated that he

"~ould pretty much not want to allow anything to stand in the way of reelection"

and added, "~uld you have included...perjury as an activity that would stand

in your way in getting the President reelected?" (Id. 1922.) Counsel referred

to a deposition given in September 1972, in the action brought by the Democratic

National Con~nittee and to Mitchell’s answers in the negative to questions

whether "Mr. Mardian or ~. LaRue report[ed] to you on their conversation

with Liddy" regarding Liddy’s involvement in the Watergate break-in and

whether Mitchell had "any information as t5 the circumstances uod~ which Mr.
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Liddy ~s hired." Rejecting Mitchell’s explanations of his answers as of the

time they were given, counsel, said, "Now, all I am asking you is whether or

not that an answer ’No,’ that Mr. Mardian did not tell you about the conver-

sation with Liddy concerning his Watergate involvement is directly contrary

to the testimony you have given here?" and "isn’t it so, Mr. 9£itchell, that

~Du answered ’No’ in this context [referring to the question as to the hiring -.

of Liddy], because at that time on September 5 [1972] Mr. Liddy had been

identified as being involved and that you did not ’want to have any relationship

with Mr. Liddy’s involvement or hiring by the committee?" (Id. 1922-1925.)

Counsel concluded his attack with this observation (Id. 1927-1928):

Mr. Dash. In any e?ent, it seems to me that there
are two instances that I have been unable [sic] to quote to
you frcm the record - you may differ - where your testimony
on Decem%ber [sic] 5 on the civil deposition was diametrically
opposed to you testimony before this cc~mrittee. What I
have to say to you on that, is tb~t since you may have
given false testimony under oath on prior occasions, is
there really any reason for this conmittee to believe your
testimony now, especially to the issue of whether you did
or did not give final approval at the Key Biscayne meeting
to the Liddy plan, whether or not you had any knowledge
about the Pres~_dent’s knowledge of the coverup or parti-
cipated in the coverup, or whether you took any active
part in the payoffs or coverup, the Watergate case or
any other party of the White House horrors?

The conclusions to be drawn frcm his necessarily brief review of

the pillorying of Mitchell by the ~ttee are rather obvious. The committee

had heard from the principal accusers, Magrudger, Dean and LaRue, and had

praised them for their testimony.II/ In contrast, Mitchell’s efforts to meet

the accusations against him were met with obvious disbelief and scorn. The

obloquy heaped upon him grew in intensity as the hearing progressed, and this

in a television spectacular. In a very real sense he was "tried" before a

national audience and, in the view of some of the Senators and the Chief Counsel,

at least, he was guilty of all the accusations made against him and perjury as

ii/ See Id. Book 2, pp. 874-875, Book 4. p. 1599.
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well. The massive adverse publicity generated by the c~anittee and its effect

upon the ensuing judicial trial is developed in greater detail in appellant

Halden~_n’s brief. Our point here is that the committee’s actions violated

Mitchell’s rights as a de facto criminal defendant in other respects as well.

The committee knew at the time it subjected him to cc~pulsory process that

the grand jury investigation had been reopened. It knew that he was going     "

to be indicted. It was specifically advised by the Special Prosecutor just

a few days before it compelled his appearance that he was a "potential defendant."

Notwithstanding his protest that in these circumstances he 9~s entitled to stand

n~te before the government, the committee conceived that its mandate overrode.

this asserted right and gave it the right to put him to the Hobson’s choice

of suhaitting to questioning or expressly stating that he declined to answer

on the ground that his answers would tend to incriminate him.12/ As we show

below, to put a person in Mitchell’s circumstances to such a choice is to

debase the values inherent in the privilege and due process clauses of the

Fifth Amendment as they apply to a virtual defendant in a criminal investigation.

In this posture, Vice Chairman Baker’s statement that Mitchell "has not waived

any rights which may inure to him by reason of his testimony and by reason of

his appearance before this ccr~aittee" was an empty gesture.

Beyond this violation of Mitchell’s right not to be subjected to

governmental cc~pulsory process, the ccmaittee’s actions violated other consti-

tutional principles as well. His right to remain silent included the concomitant

right to be free frcrn compulsory disclosure of his defense to the charges

against him and to put the government to its burden of proving the charges in

a judicial trial, with all the inhibiting restraints and safeguards such a

trial entails. Only then is a person charged with crime required to ccme forward

12__/ "’Too many, even those who should be better advised, view this privilege
as a shelter for wrongdoers. They too readily assume that those who invoke
it are either guilty of crime or cc~mit perjury in claiming the privilege’".
Grunewald v. United States, 353 U.S. 391, 421 (1957), quoting from Ullmann
v. United States, 350 U.S. 422, 426.
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and present his defense. The conmittee ignored Mitchell’s rights in this

regard and probed deeply and repeatedly into his explanations of the accusations

made against him by other witnesses. By the same token, the cc~mittee’s three

days of intensive interrogation constituted massive cc~pulsory discovery of

Mitchell’s defense, again in contravention of his rights under the Fifth Amer~-

ment and the Federal Rules of~Criminal Procedure. And, as we will show in this"

statement of chronology which culminated in his conviction, the prosecutor used

scme of his testimony before the cc~mlittee to his prejudice in cross-examination

at the trial.

Finally, it was clear that the ccmnittee’s investigation paralleled

the ongoing gra9~ jury investigation of the same matters .-- the P~tergate

break-in and alleged coverup m which resulted in the indictment returned on

March i, 1974. In a very real sense, the ccmaittee’s probe was an extension

of and complementary to the executive branch’s presentation to the grand jury.

To say the least, this was an extraordinary departure from normal criminal

procedure, surrounded as it is with the secrecy of grand jury proceedings.

C. Mitchell’s appearance before the House Judiciary Cc~mittee in July, 1974.

On July i0, 1974, a little more than four months after the indict-

ment had been returned and just two months before the scheduled trial date of

September 9,13/Mitchell appeared, pursuant to subpoena, before the House

Judiciary Cc~anittee in its impeachment investigation. Hearings before the

Ccmnittee on the Judiciary, House of Representatives, Ninety-Third Congress,

Second Session, Pursuant to H. Res. 803,14/ Book II, p. 112. At the outset

13/ As this Court will recall, Judge Sirica, responding to the Court’s
suggestion of alternatives, later granted a continuance to October i, and
the trial began on that date.

14/ "A resolution authorizing and directing the Con~nittee on the Judiciary to
~vestigate whether sufficient grounds exist for the House of Representatives
to exercise its constitutional power to i~peach Richard M. Nixon, President
of the United States of America."
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his counsel made the following statement (Id. 113-114):

~. Hundley. It is a very brief staten~nt, Mr.
Chairman. I have asked for an opportunity to make a
brief statement so that I can put on the record the
reasons I feel so strongly that this conmittee, in
compelling John N. Mitchell’s appearance and testi-
mony at this time, is jeopardizing his right to a
fair trial. Mr. Mitchell is a defendant in the so-called
’Watergate trial scheduled to ~e just 2 months frcm
today. This conmittee, by use of its subpoena power,
now proposes to interrogate Mr. ,Vi~hell about scme of
the very same matters " tbmt are in issuein that case.
This not only prejudices his trial because of the pub-
licity that will emanate during the next few months as a
result of his testifying here, but denies Mr. Mitchell
his right as a defendant in a criminal case to remain
silent about the Watergate criminal charges until and
if the Government sustaiqso its burden of proof in the
district court.

If there was any one absolu.te right that I would have
thought a defendant in a criminal case had, it was his
right to stand mute and be cc~pletely free frcm govern-
mental inquiry into those areas that a grand jury had
charged him with and which he had to defend himself
against in a court of law. And the taking or the not
taking of the fifth amendment should not be the factor
which determines ~hether Mr. Mitchell is c~mpelled to
appear and testify before this cc~mittee.

No one is compelled, in my judgment, to take the
fifth amendment to insure his right to a fair trial.
This was never the intent or purpose of this consti-
tutional privilege.

It is my understanding that Mr. St. Clair [counsel
for the President] requested the cc~ittee to call

~7~Mitchell to testify about his knowledge of the
,000 payment to E. Howard Hunt on March ~21., 1973.

It is further my understanding that the cc~mittee
acceded to Mr. St. Clair’s request for this purpose.
Therefore, with my objection noted and with the clear
understanding that this testimony is being cc~pelled
by conmdttee processes, Mr. Mitchell will answer all
relevant questions about the $75,000 payment and all
questions about his relationships with President Nixon
on any subject matter which is udder inquiry by this
ccr~ttee.

However, as a matter of basic fairness, I would
earnestly request that the interrogation of ~. Mitchell
be confined to these two areas and that questions not
be asked that track the Watergate indictment charges.
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which are remotely relevant to the subject matter
here under inquiry and highly prejudicial to Mr.
Mitchell’s right to a fair trial.

With that statement, we are ready to
proceed on the basis that I have outlined.

Chairm~n Rodino replied that ~Itchell had "the right to r~nain

silent and not provide any testimony or information which may tend to incrimina~"

him (Id. 114). Mr. Hundley reiterated Mitchell’s position: "It is not a situation

of taking the fifth amendment. I don’t think the fifth amendment is the

appropriate remedy .... the basic right.., that is being violated here is his

right to a fair trial, a right to maintain intact and undiscovered his defenses

until and if the Government can prove those charges in trial. Only then is

there any decision to be made on our part to testify" (Id. 114-115). Mr. Hundley

urged upon the committee as a reasonable solution to the problem that it confine

its questions to the two matters about which Mitchell was willing to testify as

an accomodation to Mr. St. Clair and "to stay away frem asking a lot of questions.

about matters that are alleged in that indictment which we have to defend

against in court and which we are prepared to defend at that time...we do

think as a matter of basic fairness that the cc~ttee members ought notbe

stray so that after 5 or 6 hours here, we end up litigating the charges in

the Watergate indictment" (Id. 114). It was brought out thmt prior to

Mitchell’s appearance, Mr. Hundley had urged the same position upon Special

Counsel Doar and Minority Counsel Jenner, that their response was that "it.

wasn’t for him [Mr. Hundley] to define the scope of the ccamrittee’s inquiry

or what was relevant or not relevant to the matters before this cc~ttee,"

and that Mr. Hundley had "asked the cosa~ttee on the legal basis that [he]

outlined to %~it!xlraw its subpoena" (Id. 115-116). Chairman Rodino observed

that "had there been any suggestion on the part of Mr. Mitchell and his counsel

that there was any intention to plead the fifth amex~dment and had this been
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con~nicated to counsel for the Impeachment Inquiry staff, then I am sure that,

as we did in the case of Mr. Haldeman ~n this came to our attention, that

the corm~ittee did not pursue this any further. We have acceded to the request

of Mr. St. Clair in order to accomodate Mr. St. Clair’s initial request for ~n

appearance by Mr. ~£itchell to so testify that he [Mr. St. Clair]: believed was

pertinent" to the impeachment investigation (Id. 115).

The dilen~na thus confronting Mitchell -- and the committee -- and

Mr. Hundley’s proposed solution precipitated a spirited debate among the m~m-

bers as to whether Mitchell (i) should be required to testify at all, or (2)

only on the matters concerning which Mr. St. Clair desired his testimony, or

(3) as to any matters about %~hich the "members individually wished to question

him. Mr. Edwards favored the first course: "... in view of the statement of

Mr. Mitchell’s counsel -- speaking only for myself, I should think Mr. Mitchell

could be dismissed" (Id. 116). 9~. Brooks was similarly troubled: "...really

I didn’t want to trouble Mr. Mitchell in the first place" (Id. 122).

Ms. Holtzman expressed her "concern" about Mitchel!’s "position...that a

defendant in a criminal trial, until the time of trial, cannot be compelled

to be put in a position to even claim the fifth amendment by any other govern-

mental body," and asked cc~aittee counsel for their opinion. Messrs. Doar

and Jenner anm~ered cryptically that they knew of "no such proposition" (Id.

119-120), as though it was a novel idea that an indicted defendant is not required

to respond at all unless and until the government sustains its burden of proving

the charges against him! Mr. Danielson feared "that we may very well here be

granting immunity to Mr. Mitchell in subsequent criminal prosecution by not

clarifying at this time the context in which he may give testimony." He asked

I~. Hundley whether, in the event ~iitchell was questioned about "matters

which relate directly to the indictment," Mr. Hundley would raise that as an

objection in the prosecution. Mr. Hundley replied that he would but not "on
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the grounds of in, unity. It %~ould be that, in effect, his right to a fair

trial has been destroyed." ~v~. Danielson then stated, "I fully agree with

his [Mr. Hundley’s] understanding of the Fifth Amendment" (Id. 121-122).

5~. Cohen was concerned about p[~91ishing the testimony of witnesses, which

~ras being taken in executive sessions, "Because...this might very., well have

an impact upon Mr. Mitchell prior to his trial" (Id. 117).15/

Mr. ~Clory favored the second course: since Mitchell was willing

to testify as to his relationship with the Presid~t, "...I would hope that we

would do that without getting into a hassle here or without denying ourselves

the advantage of these conversations which I think %ould be extremely illuminative.

So I would hope that we would get the benefit of the testimony that he is willing

to provide before acceding to the suggestions of Mr. Edwards, which I think is

a good one when we get to the point where...Mr. Mitchell feels that his

constitutional rights...are being infringed upon" (Id. 116-117). Mr. Railsback

subscribed to this view (Id. 117), as did Mr. Mayne: "...it is the. right of

every member to examine as he wishes and if any member wishes to destroy this

witness’ right to a fair trial in the criad_nal proceeding, that is the power

of the individual member. I am going to try very hard to refrain from exercising

that power myself. But I think we should proceed and get as much evidence as

we can" (Id. 119). Mr. Seiberling wondered "whether the situation is any

different [from Haldeman’ s] merely because he [Mitchell] has advanced to the

point with respecting [sic] sitting before us? If it hasn’t, then I would

suggest that it is in order to dismiss the witness" (Id. 118).

But other members would have none of this. Mr. Hungate’s view

was that "the fifth amendment...is either claimed or it isn’t claimed...where

15/ In fact, the testimony of Mitchell and other witnesses was later published
in August, 1974, and the prosecution used his testimony in cross-examining
him at the trial.

The c~mmittee’s proceedings later in July, 1974, two months before tb~
trial, on articles of impeachment were televised.
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the fifth amendment is not invoked, I don’t see how I could waive my right to

question fully and just permit testimony on one side of the case without that

indispensable ingredient we have discussed here so often, cross-examination and

testing the validity of the testinDny" (Id. 117, 119). Similarly, Mr. Dennis

"object[ed] strenuously to [~. Edwards’ ] suggestion [ that ~£itchell be dismissed]

...you either take the fifth amendment or you don’t, in my book" (Id. 118).. -~

Mr. Seiberling s~mlingly changed his mind and joined in: "I simply want to

take the position that either ~. Mitchell is heri for all purposes or he

should not be here for any purpose" (Id. 119).

In the end, Mitchell’s efforts, to limit the committee’s questioning

to matters outside the scope of the i~dictment were unavailing. Chairman Rodino

ruled .that the House "has a constitutional right and a constitutioD~l power to

inquire into...all matters related to the conduct of the President of the

United States that may bear on impeachability.., this is a very broad scope and

as such, this is why we feel that a restriction which is sought to be imposed

is absolutely not in keeping with our authority to proceed, notwithstanding

the fact tha% I am sure every Member is concerned and sensitive about the

rights of an individual who is presently, as you are, under indictment, and

¯..seeks in no way to prejudice that right" (Id. 124).

With that, the questioning proceeded, first by committee counsel

and then by individual members, and it ranged, again, over the whole story of

Watergate as it had been unfolded before the Senate Cc~mittee and in the news

media. Despite the concern expressed by the chairman and others for the rights

of Mitchell as an indicted defendant, and despite Mr. Hundley’s repeated objections,

the questions in many instances were related directly to specific allegations

of the indictment.

Mr. Doar opened his interrogation with questions about the hiring

of Liddy (Id. 125-126) and about when and in what manner Mitchell became aware
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that payments had been made to the original Watergate defendants (Id. 130-131).

With respect to the payment of $75,000 to Hunt in ~rch, 1973, Mitchell ex-

plained that LaRue spoke to him abcut the matter and that he advised LaRue to

check with the ~ite House to see ifmoneywas available from the $350,000

polling fund. He an~ered in the negahive when Mr. Doar asked, !’You did tell

him that it was all right and r~%ke that payment? ’~16! Concerning a meeting    ~

with Dean, Haldeman and Ehrlichman on March 22, 1973, Mr. Doar asked, "was

there any discussion with respect to this payment to. Mr. Hunt for attorneys’

fees?" (Id. 132).1__7/ Mr. Doar also inquired as to "why the White House approved

the use of this $350,000 to pay attorneys’ fees and expenses for the Watergate

defendants;" whether it was "to keep the defendants happy" (Id. 133).18/

Again tracking the indictment, Mr. Doar asked Mitchell whether he met with

Dean in New York in November, 1972, whether Dean had a recording of a telephone

conversation between Colson and Hunt, whether Mitchell listened to the recording,

~nd whether in that conversation "there was any de~nd by Mr. Hunt for money"

(Id. 134). 19___/

Mr. Jenner launched his interrogation with the question, "where

you were...when you first learned of the break-in at the DNC headquarters."

Mr. Hundley again objected on the grounds that the question was irrelevant to

the committee’s investigation and that "this is one of the specific allegations

we have to meet."20--/ Mr. McClory associated himself with the objection, pointing

out, inter alia, that the ccr~aittee had already received other testimony "in

great detail about these conversations out in California." Mr. Jenner responded

16__/ See rm%nner and means paragraph

1--7/ See overt act 44.

18/ See manner and means paragraph

19/ See overt act 25.

20/ See manner and mea~ paragraph

(e) and overt act 42.

(e) .

(a) and overt act i.
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that his question was pertinent because it was related to "the very day...the

beginning day of Watergate, and the. alleged coverup that foll~ed as to which

the cc~mittee has received pertinent evidence." Chairman Rodino again expressed

concern with "insur[ing] that no rights are prejudiced," but nevertheless ruled

that unless ~tchell interposed the objection that "this may incriminate him"

he ~ould have to answer the questions. After a series of questions about the "

activities in California, Mr. Jenner turned to the meeting in Mitchell’s apart-

ment on June 19, 1972, and asked specifically "whether or not you said on that

occasion...directly to Mr. Magruder, ’If you have a fireplace, you’d better

have a fire?’" (Id. 155). Mr. Hundley objected that the question was put as a

paraphrase of the very language of overt act 5.21---/ Mr. Butler asscc~ated him-

self with the objection ("are we accomplishing anything for the purpose of

this committee except to jeopardize his right to a fair trial"), as did Mr.

McClory ("to interrogate a witness as he c~mes before us on the basis that

scmehow he is on tria! before ccmmittee seems to me to be quite inconsistent

with our role"). Chairman Rodino also was concerned with questioning in "almost

the same language as the indictment" and said he would sustain the objection

unless Mr. Jenner could make a stronger justification. (Id. 156-157. ) With

that Mr. Jenner withdrew the question and rephrased it to ask, what "was said

by you or by those who were with you that evening in the meeting in your

apartment?" (Id. 158). Mr. Hundley’s objection that "That is another way of

getting.at the same vice" was overruled. (Id. 158-,]59).

The interrogation was tu~n~ed over to Mr. St. Clair. Over Mr.

Hundley’s objections, he was allowed to ask questions about the Marc~ 1972,

meeting in Key Biscayne and any discussions there of "intelligence operations

of" CRP (Id. 160) and, referring directly to the indictment (overt act 42),

about Mitchell’s conversations with LaRue in March 1973, regarding payment of

Hunt’s attorneys fees (Id. 164).

21/ See ,manner and means paragraph (b) and overt act 5.
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The m~mbers of the ~ommittee were then given their turns to

question Mitchell. Mr. ~lory and Mr. Railsback referred to a transcript

of a taped conversation between the President, Mitchell a~K~ others on March 22,

1973, a tap~ which, among others, was introduced in evidence at the trial be-

i~. They quoted the President as using the words "stonewall" and "fifth

ameer" and preferring "to do it the other way" and asked Mitchell for

his explanations of the meaning of the President’s words. He said that the

discussion related to the then impending Senate Conm~ittee hearings and the

President’s stand on executive privilege, that he urged negotiations with the

cormlittee, and that the President’s use of the word "containment" referred to

his stand on executive privilege (Id. 169-170, 173-175).

Messrs. Smith and Sandman adverted to the subject matter of overt

act 42 concerning Mitchell’s alleged authorization to LaRue on March 21, 1973,

to pay $75,000 to Hunt. Mr. Smith inquired as to Mitchell’s knowledge that

"previous payments had been made" and stated, "But you did know that originally

payments had been made for Hunt’s attorneys’ fees?" (Id. 170-171.)22---/

Mr. Hungate asked about events in California on June 17, 1972,

when ~litchell learned about the Watergate break-in and when he learned about

the earlier break-in in May and whether "at that time he discuss [ed] it ~th

the President."

Mr. Conyers utilized his turn to deliver his scathing opinion of

Mitchell’s veracity (Id. 175-176):

Now, Mr. Chairman, I am going to waive my time,
because 5 minutes would not even begin to permit me to
deal with the incredible testimony made by this witness,
the former Attorney General of the United States. I am
deeply shocked and disturbed about the nature of the
statements made here today in view of the evidence and
testimony that this committee itself has in its own
possession. For these reasons, I waive my right to
question this witness.

22__/See manner and means paragraph (e) and overt act 42.
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~. Wiggins adverted to Dean’s testimony "in other proceedings"

regarding a conversation with ~tchell on March 20, 1973, in Mitchell’s New

York apartment in which Dean asked a question about "Grecians bearing gifts"

(Id. 177). 23/

Referring to a transcript of the President’s "stone~all" remarks

on March 22, 1973, Mr. Eilberg asked, "...are you saying that the President is -

not talking about the Watergahe matter here?"~ To~£itchell’s response that the

conversation related to the ini0ending Senate Ccrm%ittee’s hearings and the use

of executive privilege, Mr. Eilberg retorted, "Well, let me ask you this: If,

as it appears to me, he is talking about Watergate, does not this amount to a

conspiracy to cover up a crime, which is a felony itself?" When Mitchell ex-

plained that the President’s word "coverup" referred to accusations that he

was taking a "hardline" on executive privilege and that that was "the context

in which the word ’.coverup plan’" was used, Mr. Eilberg said, mere as a state-

ment of his opinion than a question, "Can executive privilege be used to eover

up a crime, Mr. Mitchell?" (Id. 177-179.)

Mr. Dennis returned to the matters covered by overt acts 42 and

44 with questions about LaRue informing Mitchell on March 20 or 21, 1973, of

Hunt’s demands, whether he talked to Dean about the same time and whether Dean

mentioned Hunt’s demands or "Grecians bearing gifts of $75,000 or anything of

that kind," and whether he discussed the Hunt matter with Haldeman. Tracking

the language of overt act 44, Mr. Dennis asked whether, at Mitchell’s meeting

with H~ideman, Ehrlichman and Dean on March 22, the Hunt matter was mentioned

and whether Mitchell said, "in effect, ’I don’t think that is a problem any-

more,’ or anything of that kind?" (Id. 179-180.)

Mr. Waldie pressed Mitchell about his ag~reness of what Mr. Waldie

characterized as "huge sums that had been delivered [to the original Watergate

23_~/See ov~!~ acts 39, 41 and 42.
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defendants] for this purpose of attorneys’ fees and support" prior to his con-

versation with LaRue on March 21, 1973, concerning Hunt’s demand. 5~. Waldie

was obviously skeptical that the purpose ~-as a charitable one: "Well, as a

former Ate~rney General, did that not trouble you that they might be embarked

upon a course of conduct amounting to obstruction of justice"; "But I assume

if they became unhappy that would be a state of mind not to be desired, and

the payments were made to them to avoid that state of mind." (Id. 185-186.)24/

Ms. Jordon referred to Mitchell’s meeting with Ehrlichman on April

14, 1973, attribuhing to Mitchell statements that he did not want to see the

President and did not want to embarrass him, and asked Mitchell to explain.

He responded that the President would "be better served and better off by dealing

with the law enforcement people rather than having individuals come running to

him with their individual stories." With obvious disdain, Ms. Jordon replied,

"So would it be a fair statement that you felt it would embarrass the President

to know the truth?" (Id. 204-205.)

Mr. Mezvinsky, with equal hostility, referred to Mitchell’s con-

versation with the President on June 20, 1972, stating that Mitchell had

indicated before both the Senate and House comaittees that "you seemed embarrassed

and you regretted that you bad not policed all the people" at CRP. He asked,

"Now what steps did you take to make certain that everybody would be prosecuted

that violated the law?"; "...why didn’t you, again, tell the President of this

clear violation?" Not satisfied with Mitchell’s explanations, Mr. Mezvinsky

said, "So you think it ~¢as proper upon being notified and fully aware of clear

violations of law, to ~simply take the kind of action of silence that you have

done and not tell the President ~%en you did have the opportunity to talk to

him on the 20th of June?" Despite Mitchell’s protestation that on June 20, 1972,

he bad very little knowledge about the circumstances of the break-in on June 17,

"24/ See manner ar~ means paragraph (e) and overt act 42.
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~-~. 9~zvinsky closed with this parting shot’: "Mr. Chairman, I think, we have

an unusual situation where a person talks to the President 3 days after a

break-in and tells the Senate Watergate Cc~mittee and tells this cc~ntittee

that he didn’t want to tell the President whatever knowledge he had..." (Id. 206-208.)

Egregious as were the violations of Mitchell’s rights before the

Senate Committee, the like violations by the House Ccm~ittee were even worse.

Here we had a man who had been indicted just a little over four months previously

haled before the committee and forced to testify as to his involvement in the

very matters alleged in the indictment, matters which had been aired a year

before by the Senate Committee in a television spectacular, and matters which

by that time had been so widely publi6ized that they were the general public’s

principal preoccupation of the maaent. The story had been told and retold. The

government, in its legislative add executive branches, had already accumulated

massive amounts of evidence, principally from the accusers who were the principal.

government witnesses at the trial below, on the very matters about which ~£itchell

was questioned. All this was available to the House Con~nittee, whose only man-

date was to "investigate whether sufficient grounds exist for the House of

Representatives to exercise its constitutional power to impeach" the President.

The familiarity of the members of the committee with evidence incriminating

Mitchell was evident frcm their questions about specific incidents and their

allusions to the testimony of others before both the Senate and House Ccsraittees

(e.g., Mr. McClory’s observation that the C~ttee had already received other

testimony "in great detail about those conversations out in California" the

day after the Watergate break-in). Mitchell, under the compulsions we have

noted, had testified for three days before the Senate Committee a year before

and his explanations of his activities were obviously well known to the House

Cc~mittee. Thus, his cc~pelled appearance could serve no useful purpose in

furthering the cc~ttee’s mission to determine whether the President should

be impeached.
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But what was far, far worse was the fact that conmittee counsel

and scme members, over the repeated objections of Mr. Hundley, based their

questions upon many of the specific allegations of the conspiracy count of the

indictment, the count which narrated in detail, in the allegations of manner

and means and overt acts, the story of Watergate, from June 17, 1972, the day

after the break-in, to March,. 1973. Despite pious expressions of concern for "

Mitchell’s rights as an indicted defem~ant, the proceeding was in truth a

pretrial trial of much of the substance of the indictment. M~. McClory put it

very well: "to interrogate a witness as he comes before us on the basis that

somehow he is on trial before this cc~mittee se~ms to me to be quite inconsistent

with our role." And as Mr. Butler said, "are we accc~plishing anything for the

purpose of this c~ttee except to jeopardize his right to a fair trial."

Scme members, not content with simply asking questions, took the occasion, as

did some of the members of the Senate Cc~saittee and its Chief Counsel a year

before, to treat Mitchell with scorn and heap further obloquy upon him (e.g.,

Mr. Conyers diatribe quoted above).

The objection Mitchell made to the Senate Ccrmlittee’ cc~pulsory

process, when he was a de facto defendant, applied with much greater force to

the House Ccrsnittee’s process, omaing as it did after he had been indicted. But

again, the House Cc~ttee conceived that its mandate overrode Mitchell’s rights

as a defendant and insisted that his only choice was the Hobson’s one of

answering .ques9~ons or stating in so many words that he declined to answ~r on

the ground ~that his answers ~ould tend to incrimiate him. If any principle

of our law is axicmatic, it is that a criminal defendant has a "right to remain

silent without prejudice...a defendant may not be called as a witness by the

prosecution, for if he were sworn and thus forced in open court to refuse to

answer questions on th~ ground that the answers might incriminate him, the

’option of refusal’, to which Professor Wigmore alludes, would be diluted."
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United States v. Scully, 225 F.2d 113, 115-116 (C.A. 2), certiorari denied,

350 U.S. 897 (1955). This principle has been with us frcm the beginning. As

pointed outinBrown~ v. Walker, 161 U.S. 591, 596-597 (1896), the States, "with

one ~ccord, made a denial of the right to quest_ion an accused person a part of

the.ix fundamental law," just as it made a part of the fundamental: law of the

United States. It is no answer to say that the principal is applicable only    "

in judicia! proceedings. For the privilege of silence "serves to protect persons

in all settings in which their freedcm of action is curtailed in any significant

way frcm being c~mpelled to incriminate themselves." Miranda v. Arizona, 384

U.S. 436, 467 (1966). The privilege is fulfilled only when an accused is

guaranteed the right "to remain silent unless he chooses to speak in the unfettered

exercise of his own will, and to suffer no penalty...for such silence." Malloy v.

Hogan, 378 U.S. i, 8 (1964). Mitchell was denied this right. His "will" was

that he had a right to remain silent. Instead, the cc~ttee rule~ as had the

Senate Comaittee the year before, that his only recourse was in the %~rds, "I

decline to answer on the ground that the answer might incriminate me."

D. The unconstitutional use at the trial of Mitchell’s testimony before the
two congressional cc~ttees.

"The privilege against self-incrimination protects the individual

frcm being cc~pelled to incriminate himself in any manner.., statements merely

intended to be e~zulpatory by the defendant are often used to impeach his testi-

mony at trial or to demonstrate untruths in the statement given under interrogation

and thus to prove guilt by implication. These statements are incriminating in

any mea~_ingful sense of the word and may not be used without the full warnings

and effective waiver required for any other statement." Miranda v. Arizona,

384 U.S. at 476-477. This aspect of the right of silence is fully applicable

here. As we have shown, Mitchell asserted the right, first as a virtual defendant

at the time of his compelled appearance b~fore the Senate Cc~mittee ~ later,~
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after indictment, before the House Conmittee, but it was denied in both instances.

He was forced against him will to explain his activities and his e~lanations

and answers were used to his great prejudice at the trial.

Thus, ~Ktchell was asked on cross-examination whether he had a

conversation with Haldeman ~l 1972 at which heL "informed him of ~the, so-called,

White House horrors." Mitchell replied that he discussed them "scmetime late

in the year [1972] ...in a general way. I have no specific recollection of the

time frame. It may very well have been in 1973." The prosecutor then confronted

him with his testimony before the Senate Committee that he spoke to Haldeman and

Ehrlichmanabout the "horrors" in 1972, and asked, "Well, do you say now you did

not tell Mr. Haldeman in 1972," and "was it during the campaign" (Tr. 8207-8210).

The prosecutor reverted to the subject and Mitchell’s trial testimony that to

the best of his recollection, "I did not have those conversations with Mr.

Haldeman until late ’72 or early ’73." He read another excerpt frcm Mitchell’s

testimony before the Semite Cc~mittee in which, in the context of questions about

his communications with Haldeman and Ehrlichman prior to Magruder’s appearance

before the grand jury in August 1972, Mitchell stated that "I would believe

during that period of time there was scme discussion of the so-called White

House l~rror stories" and that "we all had an innate fear that during the

campaign they might be revealed." Confronting Mitchell with this prior testi-

mony, the prosecutor asked mockingly, "you are telling the ladies and gentlemen

of the jury that [that discussion] didn’t refer to discussions with Mr. Haldeman

and Mr. Ehrlichman" about the "horrors" (Tr. 8210-8214).

Again referring to Magruder’s appearance before the grand jury, the

prosecutor asked Mitchell a series of questions about "meetings involving what

Mr. Magruder was going to tell the Watergate grand jury," culminating with, "As

a matter of fact, you were informed by Magruder that he...was prepared to cc~mit

perjury when ha went before the grand jury rather than reveal what he knew about"
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the break-in. To Mitchell’s response that Magruder merely related what his

testimony would be, the prosecutor confronted him with his answer, "That is

correct, sir," to S~tor Ervin’s question whether Magruder had informed, him

that he was "prepared to ccmmit perjury when he went before the grand jury."

When Mitchell explained ;’on the same basis I had before...which even Magruder

has testified to," that Magruder "laid out the story he was going to tell...and

said that nobody induced him.., it was his own story," the prosecutor said

tauntingly, "Mr. Mitchell, this young man...was about 33 or 35 years old at

that time, was a non-lawyer, and you were a Wall Street la%eyer and former

Attorney General of the United States" (Tr. 8225-8229). The prosecutor returned

to the subject after a recess and read~ additional portions of the colloquy with

Senator Ervin, including the Senator’s further questions whet~er Mitchell agreed

that Magruder’s testimony before the grand jury "was the proper course of action

to take" ("It was a very expedient one, Senator. At that time in the campaign

so close -to the election we certainly were not volunteering any information") and

whether he advised Magruder that "perjury was a felony... [which] he ought not...

cc~mit" ("I am sure Mr. Magruder was well aware of it") (Tr. 8243-8244).

Later the prosecutor asked Mitchell whether he was aware in Decem-

ber, 1972, "that Mr. Magruder ~uld testify not completely, if not falsely con-

cerning the meetings in your office in January and February of 1972" when he

testified at the forthccming trial of the original Watergate defendants.

Mitchell responded that he was practicing in New York at that time and was not

following the matter. He was then confronted with his answers to a series of

questions by Chief Counsel Dash of the Senate Conmittee, in the course of which

Mr. Dash had aske~ the question in th~ same terms. Mitchell’s answers before

the Senate Con~ttee were that the election laws were discussed at the meetings,

that the result was that ~gruder would limit his testimony to t!~t subject and

would not testify concerning intelligence plans, that it was "generally correct"
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that he was aware of what ~g~er’s testimony ~ould be w "As I say again,

this ~as something that Dean and I were listening to, as to his [Magruder’s]

story as to how he was going to present it" M and "Yes we %~unted to keep the

lid on. We were not volunteering anything" (Tr. 8311-°~313).

The prosecutor referred to Mitchell’s testimony on direct exami-

nation in explanation of his answers before the grand jury on April 20, 1973, ..

that neither LaRue nor Mardian told him on June 21, 1972, that Liddy had "con-

fessed" to them that he was involved in the breakin. 25/ Mitchell’s explanation

was t!hat he understood the questions in terms of .oonfessing openly and said

that Liddy had never made such a confession. He also explained that t/here was

no reason not to tell the grand jury ~out his knowledge of the La!~!e-Mardian

debriefing of Liddy because shortly thereafter he told the Senate Comaittee

what he knew of the debriefing, as told to him by laRue and Mardian (Tr. 8127-8129).

The prosecutor then pressed him with questions as to when he told the committee

staff about the "Liddy admission" and said, "As a matter of fact, you were inter-

viewed on May I0 [1973] by the staff...some 20 days after your appearance before

the Grand Jury and you didn’t tell them anything about the Liddy admission."

Mitchell responded that there were a number of interviews with the staff and

that he did tell them about the Liddy debriefing and also testified about the

matter in the public hearings before the co~aittee. With that the prosecutor

read from a colloquy with Senator Weicker in which the Senator referred to

Mitchell’s testimony before the conmittee that "on June 21, 1972, you were

briefed by Mardian and LaRue concerning the statement Liddy had given them

the day before." The Senator asked: "~y did you fail to mention your knowledge

of this information ~en you were interviewed by the staff of this committee on

May I0 of this year and in fact you only gave the information to the staff on

July 9, after it cama to your attention that the ccn~ittee had met with LaRue

25/ Those answers were charged as false declarations in count 5.
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and Mardian and had this information in their hand." Mitchell’s response to

the Senator was that he did "not recall that meeting and I am not sure it was

held on the 21st or 22nd." The prosecutor’s ~.~ejoinder to Mitchell’s io~istence

that his explanation of the matter on direct examination was truthfl~, was that

the colloquy with Senator Weicker "does confirm it, isn’t it a fact,...you

gave it to the Senate Select Committee staff on July 9 after you learned that

Mrs Mardian and Mr. LaRue had a~ready given the information to the...Con~tt~e."

(Tr. 8253-8259).26/

The prosecutor asked about a conversation with Dean on November 15,

1972, and whether Dean "played for you and told you the substance of the con-

versation between Mr. Hunt and Mr. Colson that had taken place in November of

1972." Mitchell’s reply ~s that Dean "played a portion of a tape" and that

he got "part" of the substance of the Hunt-Colson conversation. He answered

in the negative the prosecutor’s question, "You got the substance of all of it,

didn’t you?" The prosecutor then confronted him with his answer, "That is my

recollection of it, Mr. Doar," in reply to Mr. Doar’s questions during the

House Cc~ttee’s interrogation, "Well the substance of the discussion either

with Mr. Dean or if you heard it on the tape that there was, or Mr. Hunt had

expressed a desire or demand to see Mr. Colson for money" (Tr. 8271-8273).

Tne prosecutor opened another line of questioning with, "as a

matter of fact, you were told by Mr. Dean sometime after the first of the year

1973, t!~t there was sc~e doubt that McCord would remain silent." Mitchell re-

plied, "That could quite possibly be, I don’t have a recollection of it," and

"I don’t have a recollection of ~. Dean telling me at that particular time

frame." The prosecutor then read the following colloquy with Senator Ervin:

And later you were informed that there was
some doubt as to whether MeCord ~ould stand
fast in silence, weren’t you?

~ In his rebuttal argument to the jury’the prosecutor, answering Mr. Hundley’s
argument that there was "no reason for him [Mitchell] to conceal the Liddy con-
fession [frc[~ the grand jury] because he later on told the Ervin Cc~mittee," (con’t.)
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Answer: I was so advised, yes sir.
Question: Yes. And you were asked to
see what you could do about it, weren’t
you?

Question: Well, Who told you about the
fear tbmt McCord ~ght not remain silent?
An~ver: I believe it was ~. Dean.
Question: When was that?
An~er: Scmetime after the first of the
year, I would believe. (Tr. 8331-8333.)

As a prelude to the use of still other portions of Mitchell’s testi-

mony before the two congressional c~ttees to discredit his trial testimony,

the prosecutor stated, "Late in ’72 or early ’73, Mr. LaRue came to you and

told you that the money he had been using to pay the original Watergate defendants

for the purpose of making these payments to counsel and so forth was exhausted

and was there any money available for such a purpose, and you told him, you re-

counted to him the fact that this money [$350,000] had been transferred to the

White House, you didn’t know whether it was available or not, but you suggested

he check with the White House on the subject matter." Mitchell answered that he

had "such a conversation with LaRue," that he did suggest tb~t LaRue check with

the White House, but only to see if themoney ~s available, not to see if it

was available to pay the defendants, thatthe-payments to them was LaRue’s ,oper.a-

tion, not mine," .that he had also discussed with LaRue "the use of this $350,000

to continue the computer operation at the Committee [CRP] ." With that, the

prosecutor quoted Mr. Doar’s question at the House Committee hearings, "Did you

suggest to Mr. LaRue or anyone else that this fund be used to make pa~ts to

these defendants," and Mitchell’s answer:

I did not suggest that it be used. It was
an entirely different context and Mr. LaRue
at sc~e time, and I believe it ~s early

26 con’t./ stated as a fact that "he told the Ervin Conrmittee sc~e three
months later after it had already been divulged by others" (Tr. 12320).
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1973, told me that money he had been using
for the purpose of making these payments to
counsel and so forth was exhausted and was
there any other money available for such a
purpose. And I recommended to him the fact
that this money bad been transfer~_ed to the
White House, I didn’t know whether [it] was
available or not, but I suggested that he
check with the White House on this subject
matter. (Tr. 8281-8285, 8288, 8290-8291.)

In the same colloquy, the prosecutor read Mr. Dash’s question at

the Senate Committee hearings, "Did you ever make any suggestion that the money

that should be used for that purpose was $350,000," and Mit~hell’s answer:

No. The best of my recollection, I had a
conversation with Mr. LaRue. I am sure at
his insistence, not mine, that the fund,
whatever source they were, he had for support
payments, for lawyers fees of these individuals
had run out and did I know whether there was
any further money, other money, and I suggested
that maybe you ought to call over to the White
House and see if the $350,000 fund that had
been sitting over there since April was avail-
able for thah purpose. (Tr. 8289, 8291.)

As a wrap-up of his use of Mitchell’s prior testimony, the prose-

cutor concluded his cross-examination with the prefatory statement, "Now, Mr.

Mitchell, I asked you about the question of whether you were involved in the

cover-up and your motive" (Tr. 8333). Following this, he read a colloquy with

Mr. T~son, minority counsel of the Senate Comaittee, in which Mr. Thc~pson

referred to the June 1972 debriefing of Liddy by Mardian and LaRue and said:

"And at that time, he [Liddy] related to them sc~e of the White House Horror

Stories, I believe you characterized.them as, the Plumbers activities and so

forhh...as I understand your testimony this morning, the knowledge you got

from the debriefing was really the reason why you, in effect, stood by while

Mr. Magruder was preparing a story which, according to what you knew from

Liddy, was going to be a false story, to present to the Grand Jury." Mitchell’s

reply was: "Along, Mr. Thc~p~on, with some of the other stories that Mr. Dean

brought forward to him.,the Diem papers and the suspected extra curricular wire-
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tapping, and a few of the others." Mr. Thompson then asked: "And also, I

assume that those factors were the reasons why you, in effect, acquiesced,

anyway, in the payments to the families of support ~oney and lawyers’ fees

and that sort of thing, w~hich I am surz you realize could have been pretty

en~x~rrassing, to say the least, if not illegal, at that time. Would that

be correct as far as your motivations are concerned?" ~ne final thrust the

jury heard was the prosecutor’s reading of Mitchell’s answer: "That is a

correct sursrary of my motivation and rationale for the actions that I did

take" (Tr. 8334-8336).

The issue here goes to t~.e roots of our concepts of justice,

involving- as it does the limitations the government, in all its branches,

must observe consistent %~ith the Constitution in prosecuting a person for

crime. Mitchell was a marked man--"a target of the investigation"--at the

time he was called before the grand jury on April 20, 1973. He was told ex-

pressly by the prosecutor that he could expect to be indicted, as he was, but

not until almost a year later.

Meanwhile, the Senate Committee put on its television spectacular

and, with full knowledge of Mitchell’s predicament and despite his plea that

he had the right, in the circumstances, to remain silent before the government,

he was forced against his will to run the gauntlet of its relentless questioning

over a period of three days. He was truly on trial before the ce~mittee on

nationwide television. As the questioning revealed, the cc~mittee had already.

heard the full story of Watergate from other witnesses. Concurrently, the

grand jury investigation was proceeding apace and it was gathering incriminating

evidence against ~litchell and others. Step by step, in minute detail, he was

questioned by the conndttee about every aspect of Watergate in which previous

witnesses had involved him.. The questioning tracked exactly the incriminating

evidence the ccrm~ittee already had in its possession and which, obviously, the
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grand jury also heard, as reflected in the indictment it later returned. In

this setting, the committee’s inquisition was fraught with the danger, if

indeed not intended, of p±ac~ng ~£itchell in the position of eit!~er perjuring

or incriminating himself. Faced with the certainty t!%at he was going to be

indicted, his only safe recourse was to remaLn sil~t, a right which the

cc~mittee denied him.

Compounding these dangers to Mitchell, the process was repeated

a year later before the House Committee, and this after the indictment had

been returned and at a time when, as some members of the cc~mittee themselves

recognized, he had an undoubted right to remain silent before the government.

But his plea was again denied and he was again put on trial, this time on

many of the very allegations of the indictment.

It cannot be, as the cc~mittees perceived, that their mandates

overrode Mitchell’s rights. For, obviously, the Constitution is as binding

upon the legislative branch as it is upon the other branches of goverrm~nt.

The Fifth ~mendment privilege "can be asserted in any proceeding, civil or

criminal, administrative or judicial, investigatory or adjudicatory."

Kasti@ar v. United States, 406 U.S. 441, 444 (1972). It "usually operates

to allow a citizen to remain silent when asked a question requiring an incrimi-

nating answer." Id. at 461.27---/ What the First Circuit said in Delaney v.

United States, 199 F.2d, 107, 114 (1952), in an analogous context is apposite:

We think that~the United States is put to a
choice in this matter: If the United States,
through its legislative department acting
conscientiously pursuant to its conception
of the public interest, chooses to hold a

27/ See also Douglas, J., dissenting: "~f view is that the framers put
it beyond the power of Congress to compel anyone to confess his crimes.
The Self-Incrimination Clause creates, as I have said before, ’the federally
protected right of silence,’ making it unconstitutional to use a law ’to pry
open one’s lips and make him a witness against himself.’" 406 U.S..at 467.
Although this was said in a dissent from the upholding of the use-derivative
use immani~y .statute,~ there can hardly be any quarrel with its application
in a situation such as we have here, where, short of bestowing in, unity, the
cc~aaittees used their investigatory mandates as "laws" giving them the right
to deny Mitchell’s right of silence.
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public hearing inevitably resulting in such
dan’aging publicity prejudicial to a person
awaiting tria! on a pending indictment, then
the United States must accept the consequence
that the judicial department, charged with
the duty of assur~n9 the defendant a fair
tria! before an im~irtial jury, may find it
necessary to postpone the trial until by
lapse of tin~ the danger of the prejudice
may reasonably be thought to have been
substantially renoved. Cf. United States v.
Andolschek, 142 F. 2d 503-~ 506 (2nd Cir., 1944).28__/

So it is here: if the legislative branch chooses to deny a person his right

under the Fifth Amendment, then the United States must accept the consequences

that the executive branch is barred frcm using his statements to his prejudice

and, by the same token, the judicial ~ranch is charged with the duty of assuring

that they are not so used.

"To maintain a ’ fair state-individual balance,’ to require the

government ’to shoulder the entire load,’ 8 Wigmore, Evidence 317 (McNaughton

rev. (1961),to respect the inviolability of the human personality, our accusa-

tory system of a criminal justice demands that the government seeking to punish

an individual produce the evidence against him by its own independent labors,

rather than by the cruel, simple expedient of cc~pelling it frcm his own mouth."

Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. at 460.29--/ This fundamental principle was violated

here. On the one band, the executive branch was bent on punishing Mitchell,

while on the other hand the legislative branch was bent on discovering and

28/ Cc~pare Senator Ervin’s sta~_nt (R. 66, Vol. II, p. 2) : "It is much more
~portant for the American peopl~ to learn the truth about the Watergate affair
than it is to send one or t~o people to jail."

29/ Harlan, J.,-dissenting, joined by Steward and White, JJ., expressed the
same view: "Certainly the privilege does represent a protective concern for
the accused and an emphasis upon accu~atorial rather thg~ inquisitorial values
in law enforcement." 384 U.S. at 511.
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disclosing the story of Watergate and exposing the miscreants through the use

of its investigatory po%~rs, in the course of which, as the committees per-

ceived, they had the right to subject him to their inquisitions unless be

expressly declined to ar~wer on the ground that his answers might tend to

incriminate him,

But, as the cases demonstrate, there is n~re to the privilege

against self-incrimination than the right to in%Dke it in those terms. In

certain circumstances, it enccmpasses the right of a person to be advised that

he has the right to remain silent. And, of course, the right to be so advised

means that the person has the right to invoke silence, a right .which Mitchell

vigorously asserted before both cc~mittees. This is the teaching of Miranda,

which requires as the first and most important warning to be given to a person

"deprived of his freedcm of action in any significant way" the warning that he

has the "right to remain silent." 384 U.S. at 444. No particular form of words

is required in order to invoke that right (384 U.S. at 473-474) :       ’

¯..If the individual indicates in any manner,
at any time prior to or during questioning,
that he wishes to remain silent, the interrogation
must cease. At this point he has shown that he
intends to exercise his Fifth Amendment privilege;
any statement taken after the person invokes his
privilege cannot be other than the product of com-

pulsion, subtle or otherwise.                                ¯

The situation hypothesized in this quotation is exactly the situation here:

Mitchell did assert his "wish" to remain silent and did thus "invoke his

privilege" before both comadttees; the ccmmittees refused to re .c0gnize a right

of silence and insisted instead that his~ only recourse was to decline to answer

on the stated ground of self-incrimination, an acknowledgement which he, as was

his.right, was not willing to make; the statements he made after being put to

the cruel choice of answering or pleading self-incrimination could not be "other

than the product of cc~pulsiOn." Furthermore, the already prejudicial publicity

centering on Mitchell at the time he was subpoenaed before the Senate Cc~mittee
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(after the appearances of Dean and ~,~gruder, among others) would have been exacer-

bated many times over if he had acceded to the committee’ s vi~ of the scope

of the Fifth Amendment privilege and pleaded self-incrimination on nationwide

television. In that event, he would surely have been ~djudged, in the popular

view, "either guilty of crime or...perjury." Grune%~id v. United States, supra,

353 U.S. at 421.

Decisions since Miranda have held that actual custody or other

physical restraint is not the touchstone for determining whether a person is

deprived of his "freedom of action in any significant way" and thus entitled

to the Miranda protection of the right of silence. In non-custodial situations

"certain criteria...hav[e] special significance; these include probable cause

to arrest, subjective intent of the police, subjective belief of the defendant,

and focus of the investigation. Although none of these factors is alone

determinative, we have recently indicated that the most compelling is whether

or not the focus of the investigation has finally centered on the defendant."

Brown v. Beto, 468 F.2d, 1284, 1286 (C.A. 5, 1972). The emphasis of this

"’virtual defendant’ perspective...is upon the same factor we have considered

to be of prime importance in det~" g w~hether or not a man is ’ in custody’

as that term is used in Miranda: ’has the focus of the investigation centered

upon him?’" United States v. ~brado.,i 454 F.2d 167, 173 (C.A. 5, 1972), and

eases cited; see also, United Statesv. Luxenberg, 374 F.2d 241 (C.A. 6, 1967);

Robinson v. United States, 401 F.2d 248, 250 (C.A. 9, 1968); United States v.

Fruchtman, 282 F. Supp. 534 (N.D. Ohio, 1968).

Recognizing the fundamental unfairness of subpoenaing a virtual

defendant -- a focus of an investigation m to testify before, a .grand jury, two

circuits and the. District of Columbia Court of Appeals have recently squarely

held that his testimony, given without adequate ~tiranda warnings, must be

suppressed. United States v. Mandujano, 496 F.2d 1050 (C.A. 5, 1974), certiorari
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granted March 24, 1975, No. 74-754; United States v. Rangel, 496 F.2d 1059

(C.A. 5, 1974); United States v. Wong, C.A. 9, No. 74-1636, decided September

23, 1974, petition for c~-tiorari pending, No. 74-635;3__0_/ United States v.

.Washington, 328 A.2d 98 (D.C.C.A., 1974), petition for certiorari pending,

No. 74-1106. The rationale for requiring that a putative defep~lant be given

the Miranda warnings was explained in Mandujano, a prosecution for perjury,

as follows:

¯..When the government attorney, aware of the
alleged prior tranaction [in which a narcotics
agent offered Mandujano money for the purchase
of heroin and gave him $650 for the attempted
purchase], asked Mandujano about any previous

¯ heroin solicitation or sale, he }~ that any
truthful answer by Mandujano would be incrimi-
nating and therefore protected by the Fifth
Amendment which Mandujano was entitled to plead.
Thus, if the attorney proceeded to question
actually anticipating an answer, he must have
known that the response would require Mandujano
to confess to a crime or commit perjury. The
likelihood of Mandujano confessing a crime be-
fore the grand jury was certainly de ndnimis.
inference is easily drawn that the attorney’s
questioning was primarily baiting Mandujano
to ccnm~it perjury. As perceived by the district
court this ’smacks’ of entrapping Mandujano to
incriminate himself or commit perjury. His
only ’safe harbor’ was to remain silent--a
right of which the goverr~t failed to inform
him. [496 F.2d at 1055. ]

...we simply cannot ignore the unfairness in
baiting this defendant before the grand jury
and overlook the principle tl~t the Fifth
Amendment must always be as broad as the mis-.
chief against which it seeks to guard. In
order to deter the prosecuting officers frcm

30__/ The Wong decision has not been reported. It is reproduced in Appendix B,
infra.

31/ Significantly, for our purposes here, Mandujano %vas ~arned that he was
required to answer all questions "except for the ones that you feel would
tend to incriminate you...in the cc~mission of a crime." He was not told
that he had a right to remain silent. 496 F.2d at 1053. Similarly, ~tchell
was told by both congressional conm~ittees that his only recourse to avoid
answering questions was to plead that his" answers night tend to incriminate
him. His asserted right to re~ain silent fell on deaf ears.



bringing a putative or virtual defendant before
the grand jury, for the purpose of obtaining
incriminahing or perjurious testimony, the accused
must be adequately apprised of his rights, or all
of his testimony, incriminating and perjurious,
will be suppressed. ~nis [l’emedy]...IS necessary
to counteract the fundamental unfairness of
allowing a defendant to ,be faced by such a
Hobson’s choice. [496 F.2d at 1056-1057. Emphasis
supplied. ]

The court recognized the "principle that witnesses uninformed of

their constitutional rights should not be allowed a license to commit perjury,"

but held nevertheless that

¯..where a totally unfair procedure is put in
train--as when there is a factual determination
.that a person who-is subpoenaed before the grand
jury and questioned about an alleged crime, was
alr~eady known to the satisfaction of the prosecu-
ting agency prior to the grand jury proceeding to
be guilty of that precise crime--elemental fairness
requires that such a person is under such compulsion
as to require that he be given Miranda warnings, and
that failure to do so must require suppression of
any incriminating testimony given by him even though
he is being prosecuted for giving false testimony.

¯..The entire proceedings here which led up to
Mandujano’s indictment for perjury were, as we
have noted repeatedly, beyond the ~a..le of permis-
sible pr0secutorial conduct. We conclude that
the entire proceeding was a violation of Mandujano’s
due process rights under the Fifth Amendment.
[496 F.2d at i058.]

In the ~ case, supra, the government had much incriminating

evidence against the suspect before she was subpoenaed to testify before the

grand jury. It had the testimony of two undercover police officers "that

they had visited [her] at her gambling house, that she had paid tlqem bribes,

and arranged for future payments." As t/~e court said, "she was therefore a

prospective defendant when called to testify." She was advised of her privilege

against self-incrimination and of the consequences of testifying falsely, but
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the district court found that she "had not understood that portion of the

prosecutor’s questioning designed to inform her of her right to remain silent."

The court of appeals affirmed the order suppressing her testimony before the

grand jury, which formed the basis of her indictm.ent for perjury, holding that

"affirmance is rested not on t!~e self-inc~’~,~ination clause, but ra~er on the

due process clause of the Fifth Amendment. The perjurious answers were in-

duced by an unfair procedure violahive of the latter clause. That unfairness

stems from the threat the procedure poses to the values protected by the

privilege." The court agreed with the government’s contention that the privi-

lege "does not afford a defense to a witness under cc~pulsion who, rather

than refusing to answer...gives false °testimony. E.g., United States v. Knox,

396 U.S. 77 (1969); Glickstein v. United States, 222 U.S. 139 (1911)...":

But that principle is inapplicable to
this matter. We cannot ignore the fact that
the procedure employed by the government was
a fraught with the danger, if indeed not in-
tended, of placing appellee in the position
of either perjuring or incriminating herself.
We agree with the Fifth Circuit that the
government’s use of such a procedure against
a witness it knows to be virtually in the
position of a defendant is unfair, unless
accc~panied by warnings which in fact apprise
the witness of the right to remain silent and
which thoroughly obviate the substantial danger
created of involuntary self-incrimination or
perjury, and that the induced perjured testimony
must be suppressed. [Citing Mandujano, Rangel,
and Fruch~an, supra, and United States v.
Kreps, 349 F. Supp. 1049 (W.D. Wis., 1972),
and United States v. ~l~_%ayer, 214 F. Supp. 929
(D. Colo., 1963) ]

...Subpoenaing and questioning a witness under
such circumstances is a form of governmental
ce~pulsion seeking to incrimi~mte a witness out
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of his o~a~ mouth which threatens to circumvent
the independent pr_osecutorial mcdel mandated
by the privilege.32/

In the Washington case, sup_~ra, the District of Columbia Court of

Appeals went even further in applying the Miranda principles. In a prosecution,

not for perjury but for substantive offenses to which the defe~lant’s grand

jury testimony related, the court sustained an order of the trial court

suppressing his testimony on the ground that, even though he had been given

the full panoply of Miranda warnings before the grand jury, he was not told

that he was a potential defendant.

The application of the principles of the i~iiranda and _M_andujano line

of cases to Mitchell’s situation is clear. The site of the unconstitutional

deprivations of his rights was different. In those cases it was the police

station and the grand jury; here it was congressional conmdttees. But surely

this can make no difference. For here, as in those cases, it was agencies of

government which refused to accord Mitchell the right of silence. Cf. Delaney

v. United States, supra_. He wasan about’to-be indicted accused when he was

subpoenaed before the Senate Cc~mittee and an indicted defendant when he was

forced to appear before the House Committee. The grand jury investigation had

clearly focused upon him as one whcm the government planned to and did indict.

In reality, he was subpoenaed, as the Fifth Circuit said in Mandujano, "for

the purpose of obtaining incriminating or perjurious testimony." And as the

Ninth Circuit said in Wong, "Subpoenaing and questioning a witness under such

circumstances is a form of governmental compulsion seeking to incriminate a

witness out of his own mouth which threatens to circumvent the independent

3’2__/ Cf. White, J., joined byDouglas, J., concurring in United States v. Hale,
17 Cr. L. 3094 (June 23, 1975): "...when a person under arrest is informed,
as Miranda requires, that he.may remain silent,...it seems to me that it does
not ccrnport with d_~_ue~pr__og~ess to permit the prosecution during the trial [on
cross-examination] to call att~ntion to his silence at the time of arrest and
to insist that because he did not speak about the facts of the case at that
time, as he was told he need not do, an unfavorable inference might be drawn
as to the truth of his trial testimony." (Emphasis Supplied. )
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prosecutorial model mandated by the privilege." The holdings in those cases

and Washington that in such circumstances the right of silence attaches and

that all testimony procured in derogation of that right ~.~ost be suppressed apPlY

with equal force here. The remedy of suppression of any testimony which might

be usefu! to the government for any purpose in a prosecution of the accused

~s mandated in ~Liranda itself. As we have pointed out above, the Court there

said that the privilege "protects the individual from be~g compelled to in-

criminate himself in any manner," that "statements merely intended to be

exculpatory are often used to impeach" a defendant’s trial testimony "or to

demonstrate untruths," and that such statements "are incriminating in any

meaningful sense of the word and may not be used" (384 U.S. at 476-477) if

they are "the product of compulsion" (Id. 474).33__/ Afortiori, this applies

to statements alleged to be perjurious, as ~mdujano and Wong held.

33/ Harris v. New York, 401 U.S. 222 (1971), and Oregon v. Hass, 43 L.Ed. 2d
570 (~V~Irch 19, 1975), which allowed the use for impeachment purposes of prior
statements made by the testifying defendants that were inadmissable under
Miranda in the prosecution’s case in chief are inapposite where, as here,
the prior stat~nents of a testifying defendant were forced from him against
his will. "Petitioner makes no claim that the statements made to the police
were coerce~ or involuntary." Harris, 401 U.S. at 224. "There is no
evidence of ~uggestion that Hass’ statements to officer Osterholme...were
involuntary or coerced." Hass, 43 L.Ed. at 578.In contrast, in t!%e language
of .M~. anda, Mitchell’s staten~nts before the congressional cc~mittees, after
his right of silence had been asserted and wrongly denied, "cannot be other
than the product of cc~pulsion." 384 U.S. at 473-474.

Ccn~re Con~nonwealth v. Triplett, 17 Cr. L. 2246 (Pa. Sup. Ct., May 13,
1974), where the court held as a matter of Perm_sylvania constitutional law
that "...any start of a defendant declared inadmissable for any reason
by a suppression court cannot be used for the purpose of impeaching the
credibility of a defendant who elects to testify on his own behalf at tria!.
This result is premised upon the logic espoused in the concuring opinion
in Cc~nonwealth v. Woods., 445 Pa. i, 7 (1973), %~erein Mr. Justice Roberts,
joined by the writer of this opinion and ~. Justice Nix, stated: ’Harris-type
use of constitutionally infirm confessions forces upon an accused a grisly
Hobson’s choice. Either an accused must forgo his right to testify, or
he must risk t~he sure and devastating prejudice occasioned by the prosecu-
tion’s use of the impe~ssibly obtained confession at the critical rebuttal
stage. ’ "
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It follows that the prosecution should have been bared frc~

using, as a basis for the charge of perjury contain~d in count 6, Mitchell’s

testimony before the Senate Cc~mittee t/~t there was no discussion of and no

instruction to destroy "Gemstone" files at a meeting in his apartment on

June 19, 1972.                                                               :

Count 5 charged false declarations in ~litchell’s testimony

before the grand jury on April 20, 1973, in denying that Mardian and LaRue told

him on June 21, 1972, a few days after the break-in, that Liddy had "confessed"

to them. The prosecutor confronted him with his testimony before the Senate

Committee concerning the information he received from Mardian and LaRue regarding

Liddy’s admissions to th~n and his answers to Senator Weicker’s questions as to

why he did not give the co~aittee that information until after the cc~mittee had

already received it frcm Mardian and LaRue. This use of Mitchell’s prior state-

ments directly undermines his conviction on count 5.34./

In addition, in direct violation of Miranda’s injunction that

prior statements which are "the product of ccmpulsion" cannot be used for impeach-

ment, the prosecutor was allowed to use Mitchell’s testimony before the congressional

cc~mittees with telling effect, beth to support the charges of conspiracy and

obstruction of justice--the heart of the indictment--and to discredit his testi-

mony in hisown defense. As we have shown in our review of the prosecutor’s

cross-examination, his use of the prior statements was directly related to crucial

elements of the charges and proof against ~litchell--his involvement in Magruder’s

false tes~ny, discussion of the ~lite House "horrors" wit!% Haldeman and Erlicbman,

the Huntd~m~nd for more money, the concern about McCord r~naining silent, the dis-

cussion with LaRue concerning sources of additional money to continue payments

34/ It also bore on manner and means paragraph (d) of the conspiracy counh:
"The cc~spirators ~ould give false, misleading, evasive and deceptive state-
ments and testimony."
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to the original defendants-and it spanned almost the whole period covered by

the indictment. As a parting blow covering Mitchell’s involvement ~ the

cover-up, Magruder’s false testimony, the payments to the defendants, and

his. motives, the prosecutor read the colloquy with ~’.~.. Thompson before the
Senate Ce~mittee .in which ~tchell acknowledge<~ his "mohivation and rationale

for the actions" he took and which the prosecutor obviously intended to. have

a devastating and lasting impact upon the jury.

Lest it be contended that these constitutional errors were in-

consequential in the context of the total record of the trial, we point out that

they breached two of the most important, provisions in our scheme of constitutional

values-the privilege and due process clauses of the Fifth Amendment. We submit

that the governing decision on this aspect of the case is Chapman v. California,

386 U.S. 18 (1967), in which the Supreme Court, following its earlier decision

~ ~Griffin v. California, 380 U.S. 609 (1965), reversed a conviction because of

the prosecutor’s adverse cc~ments upon the defendants, failure to take the

stand, in violation of the privilege clause of the Fifth Amendment as it applies

to the sta[es through the Fourteenth Amendment. While ~e Court said "that there

may be scrne constitutional errors which in the setting of a particular case are

so unimportant and insignificant that they may, consistent with the Federal

Constitution, be deemed harmless, not requiring the automatic reversal of the

conviction,, (386 U.S. at 22), it placed a hea~y burden on the government in

holding that "before a federal constitutional error can be held harmless, the

court must be able to declare a belief that it ~s harmless beyond a reasonable

doubt" (Id. 24). ~nile we cannot say d~at there was, here, as in Chapn~un, "a machine-gu

repetition of denial of constitutional rights," we do contend that the govern-

n~nt’s i~%criminating use of Mitchell’s testimony before the congressional

cc~mittees, "designed and calculated to make petitioners’ [Mitchell’s] version
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of the evidence worthless, can no more be considered ~harmless than the intro-

duction against a defendant of a coerced confession" (Id. 26). The Court’s

equation of the violations of Chalm~n’s right of silence to a coerced confession

is ap s~te here, for the prior testimony used against Mitchell was forced from

him in violation of his right of silence.35!                       ~

35/ The later decision in Harrington v. California 395 U.S. 250 (1969),
does not detract frcm our reliance upon Chapman. Harrington involved what
the Court held to be a violation of the right of confrontation in admitting
the confessions of two co-defendants who did not take the stand and were
t!%erefore not subject to cross-examination. Over the vigorous dissent of
three Justices, the Court held the error to be harmless because the evidence
supplied by the two confessions (which were admitted under limiting instruc-
tions that the jury was to consider each of them only against the confessor)
~s "c~m~ulative" aD~ because, apart frda them, "the case against H~rrington
was so ove~helming" (395 U.S. at 254). It cannot be said that the statements
involved here, where were brought out on cross-examination and came out of
Mitchell’s own mouth, were merely cumulative of other evidence in the
Harrin~ton sense. Rather, they were, as the Court said in Chapman, calculated
to destroy Mitchell’s credibility and at the same time to incriminate him.
And as for the weight of the independent evidence against him, surely
Harr’.ington does not impinge upon the Chapman equation of a violation of
~he right of silence to a coerced confession. The plain import of the
Court’s language in Chalm~n is that the admission of an involuntary con-
fession is al%~ys reversible error, "regardless," as Stewart, J., concuring
said, "of other evidence of guilt," citing a long line of prior decisions
of the Court (386 U.S. at 42-43), See also, United States v. Hale, 17 Cr. L.
3094 (June 23, 1975), where the Supreme Court held that the prosecutor’s
reference in cross-examining the defendant to t!~e fact that he had remained
silent, as was his right, during police interrogation following his arrest
was reversible, not harmless, error, notwithstanding that immediately
following the exchange the trial court cautioned the jury that the questioning
was i~proper and thatt!~ey were to disregard it. "We recognize that the
question whether evidence is sufficiently inconsistent to be sent to the jury
on the issue of credibility is ordinarily in the discretion of the trial
court. ’But, where such evidentiary matter have grave constitutional overtones...w~
feel justified in exercising this Court’s supervisory control.’ Grunewald v. United
States,, 353 U.S. at 424." 17 Cr. L. at 3096.
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By the s~me token, this constitutional infirmity is cognizable

in this Court even ~hough there was no specific objection during the trial

on the ground now elaborat~-~d. We point out, first, that the prosecution

and the trial judge were warned well in advance of trial that they risked

constitutional error if the prosecution were to be allo%,ed to use against

~£itchell his testimony before, the con~nittees. On May i, 1974, Mitchell

f~led a nDtion to dismiss the indictment. (R. 53). One of the grounds urged

was that he "was denied fundamental fairness and due process by being com-

pelled to testify before the Senate Conlmittee at a ~ wh~ he was a putative

defendant in this case." In a memorandum in support of the m~tion counsel

described the events leading up to Mitchell’s appearance before the comaittee

and argued that his cc~pelled testimony violated his rights as a "de facto

criminal defendant" to "stand mute and by his silence put the Government to"

its proof and to "maintain his defense...intact and unrevealed"; that it was

fundamentally unfair for the cc~mittee to try to force him "to exercise his

Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination on nationwide television,

in order to preserve these fundamental rights"; and that it was a "denial of

due process under these circumstances to have ccmpelled Mr. Mitchell to testify

before the Conmdttee...concerning the very subject matter that the Special

Prosecutor and the Ccmmittee knew was going to be the precise subjects of a

criminal charge." Pointing out that our system "is accusatory, not inquisi-

torial," it was argued that "Information needed by Congress in the public

interest should not be had at the expense of the ~erican tradition that no

one should be prosecuted for or convicted of a crime on a confession coerced

from him or testimony which he was cc[npelled to give." (Emphasis supplied. )

The Miranda ~mplications of this argument are clear. The subsequent Mandujano

and ~ decisions (i in June and September, 1974, respectively, before the
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commencement of the trial below on October i) brought these implications

into even sharper focus.36/ We suhnit that in these circumstances the point

made here ~¢as preserved below.

In any event, the constitutional errors were plain errors cognizable

under F.R.Cr.P. 52 (b) 37/ Since the government’s use of ~.~itchell’s prior state-

ments violated his constitutional right of silence, the right affected cannot

be deemed to be anything but substantial. See Garay v. United States, 399 F.2d

697 (C.A. 5, 1968) (failure to inform appellant of constitutional right to

remain silent at pretrial interrogation, held plain error to admit his ~state-

ments) ; United States v. ~rales, 477 F.2d 1309 (C.A. 5, 1973) and Serio v.

United States, 401 F.2d 989 (D.C. Cir.’, 1968) (violation of appellant’s right -

of confrontation at trial held to be plain error); and Haskins v. United States,

433 F.2d 836. (C.A. I0, 1970) (improper identification procedure violating

appellant’s right to due process held to be plain error.) Furthermore, "[t]here

is a presumption against the waiver of constitutional rights," Brookhart v.

Janis, 384 U.S. 1 (1965), and the mere failure to object to a violation of the

Fifth Amendment does not constitute the effective %~aiver contemplated in

Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U.S. 458 (1938). See, e.g., United States ex rel. Snyder v.

Mmzunkiewicz, 413 F.2d 500 (C.A. 3, 1969), and United States ex rel. O’Conner

v. New Jersey, 405 F.2d 632 (C.A. 3), cert. denied sub. nora. Yea~ v. O’Conner,

395 U.S. 923 (1969).

36/ The compulsion imposed upon Mitchell by the House Committee in July,
1974, served to aggravate the violations of his rights as pointed out in the

motion to dismiss.

37/ "Plain errors or defects affecting substantial rights may be noticed
although they were not brought to the attention of the co[~t."
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If. THE TRIAL JUDGE ~RED IN
RF~USING TO RECUSE HIMSELF.

This matter was before this ~ourt in June, 1974, in Mitche3 i,

et al. v. Sirica, No. 74-1492, a petition for a writ of mand&mus or prohibition

directing that Judge Sirica be disqualified as presiding judge in ti~e trial

of the indictment. The issue arose upon the filing in April, 1974, of a

joint motion and affidavit by Mitchell, ~lichman and Colson to disqualify

the judge and for an evidentiary hearing (R. 28). ¯ Strachan also moved for

disqualification (R. 29). Parkinson joined in both motions (R. 34). Judge

Sirica denied the motions on April 3.0, 1974 (R. 45, 377 F. Supp. 1312). This

Court en_ banc (Ta~n, Robb and Wilkey, JJ., nob participating) denied the

petition on June 7, 1974, Judge Mac/qinnon dissenting. 163 U.S. App. D.C. 373,

502 F.2d 375, certiorari denied, 41 L.Ed. 2d 1177. As expressed in his brief

preliminary opinion and elaborated later, Judge MacKinnon’s view was that

the issues were substantial and that the majority erred in denying the petition

without oral argument and without opinion. Specifically, he objected to

Judge Sirica’s denial of an evidentiary hearing on the allegations tha{ he

had acted in an accusatory manner and had illicit contacts with the prosecution.

He also thought that "it appears admitted on this record that the trial judge

has prejudged [the defendants’] ability to obtain a fair trial in this district."

He would have granted the writ on the record before the Court or, at the least,

remanded for an eviden~iary hearing.

The appellants reiterate the point on these appeals. We do not

think that the Court’s discretionary per curiam denial of the interlocutory

plea for the extraordinary remedy of mandamus or prohibition precludes a more

in-depth consideration on the full record now before the Court. The trial

errors urged in the appellants’ briefs serve to fortify the pre-trial allegations
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that Judge Sirica harbored a pro-prosecution disqualifying bias.l/ At the

same time we do not wish to burden the Court with a full-scale repetition

of the facts and law as se~ forth in the record and briefs before the Court

in No. 74-1492. The statutory issues und~_r 28 U.S.C. 144 and 455 are dis-

cussed fully in those briefs and in Judge MacKinnon’s ez/~austive~ supplementary

opinion (502 F.2d at 378-383), to which the Court is respectfully referred.

Our emphasis here is upon the procedural errors in Judge Sirica’s handling

of the recusal motions and the more glaring objectively disqualifying a~ts

of his conduct under Canon 3C (i) of t~he ABA Code of Judicial Conduct as it

applies to the federal judiciary.

As the judge noted in his opinion, the defendants asked that

their recusal motions be referred to the Calendar Conmittee pursuant to -the

District Court’s Rule 3-5 (d)2/ and for an evidentiary hearing on their

all~.w!ations concerning private meetings between the judge and the prosecutors

and the judge’s subnission to the prosecutors of a list of witnesses to be

called before the grand jury when the investigation of Watergate was resumed

after the convictions of the original defendants. Significantly, the govern-

ment virtually conceded in its response that it would be inappropriate for

Judge Sirica to rule on the motions. It stated that while referral was not

mandatory, "there may be merit in taking advantage of [the] mechanism pro-

vided by" Rule 3-5 (d), that "it seen~ clear that the Calendar Conrmittee would

have authority to pass upon" the motions, and that "the Court may find it

desirable, in light of all the circumstances, to have these motions reviewed

i/ The severe restrictions he imposed upon the questioning of prospective
3~urors calculated to expose latent bias (Point III, infra) and his handling
of the matter of peremptory challenges (Point IV, infra) are sc~e of the
manifestations that his bias carried over into the ~--~i.
2--/ "If ’the Calendar Conmdttee, giving due consideration to Rule 2-7 of
these rules, determines in its discretion that the blterests of justice
require the transfer of any criminal case from one judge to another, it
may reassign the case."
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by the Calendar Comaittee" (R. 42.)3/ Notwithshanding this rather clear indi-

cation of the government’s judgment of the matter, the judge rejected it on the

ground that he had the right, if not the duty, to pass on hhe motions, adding

the self-serving observation that "Only the individual judge knows fully his own

thoughts and feelings and the c~mplete co~ntext of facts alleged.

In thus applying~ the subjective standard of "his own thoughts and

feelings" at the very outset and throug~out his opinion, he acted contrary to the

ABA Code of Judicial Conduct, which was adopted (with modifications not pertinent

here) by the Judicial conference of the United States on April 6, 1973, a full

year before his action in this case. C~non 3C (i) of the Code, the general

standard, provides that "A judge should disqualify himself in a proceeding in

which his impartiality might reasonably be questioned, including but not limited

to" specific situations, the first of which is one where " (a) he has a personal

bias or prejudice concerning a party, or personal knowledge of disputed evidenti-

ary facts concerning the proce~]ing."

It is clear, first, that the canon supplanted the earlier less

restrictive standards of the statutes and the cases decided under them upon which

Judge Sirica relied. The resolution of the Judicial Conference adopting the Code

expressly stated that "to the extent that any part of the enumerated statutes...

is less restrictive than the Code, the latter will control." Report of the Pro-

ceedings of the Judicial Confe~.ence of the United States, April 5-6, 1973, p. 10.4--/

3/ The American Civil Liberties Union, amicus curiae in this Court in No.
74-1492, supported "defendants’ rights to an ev±dentiary hearing on their
motion under 28 U.S.C. ~144" and stated the belief that if the allegations
"are proved...the motion should be granted." It also urged the Court, "[a]t
the very least," to "adopt t!%e concesssion made by the Special Prosecutor
below that ’it might be reasonable under all circumstances’ to have the
motion for recusal referred to the Calendar Cc~ittee..." The ACLU also
urged an evidentiary hearing upon Judge Sirica, stating the same belief.

4--/ Canon 3C(I) was incor~porated into S. 1064 and has now been codified into
statutory law (P.L. 93-512, December 5, 1974, 88 Star. 1609) supplanting (con’t.)
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Second, it is e~_ally clear that the canon established an objective

standard, not the subjective one on which Judge Sirica relied, as evidenced by

the passage quoted above and thereafter throughout his opinion (e.g., his heavy

reliance upon cases holding t/fat a dis.qualifying bias must stem frcm an extra-

judicial source; his statements that "The Court feels no need for vindication

of any sort and seeks none" and that "the court has consciously avoided forming

opinions based on the information that has come before it in various proceedings").

The very language of the canon-"in which his impartiality might reasonably be.

questioned"-bespeaks objectively, i.e., the appearance of partiality or imparti-

ality to others. As the reporter’s notes to the canon state:

Any conduct that ~ould lead a reasonable
man knowing all the circumstances to the
conclusion tbmt the judge’ s "impartiality
might reasonably be questioned" is a basis
for the judge’s disqualification. Thus, an
impropriety or the appearance of ~propriety
in violation of Canon 2 ["A judge should avoid
impropriety and the appearance of impropreity
in all his activities"] that ~uld reasonably
lead one to question the judge’s impartiality
in a given proceeding clearly falls within the
scope of the general standard, as does parti-
cipation by the judge in the proceeding if he
thereby creates the appearance of lack of im-
partiality. Thode, Reporters’ Notes to Code
of Judicial Conduct, 60-61 (A~A-ABF, 1973).

~ne House Cc~nittee report on the bill which bec~me P.L. 93-512 makes the same

point: the canon "sets up an objective standard, rather than the subjective

4 con’t./ 28 U.S.C. 455, which called for disqualification when a judge had a
"substantial interest" in a case such "as to render it improper, in his opinion,
for him to sit." Section 455 (a) as ~ended by P.L. 93-512 provides that a
judge "shall disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality
might reasonably be questioned." (~.,~phasis supplied. ) The House Judiciary
Committee report on the bill quoted a letter from the Director of AC~ministrative
Office of the United States Courts stating that: "The Conference resolution
approving the Code further provided that any statute or previous resolution of
the Judicia! Conference which was less restrictive than the new Code would not be
applicable, and that any such statute ~ich was less restrictive would be super-
seded by the stricter provisions of the Code." The Committee added: "Thus,
the present situation is one where the Judicial Conference l~s made applicable
to all federal judges the new Code of Judicial Conduct, including Canon 3C
relating to disqualification of judges." ~H. Rep. No. 93-1453,. 93rd Cong.,
2nd Sess. at 3. [Emphasis supplied.]
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standard set forth in the existing stahute [28 U.S.C. 455] through the use of

the phrase ’in his opinion.’ This general standard [Canon 3C(I) and amended

28 U.S.C. 455 (a)] is designed to promote public confidence in the impartiality

of ~/~ judicial process by saying, in effect, if t/n~e is a reasonable factual

basis for doubting the judge’s impartiality, he should disqualify himself and

let another judge preside over the case." H. Rep. No. 93-1453 at 5. The

Senate Judiciary Committee report (No. 93-419) is to the same effect.

In view of the fact that Canon 3C (i) had been in force in the

federal courts for a year before this issue came before Judge Sirica ~nd

the further fact that the Judicial Conference had said that the Code would

"control" over less restrictive standards, it seems ~ssin~q strange (or perhaps

not) that he did not once refer to the canon in his long opinion denying the

recusal motions, and this even though both the Mitchell-Erlichman-Colson and

Strachan motions invoked it as a basis for disqualification.5--/ Obviously,

the adoption of the canon worked a radical change in the approach judges must

take in dealing with recusal motions. No longer were movants limited by the

strictures of 28 U.S.Co 144 ~nd 455 and the restrictive decisions interpreting them.

The new objective standard--" impartiality might reasonably be questioned"--was

clearly intended to replace the subjective standard of section 455. It seems

equally clear that it has an in pari materia impact upon section 144. We

daresay that much of the case law under section 144, upon ~hich Judge Sirica

drew so heavily in support of his decision, is rend~ed obsolete, or at least

subject to reexamination, by the new standard requiring a showing only that,

objectively, a judge’s "impartiality might reasonably be questioned."6_/

~/Inthis connection, see ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, The Function of the
-~rial Judge, ~I. 2: "The trial jduge should be familiar ~ith and adhere to the
canons and codes applicable to the judiciary..."

6/ ~ile it might be argued that the Judicial Conference’s standard in effect
at the time the recusal motions were filed ~as only hortatory ("A judge sho%~Id,"
etc. ), it does clearly call for an appell@te, court’s exercise of its super-
visory powers in a case such as this. Under P.L. 93-512, h~ever, recusal is
mandato~-y (a judge "shall," etc.) upon a proper showing and, by the same token,
unsuccessfu! movants are entitled to appellate review as of right.
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Judge Sirica’s refusal to refer the recusal motions to the Calendar

Committee was of a piece with his actions in assi~ing, in his capacity as

Chief Judge, the original Watergate and t~his case to himself, and with his involve-

ment .in t!~e prosecution’s investigation which resulted in the instant indictment.

All of these actions manifested a fixed determination that he ~Duld handle all

aspects of Watergate. As the Mitchell et al. affidavit alleged, he "esche%~d

the normal random assigr~nt system and assigned the [original] case specifically

to himself for trial." At that time, of course, the Watergate burglary and the

rampant allegations of a coverup were already celebrated affairs. Thereafter, as

the affidavit further alleged, he injected "himself into the [trial of the original

case] with the zeal of a prosecutor"; he "expressed the belief that criminal respon-

sibility extended beyond the convicted defendants to higher officials in the

Committee to Re-elect the President and in the White House"; he "imposed conditional

maximum sentences designed to pressure the convicted defendants into cooperating

with further investigations by the Senate and the Grand Jury"; and, when the

instant indictment was returned, "Once again Judge Sirica..~.assigned the case

specially to himself for trial."7-/ These allegations that he "aligned himself

with the prosecution and involved himself in the investlgation were documented

with numerious quotations of the judge’s remarks from transcripts of proceedings

in the original case (R. 28; and see Judge MacKinnon’s dissenting opinion in

No. 74-1492, 502 F.2d at 383-386). From the standpoint of the objective

standard of Canon 3C (i) it is significant that a distinguished, disinterested

observer, Chesterfield Smith, the then President of the American Bar Association,

cc~mented that "we must be concerned about a federal judge- no matter how

worthy hi~ motives or how much we may applaud his results - using the criminal

7--/ The indictment was returned on March i, 1974. Judge Sirica ssigned the
case to himself on the same date (R. 3). Was it a mere coincidence that his
authority as Chief Judge to assign cases specially to himself was shortly
to come to an end upon the attainment of his 70th birthday on March 19, 1974?
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sentencing process as a means and tool for further criminal investigation of

others." The American Civil Liberties Union criticized the procedure as

raising "serious civil liberties problems." The Dean of Hoffstra University

Law Schoo!, ~b~moe Freedman, said that "Sirica deserves to be censured for

becoming the prosecutor iLhnself" (R. 28). In view of such observations, how

can it be said, in the language of Canon 3C(I), that Judge Sirica’s "impartiality

might [not] reasonably be questioned?"

But this was not all. As pointed out above, Judge Sirica refused

to grant an evidentiary hearing on the very serious allegations that he engaged

in prosecutorial functions in meeting privately with the prosecutors a~ pre-

viewing evidence and in suhaitting to the prosecutors a list of witnesses to be

called before the grand jury. One of the names on that list was Mitchell’s~8/

Canon 3A(3) of the Code of Judicial Conduct states that a judge should "neither

initiate nor oonsider ex par~ or other communications concerning a pending or

impending proceeding.,’9_/ Judge Sirica’s an~ers to these allegations were

truly amazing. With respect to the meetings with the prosecutors, he said that

"there are no relevant facts to be had. These proceedings included no discussion

of evidence bearing on the guilt or innocense of any defendant in this case nor

any discussion even remotely of the kind" (R. 45). This rebuff is both self-

serving and testimonial in nature and should not be accepted as a substitute

for an impartial evidentiary hearing.

8_/ ~litchell had been before the grand jury in September, 1972, before the
return of the original indictment, and he was recalled in April, .1973.;
the conclusion of the proceedings in that case. See also Judge MacKinnon’s
dissenting opinion in No. 74-1492, 502 F.2d at 384: "Nine names were suggested
for further grand jury inquiry. One defendant’s nexe [Mitchell] appears on the
list, as well as the names of"three other persons who were charged and convicted
in~ related cases."
9/ See also ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, ~e Function of the Trial Judge,
~1.5, "The trial judge should avoid impropriety and the appearance of impropriety
in all his activities, and !should conduct himself at all times in a manner that
promotes public confidence in the integrity ~d impartiality of the judiciary...;"
§1.6: "The trial judge should insist that neither the prosecutor nor the defense
counsel nor any other person discuss a pending case with him ex parte, except
after adequate notice to all other parties and when authorized by law or in
accordance with approved practice."
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Moreover, it can hardly be s~ared with the judge’s admission that

he did suggest "possible grand jury witnesses;" that "cemtain persons-be called

before the grand jury as possible sources of additiona! information." And

it is no answer to say, as he did, again se].f-servingly, that there was nothing

"personal" in his actions, that he was not "accusing any of these people of

wrongdoing," but only passing on suggestions on the basis of testimony he had

heard in court (R. 45. ) His explanations in this regard, as witch his answers

to the many other allegations of pro-prosecution bias -- that he was only per-

forming his judicial duties -- wholly miss the point of Canon 3C (I) that a

¯ judge cannot conduct himself in such a manner and still say, objectively, that

his "impartiality might [not] reasonably be questioned." The judge’s repeated

refuge in the proposition expounded in decisions under 28 U.S.C. 144 that only

bias stemming frcm extrajudicial sources is disqualifying likewise misses the

mark. ~ere, as here, a judge acts upon information learned in the course of

the performance of his judicial duties in such a way as to overtly associate

himself with and aid in a prosecution, the rationale for the rule vanishes and

with it the rule.I0/ In any event, such conduct is disqualifying under the

"impartiality might reasonably be questioned" standard of Canon 3C(I).

Similarly, the judge’s heavy reliance upon the "duty to sit"

concept is overborne not only by the showing made in the recusal m~tions, but

also by the fact that the standard of Canon 3C(I) abrogated that concept, as is

made clear by the ccr~nittee reports on P.L. 93-512. "The language [of Canon 3C(I)

and amended 28 U.S.C. 455(a) - "his impartiality might reasonably be question~"]

also has the effect of removing the so-called ’duty to sit.’ Such a concept

has been criticized by legal %~riters and witnesses at the hearings were

i0__/ As Judge MacKinnon put it (502 F.2d. at 385): "...Judge Sirica’s alleged
actions in repeatedly interrogating witnesses concerning the involvement of
others, in using the sentencing process to coerce testimony implicating higher
officials, and in suggesting further grand jury inquiry of named individuals
including a defendant [Mitchell] here, publicly demonstrated an accusatory frame
of mind that connected the present defendants to the crime with which they are
now charged-obstructing the prosecution of the Watergate break-in."
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unanimously of the opinion that elimination of this ’duty to sit’ ~ould enhance

public confidence in the impartiality of the judicia! system." H. Rep. 93-1453;

see also S. Rep. 93-419.

FJ!na!ly, in t!~is review of only t~he more important disqualifying

factors set forth .in the recusal motions, we emphasize, as did J~dge MacKinnon

(502 F.2d at 386-387), that Judge Sirica had prejudged the very important

question of the ability of the defendants to obtain a fair tri&l in this district,

as evidenced by his televised statement that he had no doubt that the defendants

could get as fair a trial here as anywhere in the United States (R. 28, 45).

His bias in this regard is reflected ~n his handling of the voir d~e exami-

nations of prospective jurors. See Point III, infra.

In sum, viewing the circumstances in their totality, Judge Sirica

utterly failed to appreciate the overriding principle that, as articulated in

Cc~rnonwealth Coatings Cqrp. v. Continental Casualty Co., 393 U.S. 145, 150 (1968),.

and embodied in Canon 3C (i) ’s "might reasonably be questioned" standard --

[A]ny tribunal permitted by law to try cases
and controversies not only must be unbiased
but also must avoid even the appearance of
bias. Ii/

Under this standard, the showings made in the recusal motions

clearly called for the judge’s disqualification.

ii/ See also, Mr. Justice Frankfurter’s classic statement in Public Utilities
Con~aission v. Pollak, 343 U.S. 451, 466-467 (1952), quoted in Point III, infra,
and Note, Disqualification of Judges and Justices in the Federal Courts, ~
Harv. L. Rev., 736, 745 (1973): "T~e test actually adopted in the Code...seeks
to guarantee not only. that a biased judge will not participate but also that
no reasonable person will suspect as much; the appearance of ~partiality
through out the judiciary is the goal."
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III. THE APPELLANTS ~RE DENIED T~ RIGHT TO
BE TRIED BY /~N IMPARTIAL JURY BY REASON OF
THE TRIAL JUDGE’S ARBITRARILY LL~ITED VOIR DIRE
EXAMINATIONS OF THE VENI~

A. Introduction.

The record of this case is replete with evidence that

for a long time prior to the se]ection of the jury, the District of Columbia

%~as saturated by an unprecedeneed barrage of publicity which was presumptively

prejudicial. The publicity continued during the jury selection process (Tr.

207, 920, 1231, 1534).

Virtually every venireman examined and ultimately seated on

the jury had read about the case, follo~d television news coverage, watched

televised congressional hearings, or discus~d the guilt or innocence of the

defendants with friends and relatives. The trial judge himself stated: "[T]his

case has received %orldwide publicity, particularly in the United States"

(Tr. 2046). He recognized that "it is difficult enough...to try to get a fair

jury in the case of this importance with the publicity we have had, and I don’t

want to make it any more difficult" (Tr..1860). Yet every step taken during the

jury selection by the judge accomplished the very result he was ~ostensibly

trying to avoid. He so limited the scope of his inquiry onvoir dire as to

render it impossible for him to rule uponc~hallenges for cause upon an info~

factual basis. He arbitrarily denied the defendants’ requests for additional

peremphory challenges. The ~mrrow scope of his inquiry made it impossible

for defendants intelligently to exercise their peremptories. The defendants

~ thereby deprived of a trial before a fair and impartial jury.

We feel strongly that a detailed review of t!%e jury selection

process is required in order that the Court may have Defore it the factual

frame%ork necessary for decision.
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B. The voir dire 9~e.~i~eestration hardship.

The jury came frcm a pool of 315. The judge decided upon

jury sec@o~stration over Mitchell’s objection that it ~ould deprive him of a

jury representative of the cc~m~nity (R. 271; Tr. 3). For the purpose of

eliminating hardship cases, the 315 were divided in ~ groups. 155 were

e~amined by the judge on October i, 1974 (Tr. 3-197) and 160 on O~ber 2

(Tr. 200-454). While the judge’s voir dire on each occasion touched upon

matters such as the acquaintance of the veniremen with defendants, attorneys

and prospective witnesses, virtually only those persons who indicated that

sequestration would be a hardship upon them were excused. On October i, 90

and on October 2, 80 ~_re excused on this ground, for a total of almost 54%

of the original pool. This left 144 veniremen (Tr. 144, 452, 459), since one of

the remaining persons was excused for illness (Tr. 34). These startling

percentages - 54 against 46 - speak loudly in support of Mitchell’s contention

that in this, of all cases, involving a jury that %ould be locked up for three

months, sequestration would result in an unrepresentative cross-section of his

peers. Even during this period of hardship voir dire, it becama apparent that

the veniremen were infected by .a deep-seated hostility toward the defendants.

Three of the first 48 veniremen examined as to hardship volunteered opinions

regarding guilt (Tr. 49, 56, 64). On the government’s objection (Tr. 67), the

judge then tried to prevent veniremen who sought to be .ex~!sed on hardship

grounds from stating opinions concerning guilt (e.g. Tr. 69). Despite these

efforts, three more did so. One expressed a fear of reprisals (Tr. 127) and two

indicated infection by the publicity (Tr. 393, 399). Since almost 4% of the

veniremen excused for hardship expressed opinions adverse to defendants it is fair

to conclude that many more excused on that ground also harbored anin~sity toward

them. ~bmpare Murphy v~ Florida, "    U.S.    , June 16, 1975, slip op. 9, n. 6.
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Our eonclusion that the veniremen .were drawn frcm a poisoned

well is further buttressed by the fact that while the process of eliminating

hardship cases was oontinuing> one prospective juror sent a note to Sl~cial

Prosecutor Ja~orski expressing her adulation for him (Tr. 201). Moreover, in

light of the official positions previously held by appellants and of the fact

that Mitchell is a defendant in civil actions involving such events

many of the panel responded affirmatively on October 1 when asked whether they

or relatives or friends had ever participated in any denonstration (Tr. 193-194).

Although he gave assurances to the contrary, the judge subsequently made no

effort whatsoever to pursue this matter. In spite of the relative silence of

the reoord at this point, the conclusion is inescapable that a sentin~nt of

hostility pervaded the entire original panel.

Hostility became more evident as the jury selection

continued. On October 3, the judge individually voir ~ired two prospective

jurors. One was excused for hardship (Tr. 471) and the other- Barksdale -

on the basis that she indicated a predisposition to vote for conviction (Tr.

517-518). She had read about the case in the ~shington Post (Tr. 489).

C. The "small panel" voir di.re.

Cbncerned over expedi .ting the selections, the judge then

adopted a procedure to govern the remainder of the process. Initially,

veniremen were examined in small panels of twelve to eighteen (Tr. 522-543;

766-790; 1157-1168; 1544-1565; 1939-1954). Thereafter, they were examined

individually.

The questions posed during the "small panel" examinations

were addressed to 83. The questions touched upon such matters as residence,

E.g.; McCarthy v. Kleindiens% et al., U.S.D.C. Civil Action No. 844-72,
the class action against Mitchell, among others, arising out of the May Day
1971 affair.
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previous jury service, physical debilities, military servi~e, connection with

intelligence and law enforcement agencies, involvement with criminal offenses,

the effect of the matter having been investigated by the Special Prosecutor,

the effect of the indictment, and matters affecting the credibility of pros-

pective ~ritnesses. ~qile this .inquiry ~s not inteh~/ed -to reach opinions as

to guilt, one venirexs~n was excused when he volunteered sL~ch an op~!~i0n (Tr.

533, 536). Another prospective juror - Jolmson - was excused because she had

fo~ned an opinion based upon a scrapbook of publicihy she had collected (Tr.

773-775). At the government’s request, the judge then foreclosed further

efforts of veniremen to state opinions based upon publicity (Tr. 776,778).

Four additional persons were excused f6r hardship reasons (Tr. 781, 1557, 1944).

D. The individual voir dire examinations.

Despite the efforts to prevent expressions of hostility

by veniremen, animosity surfaced during the individual examinations. These

examinations oentered on the effect of the publicity on the prospective

jurors’ objectivity. There ~as no question that the publicity had tinged the

panel’s fairness. This was oonceded by the judge when he said: "If anybody

gets on the stand and tells me they never heard of this case or read about it,

I will exercise a challenge for cause. That is how I feel about it" (Tr. 487).

But when that event occurred, defendants’ challenge for cause was once denied

(Tr. 912) and once granted (Tr. 1073).

The concern of the prosecution regarding the effect of the

publicity differed from that of the defendants. The government maintained that

veniremen would be influenced to its detriment by President Ford’s pardon

of former President Nixon. The defense believed that the media coverage

generally had conveyed an overwhelming impression of defendants’ guilt. While

according wide latitude in his individual examinations to the prosecution’s
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ooncern, the judge severely limited his inquiry regarding the defendants’’

interests.

The results of the individual vo!r dire examinations may

be summarized as follows:

i. With few exceptions, all of these venirem~n had been

exposed to publicity conoerning the case. A standing challenge four cause based

on the judge’s failure to deal adequately with this fact was lodged by

defendants.

2. October 3, 1974:

a. Bondurant - Said that it was not unfair to prosecute

although former President Nixon had been pardoned (Tr. 560) and the naming of

him as an unindicted conspirator was justified (Tr. 561, 572). Defendants’

cb~llenge denied (Tr. 574).

b. Brooks - Said that it was not unfair to prosecute

despite the pardon (Tr. 582) and she could not render an unbiased verdict (Tr. 583).

Upon ir~nediate repetition of the question by the judge, she stated she could

redder an unbiased verdict (Tr. 584). Defendants’ challenge denied (Tr. 587).

c.. Brown - Said that in view of the publicity, .he ~Duld

not favor Mitchell and his opinion of him was "lower than neutral" (Tr. 590).

Believed defendants were probably guilty (Tr. 591). Had previously expressed an

opinion of their guilt. Had some doubt that it was fair to prosecute in view of

the pardon (Tr. 596). Had an opinion regarding Ehrlichman’s guilt because of a

previous conviction (Tr. 597). Said there was probable cause to name Nixon as

an unindicted conspirator (Tr. 598). Had a relative who worked in the law firm

of ti~e Special Prosecuhor. Worked for the law firm which was defending one of

the persons convicted in the DNC break-in case. Excused sua sponte by the

judge (Tr. 600), although the prosecution maintained he was qualified (Tr. 601).

2~ See subpoint E, p, ~00, infra.
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d. Gladys Carter - While her examination oovers about

ten and one-half pages of tr~nscript (Tr. 60 7-616, 619), the total extent of her

an~ers comprises about one page of text. Defendants’ challenge based on the

superficiality and leading nature of the Judge’s exa~dnation was denied (Tr. 618).

Was u!tin~ately seated on the jury (Tr.

e. Poy Carter - Felt it ~s unfair to prosecute defendants

in light of the l~mdon (Tr. 631). While admitting exposure to publicity, he denied

virtually all knowledge of the case (Tr. 635). A defense challenge based on the

failure to explore this inconsistency was denied (Tr. 636). Was ultimately seated

on the jury (Tr. 2195-A).

f. Chase - Follo%L~ the publicity "with some interest"

(Tr. 647), was impressed that the guard who discovered the Watergate break-in

"was fired for doing his job" (Tr. 648), was impressed by the knowledge of the

Bible displayed by Senator Ervin on television (Tr. 652), said he would not be

affected by the pardon because "the guilt or the non-guilt [should] prove itself

through the Court" (Tr. 653). A defense challenge based upon the superficial

nature of the judge’s inquiry was denied (Tr. 671-2).

g. Clark - Said that not all persons in politics are

dishonest. "I think some of them are honest" (Tr. 676). Indicated that she had

likes ~and dislikes for some of the prospective witnesses (Tr. 678). Believed

that some of the defendants were guilty (Tr. 678). Excused (Tr. 679).

3.     October 4, 1974:

a. Isabelle Davis - Indicated she was particularly

affected by the pardon (Tr. 703). Had read transcripts of the ~¢nite House tapes

(Tr. 706). Had taken a position concerning guilt in discussions with friends

and husband (Tr. 707, 708). Denied taking such a position (Tr. 708). Said she

~uld render an inpartial verdict "as far as it is humanly possible" (Tr. 711).
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Defendants’ challenge, based on the judge’s failure to inquire further with

respect to the opinions she admitted having ex%Dressed, was denied (Tr. 722).

b. Roland Davis - Believed in guilt "because I have

read quite a bit, listened to a lot of it"(Tr. 726). Mitchell’s challenge for

cause sustained (Tr. 727).

c. Durham - Had heard about the case so often that he

felt "people are tired, either go on and pardon everybody and let’s start all

over..." (Tr. 731). Said defendants were in a position of having done what their

"boss" told them to do (Tr. 732). Said that all defendants should be pardoned

in light of the Nixon pardon (Tr. 738). A challenge by the prosecution and

defense was denied (Tr. 744).

d. Ferguson - Had read "quite a bit" about the case

and followed television coverage. Believed, based upon publicity, that one or

n~re of the defendants was probably guilty (Tr. 749). Admitted that friends

had stated opinions as to the guilt of defendants (Tr. 757), that he thought

all defendants were guilty (Tr. 758). Thought only "some" had told the truth

before the Ervin committee. Excused (Tr. 760).

e. Faunce- Had followed the publicity closely (Tr, 795)

and participated in discussions with friends during which opinions concerning

guilt were expressed (Tr. 798). Based upon her knowledge of the publicity, she

expressed the opinion that the activity of the defendants was "wrong" (Tr. 799).

She did not think it was unfair to prosecute the defendants although Nixon was

pardoned (Tr. 802). Challenge for cause on the basis of prejudice was denied

(Tr. 808-809) .

f. Foster - Regarding the publicity, she remembered

with particularity Mitchell’s marital probl.ems (Tr. 815), denied following the

publicity preceding the case (Tr. 816-819), and thought it was unfair to
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sure whehher she could set that opinion aside (Tr, 822). After repeated

exhortations by the judge, she indicated that she could set her opinion aside

(Tr. 823). The judge re.~used to inquire whether the pardon raised an inference

in her mind that defendants were likely to have cormlitted son~ offense (Tr. 826).

Neither side stated a challenge. She was selected as an alternate (Tr. 2232).

g. Gould - Had follo~d the publicity "pretty m~ch"    :

(Tr. 837). She was particularly aware of the controversy concerning the White

House tapes (Tr. 837). She was "addicted" to educational television and had

followed the coverage of the Ervin Con~ittee hearings (Tr. 839). She read

Bernstein and Woodward’s book "All the President’s Men" (Tr. 840). She formed

an opinion concerning the guilt of defendants when the text of the White House

tapes was released (Tr. 841). She thought it was unfair to prosecute defendants

in view of the Nixon pardon (Tr. 843). She stated she could set that opinion

aside (Tr. 845-846). The judge denied Mitchell’s request to inquire whether the

pardon raised an inference in her mind that the defendants were likely to have

cc[mlitted scme offense (Tr. 849-850). Neither party stated a formal challenge.

She was ultimately seated as a juror (Tr. 2205).

h. Hall - She worked in the Watergate complex at the

time of the DNC break-in (Tr. 867). She had discussed with friends the

unfairness of the treatment accorded to the defendants in the break-in case.

However, her attempt to explain was interrupted by the judge (Tr. 869). She

thought it was unfair to prosecute Mitchell and his co-defendants in light of

the pardon (Tr. 872), but she thought she could set that opinion aside (Tr. 873).

Subsequently, she stated that in view of the pardon, the break-in defendants should

also have been pardoned (Tr. 883). Mitchell’s challenge for cause was denied

(Tr. 887). She was ultimately selected as an alternate (Tr. 2232).



i. Hatt- Based upon his exposure to the publicity,

he believed the defendants to be guilty. (.Z~. 888). Excused (Tr, 890).

j. Anderson - Claimed total .ignorance concerning publicity

of the case (Tr. 895). T~]0ught it was unfair for the defendants to be prosecuted

J~l view of the pardon (Tr. 902) Stated that he drew no inference’ concerning .

guilt of the defendants from the pardon (Tr. 904). The judge held h~ to be

qualified before determining whether there were any challenges (Tr. 910).

Defendants’ challenge based upon the inherent lack Of credibility was denied

(Tr. 911-912). The judge said: "This young man might have more conmon sense

than you think he has" (Tr. 912). When subsequently venireman Kent indicated an

equal ignorance of publicity, the judg~ found him imherently incredible (Tr. 1074).

4. October 7, 1974:

a. Hoffar - Stated that he had talked about the case to

anyone who wanted to talk about it (Tr. 935). In view of his former occupation as

a policeman he had "tried" to preserve an attitude of neutrality concerning

defendants (Tr. 937-938). But he admitted that he had "probably" previously

expressed an opinion. When asked what that opinion might have been, he stated

that it depended usually on the opinion of the person with whom he was conversing

at the time (Tr. 944). Defendants’ challenge on the ground that he was

equivocating was denied by the judge, who noted that "...he is not one of these

so-called intellectuals but I think he is a man that has good cc~mon sense..."

(Tr. 946). ~ He was ultimately seated as a juror (Tr. 2205).

b. Hottel - Admitted that he was "not too sure" that he

would be unaffected by the publicity (Tr. 952). Described the pardon as a

"whitewash" (Tr. 953) Excused (Tr. 953). In this connection, the judge

stated: "...I think Mr. Hottel would make a very fair, objective juror.. "

(Tr. 953). Inexplicably, he then stated: "...I don’t think he would be a fair
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juror to either side. He might be fair maybe to one side..." (Tr. 955).

c. Jaschik - Had followed the jury selection process

which had be~n utilized by ~litcheli at his trial in New York (Tr. 986-987)~.

She resented the screening procedures used by the defendants in that case an~d

indicated a suspicion that the s~uae techniques were being utilized in the .~tant

case (Tr. 962-964, 991). She remembered that Mitchell had been acquitted. She

indicated she had never been in a position to state a definite opinion, concernin~

guilt because "I always felt whatever I heard was only the tip of the iceberg"

(Tr. 970, 1997). She suspected that when scme of the defendant~ had testified

before congressional ccnlaittees they had not told everything because "of other

obligations to other people" (Tr. 971, [005,1009,1010). She felt it was not

unfair to prosecute the defendants in spite of the pardon (Tr. 989). Mitchell’s

challenge for cause, particularly in light of the fact that he was charged.wit!i

perjury before the Ervin Ccs~nittee, was denied (Tr. i011).

d. Jones - She indicated that nothing she had seen on

television particularly stood out in her mind (Tr. 1021) and then proceeded

to identify by name three defendants, one defense attorney and two assistant

prosecutors based upon~ the television coverage to which she had been exposed

.(Tr. 1022). No other person examined displayed such dehailed knowledge. She

stated it was not unfair to prosecute the defendants despite the pardon (Tr.1029).

Her husband had told her that the Watergate break-in and bugging had been "stupid"

(Tr. 1033). No challenge was raised ~ith respect to this person.

e. Kent - When asked whether he "believed" any of the

defendants were guilty, he stated: "I think so, but I don’t know" (Tr. 1069,

1070). He disavowed any exposure to publicity (Tr. 1071-1073). He was excused

sua .sponte by the judge, who stated: "I don’t think he has good conmon sense"

(Tr. 1074). This contrasts neatly with the judge’s previous observation that
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Anderson, who had voiced a similar ignorance of the case, "might have more

oonmon sense than you think he has" (Tr. 912).

f. King - While admitting exposure to publicity, she

felt it had no effect on her because "...papers and what have you do carry things

a little too far..." (Tr. 1085) . When as]ted ~Jnether the Niwon pardon caused her

to form an opinion about guilt, she said: "These people were under him and he

was the leader" (Tr. 1087) and that he should be prosecuted with the defendants

(Tr. 1088-1089). She thought any other course of action was unfair (Tr. 1090),

but said she cohld set that opinion aside. After the government indicated no

challenge (Tr. 1094), and without giving defendants an opportunity to challenge

(Tr. 1096), the judge found her acceptable and she became a juror (Tr. 2204).

g. Lee - Stated that she believed the defendants to be

not guilty (Tr. 1102), but indicated a willingness to set this opinion aside

(Tr. 1103). Apparently, this juror’s behavior was so bizarre that the .judge

suspected her of being .intoxicated (Tr. 1106). ~en asked to explain the

basis for her opinion of innocence, she stated that since the former President

had been pardoned, these defendants should be treated in a similar manner

(Tr. 1109, 1112), but reiterated her willingness to set that opinion aside.

The govermrent’s challenge for cause was denied (Tr. I120-A) on the basis of

a narrow interpretation of Irvin v. Dowd, 366 U.S. 717 (1961), which the court

indicated it had applied to defense challenges (Tr. 1118), i.e., because the

person had indicated a willingness to set aside her preconceptions.

h. Lewis - Disavowed any particular knowledge concerning

the case and indicated a willingness to render a fair verdict. However, he had

received an undesirable discharge frc~ the service (Tr. 1135) . Excused (Tr.l139).

i. Loftin - Claimed no particular acquaintance %~ith the

publicity. Claimed not to be influenced by the Nixon pardon (Tr. 1148) and
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indicated neither prejudice nor bias. He was found acceptable by the judge before

there was an opportunity for counsel to state a basis for challenge (Tr. 1156).

A defense challenge was made nevertheless (Tr. 1157).

j. ~lilbourn- Had made financial contributions during the ’72

~ign and had "stuffed some envelopes" (Tr. 1174). She a~mitted to great

exposure to publicity (%~r. 1176). She sta~=d that although she did not know .~

~fnether defendants were guilty in a legal sense, based on the publicity she thought

in "moral terms, it might not have been everything that is desirable... ". (Tr.

1183). She felt that she could be "...objective, I suppose as much as anyone can.

We are all a little subjective" (Tr. 1185). She felt defendants shouldbe par-

doned as Nixon was (Tr. 1187), but said this was only an "offhand reaction."

Although she could not "guarantee it," she thought she could render an unbiased

verdict (Tr. 1191). Both sides called for additional inquiry. The record dis--

closes no express challenge for cause but indicates that both sides were challenging.

She %~ms found acceptable (Tr. 1216) arl was ultimately seated as a juror (Tr. 2194).

The judge’s acceptanceof Milbourn was in sharp conNrast to his action regarding

Johnson. -Johnson b~d given much the same an~ers as Milbourn (Tr. 773-775).

Johnson’s statement, "I would suspect even though I tried to be objective as I can

about the whole situation, I would suspect that a certain amount of subjective

evaluation and thinking has come out and I question my own ability to really be

clear" (Tr. 773) , is much the same as ~ibourn’s self-evaluation. Yet, Johnson

was dismissed and Milbourn was accepted. Juror Milbourn subsequently brought to

the attention of the Court the fact that she had written letters to Senator Baker

recommending that future Watergates could be prevented through "transcendental

meditation." (Tr. of Chambers proceedillg, Oct., 14, 1974, 9:15-11:00a.m., p. 16).

The defendants’ motion to disqualify her was denied. (Id. p. 21.)

k. Metoyer - Disclaimed practically all prior knowledge concerning

the case (Tr. 1217-1223). She drew no inference from the pardon (Tr. 1224) and did

not think it unfair to prosecute defendants in spite of it (Tr. 1225). There

were no challenges and she was accepted (Tr. 1228) and
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ultimately became a juror (Tr. 2211).

5. October 8, 1974:

a. Miller - Disclain~d practically all prior knowledge

concerning the case (Tr. 1245-1248). She drew no inference frcm the pardon

(Tr. 1250) and did not think it unfair to prosecute defend~qhs in spite of it,

(Tr. 1250). No challenges were made other than the defendants’ standing

challenge (%~.

(Tr. 2232).

concerning the case

1252-1253).

(Tr.

She was accepted (Tr. 1253), and became an alternate

Newman - Disclaimed practically all prior knowledge

1257-!261). She stated that she could not understand

why Nixon was pardoned and that he ought to be prosecuted with the defendants,

that it was unfair to prosecute them and not him, but asserted that she drew

no inference of guilt against defendants (Tr. 1262-1263). Mitchell’s challenge

on the ground that she was not being candid concerning her exposure to publicity

was sustained (Tr~ 1264-1266). Newman’s testimony was almost identical to that

of Andersen. Defendants’ challenge of Anderson for lack of candor was denied

(supra) ; the challenge of Newman was granted.

c. Knock - By virtue of his employment he listened to

all radio programs relating to Watergate (Tr. 1271, 1273, 1274). Stated he

drew no inference as to defendants’ guilt from the pardon (Tr. 1275). When

asked whether he thought it unfair to prosecute defendants in light of the

pardon, he stated: "I feel they should be prosecuted because..." He was

interrupted by the judge and the previous question was asked again. This

time, Knock’s answer was a simple "no" (Tr. 1276). Defendants’ challenge was

denied (Tr. 1290-A). The judge’s action in foreclosing him from stating his

opinion was unduly precipitate.    After voi~ dire and prior to selection of

the jury, Knock at the bench volunteered in part: "...I don’t think I would
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want to do sc~ething and then I would have to live with the decision the rest of

my life" (Tr. 2182) . He was then excused (Tr. 2185). It is noted that it was

not the judge’s examination, but the juror’~ subsequent pangs of conscience that

caused his dismissal.

d.

"not too mu~h" (Tr. 1294),

Pl%mkett - Claimed that her exposure to publicity was

that she had never read about the case in the

newspapers (Tr. 1294, 1296). She had heard President Nixon make a speech claiming~

innocence. This speech left her "wondering did they do it and why did they do

it" (Tr. 1295). She disclaimed having followed the media coverage (Tr. 1296),

and claimed not to have formed any opinion regarding the guilt of defendants in

light of the pardon (Tr. 1300). She f~it that since Nixon had been pardoned, it

was unfair to prosecute defendants, but she was willing to set that opinion aside

(Tr. 1300-1302). No challenges were made and she was accepted (Tr. 1308) and

became a juror (Tr. 2191). This juror, it was later revealed, was acquainted

with a r0embex of the Special Prosecutor’s staff and she had had a conversation

about the case with that person (Tr. of Chambers proceeding, Oct. 14, 1974, 9:15-

ii: 00 a.m., pp. 38-41). ~en these facts~ surfaced, she was removedfrom the jury

(Tr. 2263). The court’s voir dire should have ferreted out these facts, but it did. not.

e. Price - Indicated little recall of the publicity

(Tr. 1320-1322). Thought that the guard who discovered the DNC break-in had

gotten a "raw deal" (Tr. 1323). He had the "firm " opinion that "...personally

I don’t feel that he [Nixon] should be pardoned and the man should be prosecuted"

(Tr. 1325). He thought it unfair to prosecute defendants but said he could set

that aside (Tr. 1329). He was not asked whether he drew an inference of guilt

against defendants from the pardon. The court prospectively overruled all

challenges for cause and no challenges were thereafter indicated (Tr. 1339).

f. Reid - He claimed only slight knowledge of the

publicity (Tr. 1352-1356), and stated that the pardon had not affected him
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There were no specific challenges~ He became a juror (Tr. 2192).

g. Rhodes - From the publicity she particularly remembered

"[t]he fact it reached the White House" (Tr. 1364). Based on the publicity she

had for~d an opinion that the defendants were guilty, but stated she could set

it aside (Tr. 1368).

pardon, she replied:

emphasis supplied).

Asked whether she drew an inference of guilt from the

"Yes. I don’t think they should be on trial" (Tr. 136;

Asked whether it was unfair to prosecute defendants in light

of the pardon, she said: "I don’t think they should be on trial" (Tr. 1369).

But she could set that opinion aside (Tr. 1370-1372). She was excused for a

hardship reason (Tr. 1374).

h. Roth - Concerning the publicity, he said: "I am

intrigued at public relations, the coverage technique used by the Press, but

no great feeling or actually too m~ch sense of guilt or not guilt. I -think the

whole sweep rather [than] the individuals has intrigued me" (Tr. 1380). In a

class he was teaching, he used Bernstein and Woodward’s book as a text (Tr. 1382).

Based upcn his exposure to the publicity, he had formed an opinion with respect

to the culpability of the defendants, but "[n]o, not a deep feeling. Obviously,

on the basis of the ccr~manications, tb~ old story where there is smoke there is

fire, I don’t feel strongly about it" (Tr. 1384). He clain~d to have drawn no

inference from the pardon (Tr. 1385-1386). A challenge on behalf of the

defendants Ehrlichman, Haldem~%n and Mardian and joined in by the government

with the corm~nt, "he does seem to presume you are guilty because you are

indicted" (Tr. ~1397), was denied (Tr. 1411). Parkinson and Mitchell indicated

that they would join in the challenge unless there was further voir dire con-

cerning the presumption of innocence (Tr. 1397-1398). There was no such

further exanaLn" ation. D~spite concern by every attorney because he presumed

defendants to be guilty, he was found qualified by t/he judge: "I think he
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is the type of juror that will balance a jury like this" (Tr. 1411).

i. Ryon - Claimed that her exposure to the publicity

had been a "very little bit" (Tr. 1423-1425). Knew that defendanhs had sought

a change of venue (Tr. 1426). When asked whether she thought it unfair to

prosecute defe~ndants in light of the pardon, she first did not respond. Upon

repetition, she said: "I don’t. Well, I am not quite sure of. the connection,

whether, you, know, Mr. Nixon and the defendants whether they should be on trial

or not." }~hen asked whether she had a firm opinion, she said i~ was unfair.

When again asked whether her opinion was firm, she replied that "it is hard

for me to say..." (Tr. 1429-1430). There were no challenges and this person

became a juror (Tr. 2192).            -

j. Samuel - Stated that She believed defendants to be

guilty, but indicated that she could set the opinion aside (Tr. 1445). Admitted

to extensive exposure to publicity, but nothing in particular stood out in her

mind (Tr. 1446-1447). When asked what opinions had been expressed during conver-

saticns about the case, she replied: "...%~ said they were all guilty (Tr. 1449).

She stated that her "v~ry firm" opinion was based on the publicity (Tr. 1450-1451).

Excused (Tr. 1452).

k. Sewall - Admitted to extensive exposure to the publicity.

Asked whether she thought defendants were guilty, she replied: "That is a pretty

hard question to answer...I wouldn’t like to say directly at this point if I

believe it. I have heard quite a bit about this case" (Tr. 1455). When the

judge suggested her remarks meant she had no definite, opinion, she agreed

(Tr. 1456). She maintained that she had followed the Watergate matter cas,~_ally

(Tr. 1460), although she was reading two books containing transcripts of the

White House tapes (Tr. 1455). Her husband and friends thought that defendants

were guilty. She was reluctant to state her personal opinion, but when pressed
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to do so said: "I could not say that really I feel that they are guilty"

(Tr. 1462). However, based upon the publicity, she said: "Well, I kind of

feel that they may be guilty, but I feel that there is always a leader at %!qe

root of a problem, and I don’t think they are the root of the problem"

(Tr. 1463). She said her opinion ~as firm (Tr. 1469). Asked ~i~ether she drew

an inference of guilt from the .pardon, she replied: "Well, I just kind of feel

if the President is pardoned, why not pardon all of them" (Tr. 1465). But she

was willing to set that opinion aside. Asked whether she thought it unfair to

prosecute in light of the pardon, she indicated that it was, but said she would

set that opinion aside (Tr. 1466-1467). Asked whether she could vote for a

verdict of guilty, she said: "Yes. Y6s, I would." Significantly, when asked

whether she would vote for a verdict of not guilty, she replied: "Yes, I would

if I believed that" (Tr. 1468). The transcript does not disclose which words of

her last quoted reply she emphasized. However, defendants’ Challenge puts the

accent where it belongs. That challenge was denied (Tr. 1475-A).

i. Shepherd - Asked whether he had "any opinion or firm

opinion" concerning defendants’ guilt, he said, "No, I do not have a fJ~m

Opinion" (Tr. 1475-F, emphasis supplied). Asked whether anything about the

publicity "particularly" stood out in his mind, he said: "Nothing in particular.

Just kind of a general picture" (Tr. 1475-G). Asked whether, based upon the

publicity, he had formed an opinion concerning the guilt of defendants, he

replied: "n~--not specifically, no"; "Just general feelings, that’s all"

(Tr. 1478). Questioned whether the pardon caused him to believe defendants

were guilty, he stated: "I believe that I have said that I felt it was really

not fair to the people involved in this case or something to that effect, yes,

sir" (Tr. 1479). Asked whether it was unfair to prosecute defendants in light

of the pardon, he replied: "(Pause) I do not--no" (Tr. 1480) . Subsequently,
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he indicated that a friend had told him defendants were guilty. Asked whether

he had ever "acquiesced" in that, he said: "I might have, yes, I don’t recall"

(Tr. 1490). Defendants’ challenge based upon the failure of the judge to cut

through the mushiness in ~his replies and his lack of credibility (Tr. 1483-1484),

~is denied (Tr. 1493).

m. SimmDns - Admitted limited expos~rre to pubiicity

(Tr. 1498-1501); cl~ that he had no pre-conceived notions about the case

(Tr. 1503); said that in spite of the Nixon pardon ’~it would be fair to prose-

cute (Tr. 1504); and disclaimed all bias or prejudice (Tr~ 1505). There was

no express challenge (Tr. 1509).

n. Slaughter - Fr~n the publicity, he remembered the

resignation of President Nixon and "the reasons you hear ~hy he resigned, and

all that sort of touched on the other guys, what the other guys ~re doing"

(Tr. 1513). He claimed no opinion regarding the guilt of defendants (Tr. 1517).

Asked whether he thought it was unfair to prosecute defendants in light of the

pardon, he answered in the affirmative, but said he could set the opinion aside

(Tr. 1522-1523). Asked whether, he drew an inference of defendants’ guilt from

the pardon, he stated: "Well, I think -- no, you have always h~ard that it all

happened t~ere and everybody was supposed to be there, was working for Mr. N~xon,

or something, so it is hard to really say" (Tr. 1521). The court accepted him

and th~n denied defendants’ challenge (Tr. 1526).

o. Smith - she worked in the Organized Crime Section,

Criminal Division, Department of Justice. She was excused by consent, because

of her acquaintance with a prospective witness (Tr. 1530).

6. Ochober 9, 1974:

a. Gary P. Smith - From the publicity, he remembered

tl~ resignation of President Nixon (Tr. 1538). Asked whether he believed any

of the defendants were guilty, he said: "I can’t say right offhand";

"Well, you know, I have been hearing it off and on; but I am willing to really
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listen to it rea! good." He drew no inference of guilt from the pardon (Tr.

1543), but had an opinion that it ~s unfair to prosecute defendants; an opinion

he indicated he could set aside (Tr. 1544). Defendants ’~ challenge on the ground

of bias was granted. The only discernable difference between Smith and Slaughter

(supra) appears to be that wi~ respect to Smith, the goverrm~nt joined in the

challenge (Tr. 1551). Defendants’ challenge of Slaughter was denied (Tr. 1526).

b. Myrtle Smith - Contributed $15.00 to the Nixon

reelection canpaign (Tr. 1567-1568); claimed little exposure to publicity and,

when asked whether she thought any defendants were guilty, said: "I just don’t

know" (Tr. 1569). She asserted that she had never read about the "Watergate

affair" (Tr. 1571-1572), and drew no inferences from the Nixon pardon (Tr. 1575).

Asked whether, in view of her contribution, she could render an unbiased verdict,

she stated: "I do. Because none of that, nothing had cc~e out at that time.

It was different" (Tr. 1580). No challenges were made (Tr. 1581-1585).

c. Thompson - Immediately expressed a firm opinion that

all defendants were guilty (Tr. 1588-1587). She said she could not render a

fair verdict and was forthwith excused (Tr. 1589).

d. Turner - Based upon the publicity, she had the

opinion that defendants were guilty, but said she could set that aside (Tr~ 1596).

Questioned further about the publicity, she said ~he had previously expressed

an opinion of defendants’ guilt (Tr. 1602), but indicated she had no definite

opinion now. Asked whether she drew an inference of defendants’ guilt from the

pardon, she said: "Well, when I heard that he was pardoned I did say that I

think if he got off, all of them should be" (Tr. 1604). She indicated that

she could set that opinion aside. She did not think it unfair to prosecute

defendants in spite of the pardon (Tr. 1605). Defendants’ challenge on the

ground of prejudice was sustained by the judge with the comment: "We don’t

want to get any people, if ~ can help it, on this jury who at least don’t
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have the appearance of having an open mind because there are t~o sides to this

question" (Tr. 1613). This is in contrast to his ruling as to Roth (supra).

Roth indicated sentiments similar to those expressed by Turner. The government

conceded that Roth seemed to presume defendants to be guilty (Tr. 1397). The

judge concluded that Turner did not have the "appe~arance" of "an open mind";

but he thought that Both ~ould lend "balance" to the jury (Tr. 1411):

e. Walton - Claimed limited exposure to publicity (Tr. 1617-"

1620) and no opinion ooncerning the guilt of defendants, stating: "They might be

innocent, I don’t know" (Tr. 1622). He first denied any knowledge of the pardon

and then admitted knbwing of it (Tr. 1623). He drew no inference from the pardon

and had no opinion whether it was fair or unfair to prosecute defendants (Tr. 1624).

Excused (Tr. 1630).

f. Waters - Clain~d limited exposure to publicity (Tr. 1636-

1639), admitted to no opinion concerning the gui’it of defendants and no inference

of guilt from the pardon (Tr. 1641). She thought it unfair to prosecute

defendants in light of the pardon and indicated she could not set that opinion

aside (Tr. 1642-1643). The government’s challenge was sustained (Tr. 1646).

g. Watts - Cla~ limited exposure to publicity (Tr. 1663-

1666) and stated that he had neither formed nor expressed an opinion concerning

guilt (Tr. 1667). He drew no inference of guilt from the pardon and did not

think it unfair to prosecute defendants (Tr. 1668). No challenges were made and

he was accepted (Tr. 1672).

h. Wells - Indicated she had not "read too rmach about it"

(Tr. 1676). She thought defendants were innocent (Tr. 1676, 1681), but was

willing to set her opinion aside (Tr. 1676). She admitted her opinion was

based on the judge’s instructions concerning the presumption of innocence (Tr.

1687). She drew no inference from the pardon (Tr. 1688) and she did not think

¯ it unfair to prosecute defendants in spite of it (Tr. 1695). No challenges
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2191).

Wer~aka - The judge vacillated in his rulings with

She and her husband had made a contribution to the

(Tr. 1698, 1714). Her husband had been active on behalf

of the Senator (Tr. 1698) and had written camQaign material for h~n (Tr. 1698,

1713). She was non-conm~ittal concerning the extent of her exposure to publicity

(Tr. 1699-1701). She had discussed the case with her husband and friends. Her

friends were "not sympathetic" to defendants (Tr. 1702). Her husband’s opinion

was the same, i.e., "unfavorable" (Tr. 1714). In spite of this, she claimed to

have no opinion regarding the guilt of defendants (Tr. 1703). She claiv~d not

to be affected in any manner by the pardon (Tr. 1704). She said she had never

expressed an opinion concerning the guilt of defendants (Tr. 1712). Without

giving counsel an opportunity to challenge, the judge accepted her (Tr. 1714),

then indicated an intention to excuse her (Tr. 1715), and then recalled her for

additional questions (Tr. 1715). He denied defendants’ challenge for cause

(Tr. 1716), and then sustained it (Tr. 1719-1726).

j. .White - Asked whether he believed any defendant to be

guilty, he replied: "I really don’t know" (Tr. 1731). He denied reading n~ch of

the publicity (Tr. 1732) and then admitted reading it (Tr. 1733). Based upon

his observation of the television coverage of the "Impeachment Hearings" and

what he had read, he had fo~ an opinion that he was "inclined," "to lean,"

"to a degree," "I’m opposed to it." He gave a significant expression to the

power of television when he continued: "I guess I would tend to lean that way,

you know, the way they presented it, because I have nothing to oppose -- against

it..." (Tr. 1737-1738). Based upon publicity, he had formed the opinion that

two defendants - Mitchell and Ehrlichman - ~ere guilty (Tr. 1739). He expressed

a similar preconception with regard to Dean (Tr. 1740). He said he "%ould try

very hard" to set his preconceived notions aside (Tr. 1741). He gave con-
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flicting ans~_rs when asked whether he drew an inference of guilt from the

pardon (Tr. 1742). He thought it ~as not "right" to prosecute defendants in

view of the pardon (Tr. 1743). But he indicated he could set that opinion aside

(Tr. 1744). Defendants’ challenge for cause was denied (Tr. 1750). We infer

that the judge felt that this pe_rson had either "good contain sense" (Tr. 946),

or the "appearance of having an open mind" (Tr. 1613), or was needed to give

"balance" to the jury (Tr. 1411).

k. Joanne Williams - Asked whether she thought defendants

were guilty, she stated: "No.

I am a very optimistic person"

.publicity had been minimal (Tr.

I don’t think they’ re guilty until proven so.

(Tr. 1754). She claimed that her exposure to

1750), that she harbored no opinion based ~on

it and drew no inferences from the pardon (Tr. 1760). She thought it was not

"right" to prosecute defendants in view of the pardon, but indicated she could

set tha~ opinion aside (Tr. 1761). No express challenges were stated and

she was accepted (Tr. 1771). She became an alternate (Tr. 2232).

i. Stanley Williams - His friends had expressed the opinion

that Mitchell, Haldeman and Ehrlichman would probably not have to stand trial

because Nixon could not be called as a witness (Tr. 1779). He had expressed the~

opinion that defendants ought to be prosecuted and would probably be found

guilty, especially since Nixon had received a pardon (Tr. 1779). He thought

defendants were part of the obstruction of justice for which Nixon had been

pardoned (Tr. 1780). He had followed the media exposition of the Watergate

matter "rather closely" (Tr. 1781). He drew the inference that the pardon

"would tend to lend weight" to the charges against defendants (Tr. 1787-1788).

He did not think it was unfair bo prosecute defendants (Tr. 1788). He

volunteered that he had "collected stacks of newspapers in relation to this

case for about a year" for historical purposes (Tr. 1793). Defendants’

challenge was denied (Tr. 1825). This ruling stands in sharp contrast to this
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dismissal of Johnson (Tr. 773-775); supra. Johnson, like Williams, had

collected publicity for historical purposes and had expressed sentiments un-

favorable to defendants.

m. Wright- Based upon w~%at he had read, he believed

that defendants sP~uld be ch~-qed and tried (Tr. ]829). He particularly

remembered the Ervin Conaaittee hearings (Tr. 1832). He had followed the

publicity closely (Tr. 1833). While he realized the presumption of innocenoe

applied in court, he evaluated the hearings as follows: "But as the hearings

were going on, it seemed like the evidence was brought out against them at that

time, to my knowledge, you know. The way I see it" (Tr. 1836). He said he could

set that preconception aside (Tr. 1837). When asked whether he drew an inference

of guilt frcm the pardon, he answered: "You have got to have a crime before you

can pardon someone" (Tr. 1838). But he said he had, in the judge’s felicitous

phrase, "an open mind as against these Defendants" (Tr. 1839). He stated that he

had mixed emotions about it, but nevertheless thought defendants should be

prosecuted in spite of the pardon (Tr.

(Tr. 1848).

7. October i0, 1974:

guilt of defendants

"but not that much"

1840). Defendants’ challenge was sustained

.a. Yelity - She claimed to have no opinion concerning the

(Tr. 1867), stated that she had heard and read about the case,

(Tr. 1869), and drew no inference from the pardon (Tr. 1873).

No express challenges ~are stated and she was found to be acceptable (Tr. 1875).

b.- Young - She claimed to have no opinion regarding the

guilt of defendants (Tr. 1880), that she never read any of the publicity (Tr. 1881),

but admitted to having seen pictures of some of defendants in the papers. She

had followed some of the television coverage (Tr. 1882). She subsequently

admitted following the media coverage of Watergate, albeit casually (Tr. 1883).

She drew no inference from the pardon and did not think it unfair to prosecute
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defendants (Tr. 1889). She admitted having discussed the case with other

prospec~ve jurors but said that she could not remember specifically ~,~mt had

been said (Tr. 1901). Defendants’ challenge was denied (Tr. 1901). She becam~

a juror (Tr. 2190).

c. Pratt - She claimed no opinion concerning tble ~ailt of

defendants (Tr. 1906), and that she had followed the media cove_rage only casually~

(Tr. 1909). She said that she drew no inference from the pardon and did not

think it unfair to prosecute defendants (Tr. 1903). There were no express

challenges and she was accepted (Tr. 1917-1920). Selected as an alternate (Tr.

2234) ,. she became a juror when juror Plunkett was dismissed (supra).

d. Dinkins - She ~hought defendants ~re "possibly" guilty

(Tr. 1924). When the j~dge suggested that her sentiment did not indicate a

"firm" opinion, she replied: "Not quite" (Tr. 1924). The judge explained the

presunption of innooence, only to be met with a reaffirmance on her part that

"I still believe there is a possibility [of their guilt]" (Tr. 1927). She

indicated that she had follo~d the media coverage of Watergate "in the beginning,

very close", and thereafter to a lesser extent (Tr. 1930). Her husband, her

husband’s friends and her step-father had told her all the defendants %~_re guilty

(Tr. 1932-1933). ~he publicity, especially regarding President Nixon, suggested

that some of defendants were guilty (Tr. 1936). She admitted that she would find

it difficult to disregard her opinion (Tr. 1937). Defendants’ challenge was

sustained (Tr. 1938).

e. Hordge - She particularly remembered from the publicity

"the way the case was solved" (Tr. 1959). She followed the publicity "slightly

closely" (Tr. 1961). She r~red the Ervin Conlmittee hearings when "they

were defending themselves" (Tr. 1964). When asked whether she drew an

inference of defendants’ guilt from the pardon, she stated: "My opinion is

if tb~ President, the former President, was the leader and, from my way of
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k~]owledge and thinking was at the top, the rest surely should have an opportunity

for the evidence to be weighed and valued with the same privilege that our

former President has" (Tr. 1966). Her answer to whether she thought it unfair to

prosecute defendants in light of the pardon was equally unilluminating (Tr. 1967).

Defendants’ cb~llenge, based upon the gr.o~d that her ans~rs wer~ contradictory

and designed to hide her preconceptions, was denied (Tr. 1972).

f. MODri’~c~Asked whether, based upon her exposure to

publicity, she had forn~ an opinion concerning the. guilt "of any of these

defendants", she replied: "Not to anyone." Asked if she had personally formed

an opinion, her reply was: "~bt too much" (Tr. 1990-1991). Although pressed,

she refused to give a more precise answer. She did not understand what a pardon

was (Tr. 1992). When it was explained to her, she indicated that it was not

unfair to prosecute defendants in spite of it (Tr. 1993). While admitting that

the naming of Nixon as an unindicted conspirator caused her to form an opinion

with respect to the guilt of defendants, she was unable to explain her thought

processes (Tr. 1994). Excused (Tr. 1998).

g. Hunsaker - He believed there "was a cov~rup of som~

facts, but I don’t know who is responsible for it..." (Tr. 2001). He particularly

~ed from the publicity that "there was a coverup" (Tr. 2003). His

colleagues had discussed the coverup with him and who was guilty. He had

initially believed the "Administration" and then changed his mind (Tr. 2005).

Based upon the publicity, he concluded that someone was guilty, particularly

defendants, since they had been in a position to aid the coverup (Tr. 2008).

He thought it was unfair that Nixon was pardoned but believed defendants should

be prosecuted (Tr. 2009-2010). He volunteered: "I think there is public

pressure to find them guilty" (Tr. 2012). Defendants’ challenge was sustained

(Tr. 2016).

h. Gail - His opinion was that defendants were guilty
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(Tr. 2019)

(Tr. 2020).

and he indicated he could not set it aside (Tr. 2020)~ Excused

i. May Smith - She claimed to have "no opinion ~tsoever"

(Tr. 2033) was granted

k.

concerning, the guilt of defendants (Tr. 2023). She indicated that her exposure

to publicity had been moderate (Tr. 2024). She drew no inference from the pardon

and did not think it unfair to prosecuhe defendants (Tr. 2028). Defendants’

challenge was denied (Tr. 2032). Although she asked to be excused (Tr. 2181),

she became an alternate (Tr. 2235).

Stiles - His request to be excused on hardship grounds

(Tr. 2034).

~blm~s - He believed that at least som~ of defendants

He~re guilty, because of newspaper reports and conversations with friends.

thought he could not set that opinion aside (Tr. 2036-2037). Defendants’

challenge was sustained (Tr. 2037-2038).

i, Dobynes - A resident of Indiana, who somehow was called

for jury duty here where she was a college student, her request to be emzused on

hardship grounds (Tr, 2039) was granted (Tr. 2040).

m. Briscoe - He admitted exposure to publicity (Tr. 2046-

2047), but claimed to have no opinion (Tr. 2051). He made no inference of guilt

affecting defendants based upon the pardon, and he had no opinion whether it was

unfair to prosecute defendants (Tr. 2052). Defendants’ challenge was denied

(Tr. 2058).

n. Ligon - She had an opinion concerning defendants based

upon what she had read (Tr. 2062). It was: "Well, they might have known

something about this case, but I don’t think I wouldn’t [sic] want to be the one

to say they are guilty for the simple reason that I think their boss ~s

pardoned, and if I was on a jury I would pardon them too" (Tr. 2063). C~allenged

by the prosecution and with the consent of the defense (Tr. 2064,2068), she was
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em~used (Tr. 2070).

o. Meyer - He claimed no opinion adverse to defendants

(Tr. 2071). He claimed minima! exposure to publicity (Tr. 2073-2075). He drew

no inference from the pardon (Tr. 2077), but said it was unfair to prosecute

defendants in light of it (Tr. 2079). He then changed ~,~s mind: "....if they

have anything to do with it, they shouldn’t be pardoned just because they

pardoned Nixon" (Tr. 2080). Upon challenge by both sides, he was excused

(Tr. 2082, 2084).

p. Schwartzbach - Indicated that she had a definite

opinion concerning the guilt of defendants and that she could not set it aside

(Tr. 2088-2089). Excused (Tr. 2089).

q. Rainey - He claimed to be able to set his opinion aside

and render a verdict on the evidence (Tr. 2092). Asked whether he had been

exposed to publicity, he stated: "Yes. I think all Americans discuss it." He

indicated he b_~d followed the Watergate matter closely (Tr. 2095). He had dis-

cussed the case with his acquaintances (Tr. 2096) and they believed that the

trial should bring out "exactly what did go on" (Tr. 2097). His opinion, based

upon publicity, was: "We were told one thing, and ~ may have wanted to believe

it or believed it, and find out it was false" (Tr. 2098). He drew no inference

against defendants from the pardon, and did not think it unfair to prosecute

defendants (Tr. 2100). Defendants’ challenge (Tr. 2111) was denied (Tr. 2123).

In ruling upon it, the judge said: "...the man has said that he can decide the

case on the evidence. Whether he can or not, I don’t know. But, I’m not going

to call him a liar." (Tr. 2124; emphasis supplied).

r. Treadw~ll - She thought all the defendants were guilty;

her opinion was firm (Tr. 2132). But she felt that she could set it aside (Tr.

2133). She admitted to reading and hearing about Watergate (Tr. 2134). All her

co-%orkers thought defendants were guilty (Tr. 2137). She drew no inference of
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guilt frc~n the pardon, but felt it was not unfair to prosecute defendants (Tr.

2139). ~Excused on defense challenge (Tr. 2145).

s. Moore - He claimed to have no opinion concerning the.

guilt of defendants (Tr. 2149); but admitted to having closely followed media

coverage (’~.~. 2150-2152). ~ had an opinion concerning the guilt of defendants

based upon the publicity. But when the judge suggested the contrary to him, he

said he had not formed an opinion (Tr. 2155) Asked whether he drew an inference

of guilt with respect to defendants based upon the pardon, he stated: "...~ii,

I feel like this man was the leader and they was part of his office." He then

denied.that he thought defendants were guilty (Tr. 2157). Defendants’challenge,

based upon the contradictory nature of .his responses (Tr. 2161), was denied

(Tr. 2162-2165).

t. Simmons - She was excused for hardship

u. Redwood - She was excused for hardship

The results of the individual voir dire examinaticns are

graphically sunm~rized in the accc~panying sheet.

(Tr. 2168).

(Tr. 2171).
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It. is apparent that more than 50% of those veniremen who 9~re

examined on the point were inclined to a belief in defendants’ guilt. By con-

trast, in Murphy v. Florida,    U.S. " , June 16, 1975, slip op. 2,

only 26% admitted to such an inclination. There is a substantial reason to believe

that many of those excused for hardship ~-easons harbored a similar hostility to

the defendants. A substantial number, although not examined on the point, spon-

teneously volunteered beliefs in defendants’ guilt. The spontaneity during the

"hardship" and "small panel" voir dire intentionally designed to foreclose such

expressions is a measure of the deeply seated hostility which faced defendants..

The record discloses that the veniremen came from a ccnm~nity in

which the general atmosphere was infl .a~ed against defendants. Space does not

permit us to set forth headlines, let alone the text, of articles, editorials ,

colun~s, cartoons, and even comic strips which castigated defendants. By any

rational standard of comparison, the publicity extending over a period of more

than two years was every bit as invidious and inflan~mtory as in Sheppard v.

~D~ell, 384 U.S. 333, 338-34 (1966), and was: not factual as ~was the media

coverage in Beck v. Washington, 369 U.S. 541 (1962). That the flood of printed

3/ Indeed, in some instances the similarity is noteworthy:
Sheppard

"Doctor Balks at Lie Test:
Retells Story." 384 U.S. 338

"Kerr Urges Sheppard’ s Arrest."
384 U.S. 340

"Doctor Evidence is Ready for
Jury." 384 U.S. 342

"New Murder Evidence Is Found,
Police Claim." 384 U.S. 342

"But Who will Speak for Marilyn?"
384 U.S. 346

"Dr. Sam Writes His Own Story"
384 U,S. 342

Mitchell, et al.
"Lie Test ~Passed~ by Magruder."
R. 66, vol. II.

"’ Top 4’ Indictments Urged."
R. 66, vol.II.

"Nixon Aides Tied to ’ Cover Story. ’"
R. 66, Vol. II.

"Watergate Opened Pand0ra-Like Box of
Myriad Crimes." R. 66, vol. I.

"The People’s Verdict is In,’
R. 66, vol. II.

"Mitchell Drew ’An Entirely Different
Interpretation, R. 171, vol. III.
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material severely affected the objectivity of this p~el is undeniable. Venire-

man Roth put it succinctly: "...on the basis of the con~mm~ications, the old story

%~here there is smoke there is fire..." (Tr. 1384). The incessant radio and tele-

vision coverage with its plethora of news reports, special programs, and ccn~rentaries

by pundits equally compelled the comaunity from %~ich +_he panel was drawn to the

conclusion that defendants %~re guilty. Venir~ ~ite expressed the un%d~_nfable

phenomenon that the minds of men are bent by propaganda absent access to other

sources of information. Explaining why he suspected defendants ~re guilty, White

said with respect to the television coverage of Watergate: "I guess I would tend

to lean that way, you know, the way they presented it, because I have nothing to

oppose -- against it" (Tr. 1738).

Not the least of the factors contributing to the poisoned

atmosphere was the series of well-publicized hearings in the Senate and House

(see Point I, supra). The scope and nature of these hearings were deliberately

designed so as not to take into account the right of defendants to a fair trial,

for, as Senator Ervin opined: "It is much more important for the American people

to learn the truth about the Watergate affair than it is to send one or two
4_/

people to jail" (R.66, Vol. II., p.2). The effect of these hearings on the

cc~ty %as put into focus by venireman Wright: "But as the hearings ~ere going

on, it seemed like the evidence was brought out against them at that ti~e, to my

knowledge, you know. The way I see it" (Tr. 1836).

How deep and pervasive the hostility generated by the publicity

was can "be concretely ~easured by the fact that’ tl~~- single defendant about whom

there was scarcely a word of print and who never testified before any cc~mittee

was acquitted. Concerning the others, the feeling of the community at the ~

of the trial was aptly described by venireman Hunsaker: "I think there is

public pressure to find them guilty" (Tr. 2012).

4/ The publicity point as bearing upon appellants’ right to a continuance and,/
o--r ~hange of venue is developed in greater detail in appellant Haldeman’s brief.
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In these circumstances, the reliability of those veniremen

who admitted to no disqualifying prejudioe is highly suspect. The publicity

rebuts the presumption of iapartiality and demonstrates that these veniremen

were part of a conrm~ity so deeply hostile to defendants that they either

deliberately did not state their true fee.!ings or were up~.~itting!y .Lnfluenced

by the prevailing public passion. Murphy v. Florida, supra, slip op. 9.

In this context, the judge, at the urging of the government,

took two steps which virtually ensured that defendants would be deprived of their

right to be tried by an impartial, indifferent jury. We now examine these

issues in detail.

E. The Scope of the Individual Voir D~re Examinations Was Prejudicial ly
Restrictive.

With rare e~ceptions, all veniremen examined during the individual

voir dire and all jurors ultimately selected had been exposed to the publicity.

The defense requested that the judge ascertain fram each venireman the content of

the items of publicity to which he had been exposed. This request was made on

the valid hypothesis that such information was needed in order fairly to evaluate

each person’s own assurance of impartiality. The request was denied. COncurrently,

the judge ruled upon all challenges solely upon the basis of a venireman’s

assurance of impartiality. In both regards,.~ the judge ccm~itted reversible error.

Irvin v. Do%d, 366 U.S. 717 (1961), reiterated the fundamental

principle that an accused is entitled to a fair trial by impartial jurors.

366 U.S. at 722.    While that was a state case decided upon due process consid-

erations, the Sixth Amendment guarantees no less to these appellants. Indeed,

the strictures imposed upon federal courts are generally more rigorous than the

standards with which a state court must comply. Marshall v. United States, 360

U.S. 310 (1959); i,~urphy v. Florida, supra (concurring opinion, Burger,

C.J.); Aldridge v. United States, 283 U.S. 308 (1931).
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Irvin further stands for the proposition that a qualified juror

need not be totally ignorant of the facts and issues involved in a particular

case. "It is sufficient if the juror can lay aside his impression or opinion and

render a verdict based on the evidence presented in court." 366 U.S. at 723.

But Irvin also held that an individual venireman’s ass~.ance that he can r~,der

an unbiased verdict is not dispositive. An accused must have the opportunity to

demonstrate "the actual existence of such an opinion in the mind of the juror

as will raise the presumption of partiality." 366 U.S. at 723; see also,

Murphy v. Florida, su~_ra, slip op. 6. For this reason, the defense must be given

a full and fair opportunity during voir dire to expose bias or prejudice. Morford v.

United States, 339 U.S. 258 (1950). An’d the obligation to effectuate that

opportta%ity is no less where, as here, the judge personally conducts the voir dire.

United States v. Robinson, 154 U.S. App. D.C. 265, 475 F.2d 376 (1973).

The accused does-not have a right to a searching voir dire with

respect to every fanciful, speculative will-o~the wisp source of prejudice. It

is incumbent upon him "to lay a foundation for [the] question by showing that it is

reasonably calculated to discover an actual and likely source of prejudice..."

Robinson, supra, 154 U.S. App.D.C. at 270, 475 F.2d at 381; see also, Ham v.

South Carolina, 409 U.S. 524, 528 (1973). Such a showing was made here.

Once a legitimate area of concern has been pinpointed, the judge

must permit the fullest inquiry with regard, to that subject matter. Thereafter,

he must determine the qualification of the venire2m3n based upon all responses,

including his assurance of impartiality. But his assurance is not dispositive;

indeed it. is assigned little weight. As the Court said in Irvin, supra, at 728:

No doubt each juror was sincere when he said
that he would be fair and Lmpartial to peti-
tioner, but the psychological impact requiring
such a declaration before one’s fellow is
often its father.
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In other words, an avowal of impartiality is not trustworthy, for it takes no

account of prejudice which may subconsciously influence a person. Cf. Murphy v.

Florida, supra, slip op. 9. ~m. Justice Frankfurter’s observation is the classic

statement of this phencmenon:

[I]t is...true tkmt reason cannot control
the subconscious influence of feelings of ~
which it is unaware. ~qen there is ground
for believing that such unconscious feelings
may operate in the ultimate judgment, or may
not unfairly lead others to believe they are
operating, judges recuse the~elves. They do
not sit in judgment. They do this for a variety
of reasons. The guiding consideration is that
the administration of justice should reasonably
appear to be disinterested as well as be so in
fact. Public Utilities Coamdssion v. Pollack,
343 U.S. 451~ 466"-469 (1952).

How much weight is to be accorded assurances of impartiality

depends upon the circumstances.’ Illustrative are Irvin and Murphy, supra. A

determinative factor was stated in Murphy, slip op. 9: ’.’where most veniremen will

admit to a disqualifying prejudice, the reliability of the othe:~:’ protestations

may be drawn into questien." In Irvin, 90% of those examined were inclined to a

belief in the accused’s g~l~. The avowals of impartiality of the remainder were

given "little weight." 366 U]S. at 728. In Murphy, 26% had a disqualifying

opinion and that was held not to impeach the indifference of the remainder. Here,

at least 52% displayed a hostile animus.

The protection of the accused’s rights during the jury selection

process imposes a burden upon the judge to permit a penetrating voir dire and then

to make the most delicate of judicial determinations. In this case the judge

conducted no such examination and totally abdicated his responsibility to make

such judgments.

9~en the first venireman was individually examined, the judge,

upon a defense request, had the following exchange with him (Tr. 483-484;

emphasis suI!olied) :
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THE COURT: Have you seen or heard anything
about this case or the Defendants
on television?

Yes, sir, Your Honor.

you heard anything about
case or the Defendants
d~e radio?

Yes, sir, Your Honor.

Have you read anything about
this case or the Defendants in news-
papers, books or magazines?

JUROR BARKSDALE: Yes, Your Honor.

THE C(XIRT: EO you recall what yoUread about
them and what newspapers or books
or magazines--

MR. NEAL: --Excuse m~, Your Honor. May ~
approach the bench?

JUROR BANKSDALE:

THE COUI~P: Have
this
OVer

JUROR BARKSDALE:

The government entered a vigorous objection to the last quoted

q~_estion. It contended that defendants were entitled to know the sources of

.a venireman’s information, but not the "contents" of it; that if a venireman

should admit to having forn~lated an opinion based upon pretrial informaticn,

defendants were not entitled to know the nature of that opinion (Tr. 484-485).

The defense insisted that it should be allo%~d to ascertain the "contents" of the

publicity to which a venireman had been exposed (Tr. 503, 509-510); that "con-

tents" questions were essential to assist the judge in objectively assessing a

venireman’s self-evaluation of inpartiality (Tr. 715,720).

The judge rejected the defense contentions (Tr. 485-486), saying:

"I am not going ~to be here till Christmas asking all these questions" (Tr. 486).

A standing defense challenge for cause to all veniremen was thereafter accepted

by the court (Tr. 510, 640). The judge’s determination was that he would ask

two questions on voir dire as a substitute for the "contents" inquiry. These

5/ Ccmloare: Judicial Conference: The Jury System in the Federal Courts,
26 F.R.D. 409, 465-466 (1960).
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questions, %~ith some variations in wording, were:

(a) Does anything you may have read or heard or
discussed about this matter particularly stand out
in your mind?

(b) Do you know of any reason whatsoever %~hy
if you are selected to serve on this jury you feel
that you could not listen to the testimony and con-
sider the evidence and then vote for a verdict which
is based solely upon the evidence and law of the case?

The judge reasoned that these two questions were an adequate substitute and

encompassed the scope of voir dire requested by the defense. With reference to

the question (a), the judge explained (Tr. 510):

I heard and listened, I have known Mr. ~rdian, Mr.
Mitchell, favorably, Mr. Parkinson. I listened to some of
the testimony a~ if yo~ asked me under oath what did
Mr. Mitchell say on a certain dahe, what did Senator Ervin
say on a certain subject to him, I couldn’t conscientiously
tell you under oath.

And I think that is the reaction of the average person.
Poeple soon forget. The old saying there is nothing staler
than yesterday’ s news.

Unless something particular comes out which sta~s out in
a person’s mind, and I ~ the incident of my good friend
John Wilson about the Jap situation, that I r~r. I will
never forget that.

Concerning the adequacy of the question (b), the judge reasoned (Tr. 505):

That encc~passes everything. That means have t~hey heard
anything detrimental to any defendant. Have they watched a
television program where certain defendants might have been
criticized. Certain cc~rentaters [sic] or writers in
editorial columns might have expressed their opinion.

I don’t think you have to assume everybody is unintelligent.
If they heard something that will affect their judgment or
think it will, I think tbmt is taken care of in that question.

Thereafter the voir dire of every person selected for service on the jury was

thus restricted. Generally, each juror and alternate answered each question

with a simple "no."    Based upon these responses, corroborated only by

5/ Jurors: Young (Tr. 1882, 1892), Reid (Tr. 1352, 1359), G. Carter (Tr. 610,
6--16), Gould (Tr. 836, 846), Metoyer (Tr. 1220, 1226), Milboorn (Tr. 1176, 1192),
cont ’ d.
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~varying assurances of impartiality, the judge found them to be unaffected by

the unprecedented pre-trial publicity.

This was error in law and in fact. The precise issue posed here

was before the Ninth Circuit in Silverthorne v. United States, 400 F.2d 627 (1968)

The trial had been preceded by massive publici%y, includ.~ng coverage of a Senate

con~nittee investigation. On appeal, Silverthorne contended, inter alia,that the

trial oourt made an insufficient effort to ascertain what information the jurors

had learned. The voir dire focusing upon the effect of the publicity consisted

of essentially four questions: (I) -have you heard or read about the case; (2)

have you heard or discussed it with someone who purported to know something about

the facts; (3) if you were a defendant, ~uld you like to be tried by twelve

jurors feeling as you do; and (4) do you now have or have you forn~d an opinion,

or do you have any preconceived notion as to the guilt or innocence of the

defendants? 400 F.2d at 635. In reversing, the court noted that:

Each and every juror in the case before us had read or
heard something about appellant’s case. The trial court
made no effort to ascertain what information the jurors had
accumulated and consequently, had no way of objectively
assessing the impact caused by this prehrial knowledge on
the juror’s impartiality. (400 F.2d at 638).

In an effort to ascertain some basis upon which an
objective evaluation of each juror’s impartiality could be
assessed, appellant’s counse! requested the Court to inquire
of the jury what information they had obtained relative to the
case and their source of knowledge. The court refused this
request. We believe under the circumstances of this case
the request should have been granted. Every juror had acquired
some knowledge of the case; almost thirty per cent of those
~ned expressed opinions of appellant’s guilt; ~nd the

’5/ cont’d. Hoffar (Tr. 932, 940), Ryon (Tr. 1423, 1433), R. Carter (Tr. 623,
633), King (Tr. 1079, 1093), Wells (Tr. 1678, 1689), Plunkett (Tr. 1295, 1306).
Alternates: Pratt (Tr. 1907, 1915), May Smith (Tr. 2024, 2030), Foster (Tr. 814,
823), Hall (Tr. 865, 875), Miller (Tr. 1245, 1252), Williams (Tr. 1755, 1765).
Plunkett was dismissed early in the trial and Pratt substituted for her (Tr. 2263).
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volumainous pretrial publicity had been brought
to the court’s attention. In such an atmosphere the
oourt should have sought the objective criteria.
(400 F.2d at 639).

The striking pertinence of Silverthorne is emphasized by the fact that not only

did all the veniremen here have "some" knc~vledge of the case, as in Silverthorne,

but 52% of them harbored an opinion concerning defendants’ guilt~ .as compared

with Silverthorne, where only 30% harbored such an animus.

The importance of "content" information was also em~phasized in

United States v. De.!l.’.hnger, 472 F.2d 340 (C.A. 7, 1972), cert. denied, 410 O.S.

970, where 70% of the veniremen indicated an animus adverse to the defendants

and all were, un]dke here,’, excused. The remainder made avowals of inpartiality.

472 F.2d at 366-367. Extensive pre-trial publicity in that case included radio

and TV reporting. The defendants requested additional voir dire examination

including questions concerning the exposure of the veniremen to press, radio and

television reporting "concerning the facts surrounding this case." 472 F.2d at

372. The request was denied on the basis that one general inquiry, much the same

as Judge Sirica’s question O0), wasan adequate substitute. The question

"I ask you, ladies and gentlemen of the jury, whether
there is any reason you can think of now, that would lead you
to feel that if you are selected by the lawyers as jurors
in this case, you could not be fair and impartial in this
case, giving the United States of America, Mr. David T.
Dellinger, Mr. Rennard C. Davis, ~Ir. Thomas E. Hayden,
Mr. Abbott H. Hoffman, Mr. Jerry C. Rubin, Mr. Lee W~iner,
Mr. John R. Froines and Mr. Bobby G. Seale a fair and
impartial trial?" (472 F.2d at 372)

The court of appeals reversed, citing Sil%~rt_horne, supra, and stated the

following:

This broad question was not expressly pointed
at i~pressions a juror may have gained frcm reading or
hearing about the relevant events. Natural human pride
would suggest a negative answer to whet~er t!~ere was a
reason the 3uror could not be falr and imp~mtiai. A juror
might will answer negatively mn good faith, without stopping
to consider the significance or firmness of impressions
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he might have gained from news reports. We think the
question is not adequate to bring out responses
showing that jurors had gained information and formed
opinions about relevant matters in issue if in truth
any had. This broad question should not be relied on in
a situation where there is a probability of exposure.
In contrast, in all the Supreme Court cases n~_ntioned
above, the t~’ial court ~quired specifically into
pretrial pt~]lici-ty. (472 F. 2d at 375~ I~lT~]-m]sis supplied).

The superficiality of the voir dire here under the Silverthorne

and Dellinger standards was pointed up just the other day in the decision of

this Oourt in United States v. Chapin, hb. 74-1648,~ July 14, 1975. The Court

there approved a voir dire as being sufficiently designed to expose bias

stenmrtng from the clamorous publicity surrounding the Watergate affair, as

the judge’s voir dire here was not. In contrast to this case, "it appears that

of the 120 prospective jurors...at the m~st 22 veniremen had heard of either

Chapin or the case...Most did not know what [he] was charged with, and no one

aI~pears to have formed a definite opinion of his guilt or innocence (although

several jurors voiced strong opinions about others, such as Messrs. Haldeman,

Ehrlichn~n, Dean and Hunt)." The Court’s opinion highlights the prophylactic

steps a trial judge must take in his voir dire in order to guard against

subconscious infection caused by massive publicity. The Court pointed out

(slip op. 1189) :

...All talesmen who responded affirmatively [to the
question whether they had ever heard of Chapin or
the case] were individually questioned as to exactly
what they brad heard, whether they had formed any
opinion about the defendant’s guilt or innocence
and whether they could serve fairly. [eaphasis
supplied].

Distinguishing Silvert/qorne, the Court said that the missing

ingredient there, as in this case, was that the trial judge "did not voir

dire jurors as to what they had heard of [the] case." Ibid. ; emphasis supplied.

~he incisiveness of the court’s observation in Dellinger, and

the need in this case for the questioning mandated by De!linger and Silverthorne
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by the following colloquy (Tr. 739):

THE CIX/R~: Do you conscientiously believe you can
render a fair and impartial verdict free from any pre-
judice or bias if any you have for or against the
Government or these Defendants if you are selected
to serve on the jury?

JUROR DL~_~I~: You say, if I am prejudiced?

Natural human pride yields only one answer to this question.The efficacy of

question (b) was also condemned in United States v. Bear R~nner, 502 F.2d 908,

912 (C.A. 8, 1974), and in the form of dictum, in Patriarca v. United States,

402 F.2d 314, 318 (C.A. I, 1968). see also, State v. Pokini, 526 P.2d 94,

i00-I01 (Hawaii, 1974).

A refusal to put "conteit" questions is not invariably reversible

error. Here the publicity was neither virulent nor inflammatory, where

veniremen who had formed opinions were automatically excused, where those who

had discussed the case w~re excluded regardless of the nature and extent of their

conversations, where those who admitted to extensive publicity were excused, the

absence of "content" questions was held not to require reversal. United States v.

Addonizio, 451 F.2d 49, 66-67 (C.A. 3, 1972). The court noted, however, that

"content" questions should ordinarily be asked on voir dire. 451 F.2d at 67. Of

course, none of the factors mitigating the generality of the trial court’s inquiry

in Addonizio exist in the present case.

The facts here illustrate that the judge’s question (a), the

"particular" question, either alone or in conjunction with question (b), cannot

be regarded as an adequate substitute for the "content" inquiry.

Objectively, it is imr~diately apparent that the questions were not

designed to elicit information; rather, they called for value judgments on

the part of the veniremen. To illustrate the point, ~ can hypothesize

the situation of a mass murderer who is abouh to be tried. Assuming each one

of his hypothetical ten murders was luridly described in the papers, the answer
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tO th~ question, "does anything you may have read particularly stand out in

your mind," requires the venireman to determine which details of what murder are

most vividly in his mind. If he answers in the negative, it merely indicates that

that he cannot make the required judgment Of particularity. A negative answer

also does not disclose he has -all ten murders ~qually vivid in his mind. The

question does not serve to illtminate the content of his recollection. Nor does

~hat question (a) was understood and answered by the veniremen

in this case in the manner we have hypothesized is illustrated by the record.

A few examples suffice to make the point:

THE C~: Does-anything you may have heard or
discussed about this matter particuarly [sic]
stand out in your mind that you can think of?

JUROR: No one thing or several things particuarly
[sic] stand out in my mind.

THE COUR~: You said no one thing or several things
stand out in your mind.

Was that your answer?

JUROR: Yes, sir.

THE COURt: Have you seen any of the defendants or
their lawyers on television or their pictures in the
n~papers?

JUROR: Yes, Your Honor.

THE COURT: What if anything do youremeaberabout
any of these defendants?

JUROR: As a partial an~er to that question I can
simply say I follow the events of the Watergate
involvement with a great deal of attention ever since
it becan~ even the smallest of an issue since the
actual break-in during that course, I read as many
newspapers as I could get my hands on plus television
and everything, so to say that I remember one thing in

particular would pr~obably not be a fair answer (Tr. 592;
emphasis supplied).
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THE COURT: Does anything you may have heard or
discussed about this matter particularly standout [sic]
in your mind?

JUROR: Yes.

THE COURT: Will you tell us what that is, if you can

JUROR: Mainly the pardon of the President stands out in
my mind in relationship to the case.

THE COURT: You mean his resignation?

JUROR: No, sir; the pardon.

THE C(XIR~: I’ll get to that question shortly. Have you
seen any of the Defendants or their lawyers on television,
or their pictures in the newspapers?

JUROR: Yes, Your Honor.

THE COURt: What, if anything, do you remember about any of
these Defendants as a result of seeing them, maybe watching
or listening to them on television and seeing their pictures
in the paper?

JUROR: Well, I have seen them a lot and I have seen them
oome in and out of~the courtroom and I know therehasbeen
a lot of work done on this particular case. I am not at
all sure of what it is that stands out inmymindabout
any one of themexcept I know theyhavebeen involved for
scme time with this particular case.

I don’t know of any specific thing that stands out any
more than anything else, except I do -know the Defendants
have been involved with this particular case over a long
period of time (Tr. 703-704; emphasis supplied).

THE COURT: Do you recall on any particular occasion ~at
they were talking about or is it too far back?

JUROR: I don’t know, I could be specific. It sort of
all runs together n~v. I did watch, I suppose I should
be more specific.

THE COUI~: That is all right, I am just trying to find
our if you did remember any specific things (Tr. 839).

THE COUEP: Does anything you may have heard or
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discussed about this matter -- the WaterNate affair
particularly stand out in your mind, any particular
th~g that you can think of?

JU~0R: Well, there is so much that I heard that I
can’t focus on any one particular thing. (Tr, 794-795).

T~ COURT: Does ;~nything -that you may have heard or
ciscussed about this matter particularly st~n.~d out J~
your mind that you can recall or do many things stand
out?

JUROR ~{ILBOURN: There is so much that I wouldn’t know.

%~{E COURT: You couldn’t recall one particular thing’
is that oorrect?

JUROR MILBOURN: No. (Tr. 1176).

~qe foregoing indicates’the judge’s questions %~re not helpflll

in uncovering objective bases for evaluating the impartiality of veniremen.

What w~uld have been revealed had the judge asked "content" questions is

indicated by the single instance of record when he overstepped his self-imposed

bounds in the v~___~ di___re_re of veniremen Hunsaker:

THE COURT: Have you read any articles in Harper’s
about this case?

JUT~R: I think the last issue had quite a bit on
Watergate, but the articles I read, I think I read
the one by Martinez, one by Barker and one by
McCord. (Tr. 2004).

THE COURT: Do you recall approximately when was the
last time that you might have read or heard about this
case prior to coming into court last week? I don’t
w-ant you to give me the exact date.

JUROR: I would think reading that last issue of
Harper’s was probably the last time.

THE CC~3RT: Was that the latest issue of Harper’s?

JUROR: I believe it might be, yes.

THE COURT: Do you know w~hat you read in the
issue of Harper’s, what it referred to?
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JUROR: Yes.

THE COURt: Can you tell us a little about it?

JUROR: Yes. As I said before, I read the article by
Mart_inez and he described his association with E. Howard
Hunt and the Ellsberg break in and the Watergate break
in. (Tr. 2006).

THE COURT: From what you ]]ave read or heard about
this case, any source, have you formed or expressed any
opinion as to the guilt or innooence of any of the
defendants?

JUROR: I am not sure. I assume someone is guilty.

THE COURT: I am talking about these defendants now.

JUROR: Yes, on t~ese defendants I think they are in a
position to aid the coverup and --

THE C~rORT: --do you have an opinion ~]~at one or scme
of them are guilty of s~mething involving the coverup?

JUROR: I would say yes, but I couldn’t name the

THE COUE~: Are they included among these five defendants
here?

JUROR: Yes, I would say yes, because they were in a
position to be a part of a coverup (Tr. 2008).

THE COLrR~: As you sit there n~, do you feel if
you are selected as a juror in this case you could listen
to the evidence objectively, and listen to the testimony
in evidence in the case, listen to the arguments and
the Court’s final instructions to the jury then do you
feel you could vote for a verdict and or render a verdict
that you feel is based solely upon the evidence and the
law of the case?

JUROR: I would hope so. I think it is going to be a very
difficult case. (Tr. 2014).

THE C0Oqq~: Here is the way I look at it: I am trying to
put myself in the jury box. If this man sits on this jury,
he could be a very strong juror, which ever way he might
be thinking. All ready as ~r. Hundley said, he has already
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made up his mind there was a coverup, somebody
obviously he thinks is guilty of it. ~f impression of
the way he answered the question, I’m trying tO
analyze him, and I think he was trying to be fair
about it and frank, I think he has already made up
his mind son, body has co,remitted scme kind of crime or
crimes--period, and that is it. He has the five
people here, President Nixon, that angle, 1%Duldn’t
fee]. comfo~b]e,, frankly, with him. I will sustain
d~,~ ,-},~ll~-<.,~, fol. cause° (r~.. 2016;

Here was an example of the judge dismissing a person based upon objective

"content" information, in spite of his self-evaluated impartiality.

~he judge made no effort to probe for objective indicia of bias

as he was r~ired to do; his questions were deliberately designed not to

unoover objective information. The voir dire fell far short of accepted

standards for such examination in a case involving extensive publicity, For

instance, ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Fair Trial and Free Press,

~3.4 (a), sets out the following:

Wq~enever there is believed to be a significant
possibility that individual talesmen will be
ineligible to serve because of exposure to po-
tentially prejudicial material... [t]he question-
ing s~hall be conducted for the purpose of determin- ,
ing what the prospective juror has read and heard
about the case..., not to convince him that he would
be derelict in his duty if he could not cast aside
any preconceptions he might have. [Emphasis supplied].

M~reover, the judge compounded his error when he decided to

deterr~_ne the acceptability of veniremen exclusively with reference to their

own assurances of impartial~ity (e.g., Tr. 1118). The law imposes a different

duty upon the judge. ~ether a juror can render a verdict based solely on

evidence cannot be adjudged on his own assessment of self-righteousness.

Irvin v. Dowd, ~, at 724; Rideau v. Louisiana, 373 U.S. 723, 727 (1963);

Marshall v. United States, su_~, at 312; sheppard v. Maxwell, Supra, at 351;

Murphy v. Florida, supra, slip op. 6; Silverthorne v. United States, supra__

at 639. But the judge here, with rare exceptions, took a oonhrary position.
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~peatedly confronted with cha!lenges, he determined acceptabil±t~ solely by

referring to an assurance of impartiality. The judge expressed hia~elf as

follows:

The point is I cannot assume that this
man is not going to do what he said he
wo~.~Id try to do. If i do that we ~111 never
get a jury. (Tr. 1806-1825).

IT]he man has said that he can decide the
case on the evidence. W]qether he can or
not, I don’ t kn~. But, I ’m not going to
call him a liar. (Tr. 2124).

The capstone pf this erroneously narrow voir dire came on

Octc~er i0, 1974, before co~nencement of the individual voir dire of that group

of remaining veniremen from which two jurors and one alternate were selected.

An article bad app~lred in a local paper which set forth in detail the standards

which the prosecution had suggested in its m~morandum of October 7 (R. 366; Tr. 922)

for determining the acceptability of jurors (Tr. 1861-1862). The defense there-

upon challenged the entire panel of 83 on the ground that this disclosure informed

the veniremen of the responses they had to make to be found acceptable (Tr. 1862).

The court not only rejected the challenge but refused to take the appropriate

corrective action of ~xamining the entire panel on the matter. United States v.

Henkish, 502 F.2d 71 (C.A. 4,’ 1974); Pomponio v. United States, 17 Cr. L. 2235

(C.A. 4, 1975).

We submit that based upon the foregoing, there can be no

doubt that Judge Sirica’s conduct of the voir dire was fatally defective in

denying defendants the opportunity to insure the selection of an impartial

jury.
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IV. THE TRIAL JUDGE ARBITP4ARILY LIMITED T}IE NI24BER OF
ADDITICNAL PEREMPTORY ~GES ALI!~D THE APPELLANTS

EXERCISING THEIR ~GES.

At the outset of the proceedings, the judge recognized that in

light of the massive publicity, it would be necessary to allocate ~ore t/%an t!le

ten joint perenptory challenges allowed defend~mts.    During a pre-trial con-

ference on August 19, 1974, the judge denied defendants’ motion for a oontinuance

on the ground that he would cure the publicity by granting them additiona!

peremptories (Hearing, August 19, 1974, Tr. 72).

In response to this pronounced intention, the government, on

Septem%~r 26, 1974, filed a memorandt~n ~ontending that the judge, in the exercise

of his discretion pursuant to Rule 24 (b), should deny defendants additional

peremptories unless they would agree to an increase of the six allowed the

gove~t. On October 2, 1974, defendants stated that they would not agree to

such an increase. ~hey also requested three additional peremptories for each

defendant (Tr. 204).

On October 4, 1974, the judge issued a memorandum order granting

each defendant one peremptory in addition to the ten they were required to emer-

cise jointly. The goverrm~nt received its mandatory six challenges. The judge

based his decision, not upon the demgnstrated need of defendants, but rather

_l/ F.R.Cr.P. 24 (b) provides: "Peremptory Challenges. If the offense
charged is punishable by death, each side is entitled to 20 peremptory
challenges. If the offense charged is punishable by imprisoF~ent for more
than one year, the government is entitled to 6 peremptory cha!]emges and the
defendant or defendants jointly to i0 peremptory challenges. If the offense
charged is punishable by imprisonment for not more than one year or by fine
or both, each side is entitled to 3 pereaptory challenges. If there is
more than one defendant, ~the court may allow the defendants additional
challen~es and permit them to be exercised separately or jointly."
(Emphasis supplied)
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upcn their failure to consent to an increase in ti~e number of government

peremptories (R. 364). The judge advised defendants of his continuing

willingness to give them the additional challenges they requested, but only if

they ~uld agree to an increase in government challenges.

The fail~.~e to con~_.mt to an~ increase in government challenges

was due to a lack of agreement among defendants (Tr. 698). The judge persisted

in his ruling in spite of his recognition of defendants’ genuine need.

On October 8, 1974, the govermnent asked the judge to reduce the

number of additonal peremptories allowed to defendants (Tr. 1237). The judge

inquired whether the defense had agreed to an increase in government ~hallenges.

Before there was any opportunity to respond, the judge annotreced that he would

stand by his previous order (Tr. 1415). The judge the~ outlined a procedure for

the emercise of peremptories 9~ich, in effect, accomplished the reduction in

defense peremptories which the government desired (Tr. 1415-1420).

On October i0, 1974, the judge issued an order setting forth that

procedure (R. 372). The salient points were these:

a. Jurors would be placed in the box
according to a pre-determined order.

b. The ten joint defe~nse peremptories
had to be exercised two at a time.

c. Challenges would alternate between
the go%~_rnmmnt and the defense.

d. Two failures to exercise a challenge
would bring about a forfeiture of that
challenge or challenges.

e. The government’s final challen~e would
be exmmpt from forfeiture.

The last provision, in conjunction with the first, meant that it eould be

determined with precision by defendants that their exercise of peremptories would

enable the gove~t to reach d~ further along the list and bring° into the
-2/

box persons with pronounced pro-government proclivities.

2/ In No. 74-1949, Mitchell et al. v. Sirica, this Court on October ii, 1974,
~enied a petition for a writ of prohibition ~ith respect to this order.
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apparent.

forfeited, and the government holding one perexptory not subject to forfeiture,

the next three prosp~ctive jurors in order on the jury pane! were Cb~se, Faunce

and Foster (Tr. 2232).

Chase had given relatively innocuous rand neutral an~ers on voir

dire (Tr. 647, 648, 652, 653). The defendants’ challenge for cause had been

based upon the superficial nature of the judge’s voir dire, rather than any

announoed prejudice (Tr. 671-672). (Significantly, the government peremptorily

challenged his selection as an alterna.te (Tr. 2234).

Faunce had stated that the activities of defendants %~re "wrong"

(Tr. 799). She had been challen~ed for bias and prejudice (Tr. 808-809).

(Significantly, the defense challenged her selection as an alternate (Tr. 2233).

Foster also had given relatively neutral answers (Tr. 815,

816-819, 820, 822-823). Neither side had lodged an express challenge against

her. (Significan-hly, she ultimately became an alternate (Tr. 2232).

Thus, if either of the last two defense peremptories had been

exercisedl, Chase, a relatively neutral juror~would have been brought into the

box. .By exercising its last challenge, the government could then have removed

him and placed Faunce and her anti-defense attitude on the j%~y. The defense

would have had no more pe_r~mptories. Consequently, defendants ~aived their

last two peremptories. The effect was that by keeping its last challenge in

reserve, the government deprived defendants of 2 of their 5 (40%) additional

challenges.

In this setting, the judge’s refusal to al!ow defendants a

sufficient number of additional peremptories was a pernicious and impermissibly

arbitrary exercise of his discretion. Rule 24 ~) gives the trial judge

On October ii, 1974, the practical res~11ts of the procedure became

With two additional defense peremptories remaining, to be exercised or
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discretion in allocating additional peremptories in multiple defendant cases.

We submit that this discretion must be exercised in accordance with the need

for peremptories indicated by the facts of a case. Here the judge e~ercised

his discretion as a means of punishing defendants because they availed them-

selves of a right, i.e..to refuse to consent to an increase in the govenament’s

peremptories.

9~ile the right to the free exercise of peremptories does not have

constitutional antecedents, nevertheless it is one ’of the most inl0ortant of the

rights secured to an accused. It is of such paramount .importance that denial

or imp~t of the right is reversible error without a sho~ng of prejudice.

Swain v. Alabama, 380 U.S. 202, 219 (1965). Every action taken by the judge

here was designed to dilute and impair that right.

As a oorrollary to the specific provision of Rule 24 ~b)

allowing additional peremptories to the defense in multiple defendant cases, it

is recognized that the government cannot obtain additional peremptories without

the censent of defendants. See United States v. Potts, 420 F.2d 964 (C.A. 4,

1970); Kloss v. United States, 77 F.2d 462 (C.A. 8, 1935). We know of no

qualification to this right to refuse consent.

Because it went against the sense of symaetry implicit in his

concept of fairness, the judge was offended by the Rule’s unequal allocation of

peremptories in non-capital felony cases (6~ government, i0 defense) (Tr. 1238).

He totally disregarded the fact that the Rule’s proviso for additional

defense peremptories in multiple defendant cases is wholly unrelated to those

provisions of the Rule which allocate the mandatory number of peremptories for

both sides.

The proviso, by its terms, applies only in multiple defendant

cases, and applies with equal force in capital and misdemeanor cases, in which

the Rule allocates an equal number of peremptories to each side, and in non-
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capital felony cases, in which an unequal number of challenges is specified.

Hence, the e~ercise of discretion called for by the proviso is entirely

unrelated to and independent of the number of mandatory peremptories otherwise

allocated. It is the inhention of the proviso to counterbalance the advantage

gained by the government when it proceeds to indict jointly. Moreover, in light

of the fact that m~ndatory Peremptories in ~altiple defendant cases must be

exercised "jointly," it is the further function of the proviso to gi~e an

opportunity to multiple defendants to exercise "separate" perenlotories.

This is in keeping with the recognized purpose of peremptories to permit the

weeding out of jurors "for a real or imagined partiality that is less easily

designated or demonstrable" (Swain v. ~labama, supra, at 220) and in recognition

of the fact that in multiple defendant cases it is difficult to obtain agreement

by defendants on the ex~rcise of such challenges. Schwartzberg v. United States,

241 Fed. 348 (C.A. 2, 1917).

Hence, a court may t~ke into account: the need for additional

peremptories by defendants because of the facts of the case; the need for

additional peremptories by defendants to counterbalance the advantage of ti%e

government gained from a joint indictment; and the need for additional peremptories

by defendants in order to provide for separate challenges. None of these factors

takes into account the needs of the prosecution, because it gains an J~mplicit

advantage from the joint indictment.

The judge here made no determination based upon permissible

considerations. Instead, he placed a misguided reliance on the principle

of Swain v. Alabama, supra, that in the exercise of peremptories "the scales

are to be evenly held" between the prosecution and the defense. 380 U.S. at 220.

But the principle of Swain relates to the exercise of peremptories, not to

their number.

Not only did the judge take .into account impermissible consider-
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ations in exercising his discretion under the proviso, but his arbitrary

determinaticn was designed to punish defendants for~ refusing’ as was their

right, to eonsent to an increase in government peremptories, even though scme

(but not all) defendants were ~illing to do so. But the judge’s punishment fell

with eq%lal harshness on those who were guilt!/ as it did on t/nose ~.~o were

innocent of the judge’s imagined grievance.

~ know of no case holding that in the face of an admitted need for

additional defense peremptories, a refusal, in whole or in part, to grant a request

for such challenges can be based on defendants’ exercise of a ~right to which the law

entitles them. We submit that the decisions of the courts in analogous situaticns

are dispositive. Basic fairness forbid.s the imposition of a penalty upon an

accused because he pursues a right, whether it is, as here, a statutory right

(North Carolina v. Pierce, 395 U.S. 711, 724 (1969)), or a right emanating from

constitutional sources. Scott v. United States, 135 U.S. App. D.C. 377, 419 F.2d

264, 274 (1969). But that is what the judge’s order was intended to acconplish.

He said:

But the Rule does not appear to authorize a
Court to grant the Goverranent more t/~an 6 per-
enlotory challenges over the objection of the
defendants. (R. 364, p. i).

But at a bench conference at 9:30 a.m. on
October 2, 1974, one of the defense attorneys,
indicating without objection that he thought
he was speaking for all of the defendants, took
the position that while the defendants wanted~25
peremptory challenges [i0 joint allo%~d by the
Rule and 3 additional for each defendant] ,they
would not agree to let the government have more
than the usual six.

Under these circumstances, the Oourt has
decided to allow the government six peremptory
challenges and the defendants one peremptory
challenge each, and ten challenges jointly,
a total of fifteen for the defendants. (R. 364,
p.2).
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The Oourt was willing, and is willing, to
grant additional challenges to the defendants pr~ided
there were no objections to a proportionate increase
in challenges for the government. (R. 364, p. 4).

Barring any change in the defem~dmnts’ position,
however, the number of peremptory challenges given
each side wil! be as described above. (R. 364, p. 2).

In our view, the arbitrary and vindictive nature of the judge’s

ruling and the dif.ficulty which it placed upon defendants were accentuated by the

narrow scope of the voir dire which we have detailed. It is settled that the

voir dire rest serve not only the purpose of pinpointing bases for challenges

for cause, but also to enable defendants "to exercise intelligently their peremp-

tory challenges." United States v. Del’linger, supra, 472 F.2d at 368.

Whatever saving grace my seem to lie in the fact that the judge

granted one third of the additional peremptories requested by the defense, it

was perniciously diminished by their inability to convince him to conduct a voir

dire which would have provided a sufficient basis for exercising those challenges.

Of equal importance in appraisingthe sufficiency of the grant of only five

additional challenges are, of course, the practical consequences of the method

for exercising challenges prescribed by the judge, which we have set forth above.

The fact that the government’s final challenge was not subject to

forfeiture cost defendants 40% (2) of their additional challenges. The fact

that all defense peremptories were subject to forfeiture if they were not

exercised and that the joint peremptories had to be exercised in pairs made any

intelligent exercise of the peremptories virtually inpossible. More importantly,

it made it impossible for any single defendant to significantly affect the jury

selection process. Surely the discretion lodged in a trial judge by Rule 24 (b)

was not intended to allow-him to pervert the rule into a weapon against the

accused.
The exercise of peremptory challenges is "an arbitrary and
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capricious right; and it must be exercised with f~ll freedom, or it f~ils of

its full purpose~" S%~ain v. Alabama_, .supra, at 219. Here that freedc~ was

arbitrarily and capriciously impaired.

V.      IRREPAP~ABLY DAMAGING F!~ROR 9[AS
C~IITI~D IN ~~G ~ST ~~
~~S ~ S~~S OF OPIN~
~ ~ ~SSI~ ~Y DEQ~-
ATIONS OF ALI~ C~TSPI~~z

~e of ~ ~st celebrated a~ts of ~s ~st cele~a~ ~

~s ~e ~pr~ted p~lic play~g of ta~ re~r~gs of pri~ Presid~ti~

~n~rsa~ons. ~ pla~g of ~e~ ~s ~ evid~ ~d t~ u~ of ~ripts

of ~m as liste~g ~ds to ~ j~ genera~ a n~r of ~es~ons, ~ich ~re

f~er ~li~t~ ~ ~ l~ge n~r of record~gs ~i~ ~d the c~le~ty ¯

of ~ ~leg~ c~ira~.- ~ll~t ~I~ ~s ~iefed on ~if of all

a~ll~ts o~er ta~-related ~ts, ~cl~g ~estions conce~g ~ au~-

ticity of ~ ta~s. ~ ~~t is conc~ed ~ h~ a~ssion aga~st

~tc~, o~r ~s re~t~ ~itten (R.431) ~d oral obje~ons, of n~o~ ~-

a~ss~le ta~d decl~a~ons of alleg~ co-~n~ators ~de outside of ~s

p~ce ~d ~ut ~s ~ledge.

~ as~ ~sic~ly ~ gro~s of ~ss~ility. First, ~y

of ~ ~d s~~ts %~re no ~re ~ ~ssions of option, s~lation,

~nd ~nclusions ~a~ ~out first ~d ~owl~ge of ~ decl~ts. ~e )~say

~e aside, ~e~ e~ressions ~re ~estion~ly ~a~ss~le ag~st ~%c~ii

~d~ ~ ~e ~r~g option test~ny; ~d ~ey ~re ~g~y ~ging to ~.

~d, it is ~nd ~s~on ~t ~e ~d s~t~ts, utter~ out of c~

~ offered for ~e ~th of ~e ~tt~s asse~, ~re ~arsay as to ~tc~ll.

~n~ ~ ~e gove~nt’s con~ons at trial ~d ~e c~’s ~ings, a

~e go~~t is fil~g as a ~p~ate ap~n~x a ~ee ~I~ c~i~tion
~tled, "~~, ~ ~scripts." ~fer~s to ~s ap~x ~e
ci~d ~ T.~p.
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large number of them were not admissible against him under the rubric that

declarations of one conspirator in furtherance of a con~-piracy are admissible

against all. Insofar as they involved Mitchell, the conversations among former

President Nixon and his aides were either mere conversation, mere narratives-

of past events, or statements in fur~/nerance of a sc~P3me to have him step for-

ward and take the blame for Watergate and the alleged cover-up. Not by the

wildest stretch of the "in furtherance" ~mle can such declarations be. deemed

adadssible against an absent co-conspirator.

A. Numerous taped statements of alleged co-conspirators speculating or
expressing opinions as to jury issues of ~litchel~’s responsibility for
various conspiratorial acts were erroneously a~itted against him.

The proposition that opinions, specula~.ons, conjectures, and

conclusions of a non-expert without first-hand knowledge, are not ccr~petent

as testinony from the witness stand hardly needs citation of supporting authority.

" [A]n opinion which is merely conjectural or speculative is not admissible".

Jones on Evidence, 6th Ed., ~14.2. See also Wign~re on Evidence, 3d. Ed.,

§§1917, 1924.

Illustrative is the decision of this Court in Deloach v. United

States, 113 U.S. App. D.C. 216, 307 F.2d 653 (1962), where witnesses were

allowed to testify in conclusory terms as to what the defendant had said, i.e.,

"all ~of them agreed" or "he agreed." Since " [t]he conclusion or interpretation

of a witness as to the meaning of what someone said is not a~m[ssible" (307 F.2d

at 655), the conviction was reversed. See also, Lyles_ v. United States, 103 U.S.

App. D.C. 22, 254 F.2d 725 (1957), certiorari denied, 356 U.S. 961, 362 U.S. 943;

Pobertson v. United States, 84 U.S. App. D.C. 185, 171 F.2d 345 (1949).

2/ United States v. Pierson, U.S. App. D.C. , 503 F.2d 173 (1974), is not
to the contrary. In that case, a police officer gave his opinion as to where a
gun was fired from on the basis of a bullet hole in the wall. The defendant
contended that this violated the opinion rule. This Court rejected the contention:
"By indicating the direction from which he thought the bullet was fired, he
probably gave the jurors a clearer conception of the nature of the bullet hole
than had he attempted to describe the features of the hole. Having observed
tb~ bullet hole itself, he would be better qualified th~n the jury to draw a
conclusion regarding the direction from whihh the bullet %,~s fired." 503 F.2d
at 176-177. While apparently granting the trial judge discretion in the matter
cont’ d.
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Cc~pounding the prejudicial effect of the violation of the rule

against opinion testimony, here the inadmissible utterances ~re published to the

jury through the tapes, with, obviously, no oppo~unity to cross-examine the

declarants. The following excerpts from e!ne transcripts show on their face

both that the statements w~re inadmissible against Mit ..ne!l and that they were

irreparably damaging to him for the obvious reason that in the playing of the

tapes the jury heard the President and otk~e~s repeatedly express opic~ions that

he was heavily implicated in the direction of crucial aspects of the alle~ed

conspiracy. Such opinions by Mitchell’s own alleged confederates probably had

as great, if not greater, i~pact upon the jury than any ~Dunt of live hestir~ny.

i. Staten~-nts conce!Tuing Mitchell’s approval of
the "Liddy plan"

In many of the taped Presidential conversations, there w~s a

great deal of talk about Mitchell’s involvement in the approval of the "Liddy

plan" to, inter alia, bug and wiretap the Democratic Nationa! Committee headquarters.

PRESIDENT: I mean he [Liddy] just isn’t well screwed
on is he? Isn’t that the problem?

No, but he was under great pressure, apparently,
to get more information, and as he got more
pressure, he pushed the people harder to
move harder on...

2--/ oont’d, of opinion testimony, the Court was actually applying the standards now
embo@ied in Rule 701, Federal Rules of Evidence [F.R.Ev. ] P.L 93-595, January 2, 1975,
effective July i, 1975. This rule provides that "If a witness is not testifying as
an expert, his testimony in the form of opinions or inferences is limited to those
opinions or inferemces which are (a) rationally based on the perception of the wit-
ness and (b) helpful to a clear understanding of his testinDny or the determination
of a fact in issue." The officer’s opinion thus met both the rational basis and
helpfulness standards of Rule 701. Obviously, the declarations in issue here do
not satisfy the requirements of the exception to the opinion rule articulated in
Pierson and Rule 701.

3--/ We emphasize that the excerpts quoted in this subdivision and in subdivision B
are selected exanples from taped conversations in which the participants talked
about ~£[tchell. The full flavor of these conversations implicating him can better
be appreciated by reading the entire context.
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Pressure from Mitchell?

Apparently. [June 23, 1972.. T.App.5.]

DE~N: . ..to get something, to get smme inform-
ation and they took that as a signa!--
Magruder took P!~at as a siva! to pro~%bly
go to Mitchell and say, "t~i~ey’re pu~h~m~g us
like crazy for this from the P~nite }b[zse."
And so Mitchell probably puffed on his pipe
and said, "Go ahead." And never really re-
flected on ".:~at it ~ms all about. So, they
had scme plan that obviously had, I gather,
different targets they were going to go
after. They were going to infiltrate and
bug, and do all this sort of thing to a lot
of these targets. This is the knc~!edge I
have after the fact. (coughs) And, ...
[March 21, 1973; President, Haldeman, Dean.
T. App. iii.]

All I have is Dean’s report. I did not
talk to Mitchell because this thing changed
(unintelligible) w~nt to ~ from ~[tchell.

Uh, he had a long conversation again today
with Paul O’Brien, who’s the guy he’s been--
talked with yesterday...you kn~v, this, that,
and all that, and uh, l~e says O’Brien is very
distressed with Mitchell. The more he thinks
about it, the. more O’ Brien comes dJ~n to
~iitchel! co~Id cut _this whole thing off, if he
~uld just step fo~mrd and cut it off. That
the fact of the matter is as far as Gray could
determine that Mitchell did sign off on it.
And if that’s w~at it is...

PRESIDENT: You n~an as far as O’Brien is concerned.

HALDEMAN: Yeah.

EKRI~CHMi~!q: YOU said, "Gray."

PRESIDEkIP: Z~at’ s that?

I’m sorry. O’Brien not Gray. As far. as
O’Brien can determine, Mitchell did sign off
on this t!ling and , uh, that’s ar~d Dean believes
that to be the case also. He can’t, Dean
doesn’t think he can prove it, and apparently
O’Brien can’t either, but they both think that
that...
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That’s my intention...

It wasn’t done, that’s right, but there --
at some point, according to ~ag~.er, after
t~his ,was then signed off and put under ~.~my,
Mitch--Magruder--Mitchell, Pitche. ii, called
Liddy into his office and read him the riot
act on the poor quality of stuff they were
getting. (Pause) Uh, that’s basically the
scenario or the sunnmry .of, of what ~gruder
told the lawyer. Dean’s theory is that bot2~
Mitchell and }lagruder realize tbmt they
now have their ass in a sling, and that
they’re trying to untangle it, not necess-
arily working together again, at least he
doesn’t thiqk they are.

HALDE~iN:

EHRLIC~4A.N:

P~S~ENT:

¯ ..Who signed off on that.

Magruder, uh, possibly P~tchell, possibly
Stans, certainly, uh-- (unintelligible).

I suppose they could say the allocation of
money %ms just for intelligence operations
generally. I tbi~ (unintelligible.) That’s
what my guess is. That’s ~at ~agruder said
is true.

PRESIDENT: My guess--

HALDEMAN:    ...that Mitchell did sign .off on it.

PRESIDENT: That’s the point. But mh, my, my guess is
~[tchell could just say, "look," I, he says,
"he has this and that and the other thing,"
and I said, "all right go ahead, but there
was no buyLng of this da, da, da--" [~rch 27,
1973. T.App. 303,306,308,309.]

These statements and the ones to follow were not only inadmissible

against ~tchell under the opinion rule, but, as we show below, they were

barred as well by the in furtherance rule.

2. Statements spec~lating whether the inve~.stigation
would reach Mitchell
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Other references to Mitchell arose in the context of whether

the prosecutors ~_re _going

PRF~ID~Tf:

to "get" him:

You need it very much. I w~nt it.
Now, you were saying too, ah, what
really, ah, where ~e this thing leads,
I mean in te~7~%s of the vulnerabi]ities
~.nd so forth. It’s your view the_ ~n~Iner-
ables are h~~sica!iy ~dtchell, Co].son,
Haldeman, indirectly, possibly directly,
and of course, t/]e second level is, as
far as the i~%rite Vmuse is concerned, Chapin.

DE~N: And I ’d say Dean, to a degree.

PRESIDENT: You? W~y?

D~AN:

PRESIDENT:

Well, because I’ve beech all over this
thing like a blanket.

I know, I -~ow, but you know all about it,
but you didn’t, you %~re in after the deed
was done. [March 17, 1973. T.App. 64,]

PRESIDENT:

PRESIDENT:

McCord didn’t want to go to jail (unintell-
igible) jail sentence (unintelligible) decided
to talk. I said, "9~at the hell’s he doing?

McCord? (Pause) He would have a lot on
Mitchell. (unintelligible)

~ worked for Mitchell? I _guess Mitchell and
(unintelligible) are trying mess with Grand

Jury (unintelligible) O?ause) U.S. Attorney-
(unintelligible)
(Pause)

That’ s, that’ s probably right. A!l: the way
up to, to maybe bad judgment on my part, but on
Watergate it isn’t a question of bad judgment.
On Watergate it’s a question rand ~there it goes
and, ultimately, it seems to m~_ that’s what they
have got to focas on. And this - who was it that
was telling ~e that, uh, ~4nat - or convinced
they’re going to go after this - this is Ziegler’s
Ziegler’s theories based on the press club status
convinced that what they’re after is Colson -
on criminal - they think he’s the highest guy
they can get on criminal in the White Ho~use and
~tche!l on the outside. Now, there ah
the worst - it isn’t the worst you can get to is
damn had out there.
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PRESIDENT:

HALDE~,~_AN:

PRESIDENT:

HALD~N:

P~SID.~T:

(Unintelligible)

Because if }litchell was the authority.

He’s the Attorney General of the U.S.

As Attorney General of the U.S. and ...

_~ne President’s ca~gaign m~nagar. That’s
pretty godda~ned bad. That’s d~ near as
bad as it is out here. Do you agree with
rids?

PRESIDENT:

That’ s right.
Well - uh - what I meant then - might be an
advantage, let’s see. O, it, s ~4nat, I mean,
uh, maybe my reasoning is fallacious, but
our real concern is Mitchell. (Noise) Maybe
they’re going to get him anyway.

Well, John, at least the last I got into it
in auny detail, John Dean didn’t think so.

They going to get -- that right? [March 20, 1973.
T. App. 72, 82, 87.]

PRES~ENT:

DEAN:

PRES~ENT:

DE~N:

The whole concept of Administration justice.

That ’ s right, uh--

We cannot have--

That’s what really troubles me. For example,
what happens if it starts bre "aking, and they
do find a criminal case against a Haldeman,
a Dean, a Mitchell, an Ehrlichman? Uh, that is--

PRESI~:

DEAN:

PRESIDENT:

It’ Ii get Mmgruder. It’ ii start the whole
FBI investigation going again.

Yeah. So, uh, eZnat else..it’ll get ~gruder;
it could possibly get Colson. He’s in that
danger.

That’ s right. Could get, uh...

Could get 5[[tchell. Maybe. No.
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PRESIDENT:

HALDEMAN:

Hunt can’ t get }~tchell. [March 21,
1973. T. App. 146, 195.]

In other %Drds, we need (unintelligible) the
Campaign Committee and (unintelligible)
the White }buse. First of all is that believ-
able? Uq~, b~---~ppens to h~_¯ trt~, but c~n it
be._ convincing? ~, uh--

~ii, that, ~=!I, they, what you’re--

And Dean--if they get, if they get as high
as ~gruder, probably it. doesn’t hurt too
much. If they get to Mitchell...

Yeah. [March 22, 1973. T. App. 267.]

PRESIDENT: (Unintellig~le) this, I think he’s credible.
The reason I think he’s credible is something
else, is that the Grand Jury, I assume, is
going to come through with smme indictments.
I mean, suppose they just indict ~gruder and
Mitchell until they’re the least.

PRESIDENT: 9~ii, Christ A!mighty, that’s the fish.

EHRLICHMAN: Yeah.

PRESIDE~f: The big fish. [April 15, 1973. T. App. 480.]
3. Statements concerning Mitchell’s ability to raise and

distribute r~Dney to the original Watergate defendants.

PRESIDENT: What I memn is, you could, you could get a
million dollars. And you could get it in
cash. I, I know ~i%ere it could be gotten.

DEAN:         Uh, huh.

PRESIDENT: I mean it’s not easy, but it could be done.
¯ . But, uh, the question is Who the hel! ~ould

hmndle it?

That’s right, uh--

PRESIDenT: Any ideas on that?

9~iI, I would think that %ouldbe something
that Mitchell ought to be charged with.
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I would think so, too.

And get some, get some pros to help
him.

Let me say, there shouldn’t be a lob of
people running around getting money. We
should set up a little--

PRESIDENT: no problem, we could, we could get the
money. There is no probl~m in that. ~
can’ t pmovide the clemency. The money can
be provided. Mitc/nell could provide the
way to deliver it. That could be done. See
what I mean?

But, Mitchell says he can’t, doesn’t he?

DF2~N: Well, Colson doesn’t have any money though.
That’s the thing. That’s been our, one
of the real problems. They have, uh, been
unable to raise any money. A million dollars
in cash, or the like, has been just a very
difficult problem as we’ve discussed before.
Apparently, Mitchell has talked to Pappas, and
I called him last...John asked me to call him
last night after our discussion and after you’d
met with John to see where -that was. And I, I
said, "Have you talked to Pappas?" He was at
home, and Martha picked up the phone so it was
all in, in code. "Did you talk to the Greek?"
And he said, uh, "Yes, I have." And I said,
"Is the Greek bearing gifts?" He said, "Well,
1%gant to call you tomorrow on that."

P~IDENT:

That was the thing that ~ thought Mitchell
ought to be able to know how to find somebody
who could do al! that sort of .thing, because
none of us know how to.

That’s right. You got to wash money and all
that sort, you know, if you get a hundred
thousand out .of a b~nk, and it all ccmes in
serialized bills, and...

Oh, I understand [~rch 21, 1973, 10:12 to 11:55 a.m.
T. App. 131-132, 179, 189-190, 190.]
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PRESIDENT: So the point we have to, the bridge you
have to cut, uh, cross there is, uh, which
you’ve got to cross, I understand, quite
soon, is whether, uh, we, uh, ~na-t you do
about, uh, his present deamnd. Now, what,
what, uh, what about tbmt?

Well, apparently Mitchell and, and, uh, uh...

L~IDENTIFIED: LaRue.

¯..La Rue are now aware of it, so they
kn~ what he is feeling.

PRESIDENT: True. We have to do something.

I, I have, I have not talked with either.
I think they are in a position to do scmething
though [March 21, 1973, 5:20 to 6:01 p.m., T.
App. 213.]

4. Statements implicating Mitchell in the very crimes
of which he was convicted:                     j

Nope. The reason I can’t is the same
reason--your letter to me--when I got that
and then I was asked by federal authorities
did I ever--had I had any connmnication, I
said, "Yeah, I’ve received this letter and
here’s, here it is" You know, I, I can’t--
you can’t get in the position where you’re,
uh, perjuring.

No, of course not.

9~qich I’m afraid John Mitchell has already
done. [November, 1972. T. App. 644.]

PRESIDENT:

HALDEM/hN:

PRESIDENT:

And that’s bad. qhat - that’s real].y~rse
than the...

(Unintelligible)

It isn’t really ~rse - it isn’t~orse than
JohnMitchell going to jail - for either per-
jury or cc~plicity.

No, no, no, I’ve, no, I’ve balanced that up, too.
But you see what they’re really after he’ll take
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cover-up’ til hell freezes over. You
know what i mean? Because, uh, ...

If that’s really where it goes and I guess
it is. [March 20, 1973. T. App. 86.]

All right, now, we’ve gone through the trial.
We’~--I don’t kn~ if Mitchell has perjured
himself in the Grand Jury or not. I’ve neverm

PRESIDENT: Who?

Mitchell. I don’t know how much knowledge he
actually had. I know that Magruder has
perjured himself, uh, in the Grand Jury.

PRESIDENT:

Af-, after, .well, that thing that’ s the
most troublesome post-thing, that because (I)
Bob is involved in that; John is involved in
that; I’m involved in that; ~tchell is in-
volved in that. And that’s an obstruction of
justice.

In other words the fact that uh, that you’re,
you’re, you’re taking care of the witnesses.

That’s right, uh--

PRESIDENT: He might be able to--I’m just trying to think.
Perjury is an awful hard rap to prove. He could
say that I (Pause) hmm, well, go ahead.

(coughs) Well, so that’s that’s the first,
that’s one perjury. Now, ~[itchell and, and, uh,
Magruder are potential pezjuries. There is
always the possibility of any of these individuals
blowing. Hunt, Liddy. Liddy’s in jail right now;
he’s serving hismtrying to get sc~e good time
right now. I think Liddy is probably, in his,
in his o~ bizarre way, the strongest of all
of them. Uh, so there’s there is that possibility.
[March 21, 1973. T. App. 116, 123, 135.]

The statements quoted above fairly shriek inadmissibility

against the absent Mitchell. Thus far our emphasis has been upon their

inadmissibility under the rule against opinion testimon~v, especially as it applies
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to expressions of opinions by some alleged conspirators as to ti~e guilt of an

absent alleged co-conspirator. But these statemm~ts against Mitchell’s interests

were equally inadmissible under the rule that mere conversations among some

members of an alleged conspiracy, mere speculative talking over of what has

happened in the l~st, are not a.dmissible against an absent alleged conspirator

under the in furtheranee rule. It is to this point th~.t w~ now turn, with

quotations of still more staten~ts in taped Presidenti~l conversations. These,

like the ones quoted above, were not adhaissible against Mitchell under any

sensible application of the theory that each conspirator acts as the authorized

agent of the others when he makes statements in furtherance of the conspiracy.

B. The taped statements involving Mitchell could not be attributed to him
under the theory that they were impliedly, authorized declarations inL
furtherance of the conspiracy

The taped declarations, being out of court statements offered

for the truth of the matters asserted, were unquestionably hearsay as to Mitchell.

See, e.g., Rule 801 (d), F.R. Ev.    They were admitted under the so-called.co-

conspirator exception to the hearsay rule. Succinctly stated, t_his exception

provides that statements made by a co-conspirator during the pendency of a con-

spiracy and in furtherance of its objects are competent evidence against an absent

co-conspirator. United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683, 701 (1974); Dutton v.

Evans, 400 U.S. 74, 81 (1970); Pbng Sun v. United States, 371 U.S. 471, 490-91

(1963); Krulewitch v. United States, 336 U.S. 449 (1949); McCormick on Evidence,
4/

2d Ed., p. 645; Rule 801 (d) (2) (E), F.R. Ev.     But the very requirement that. such

statements must be shown to be declarations in furtherance of the conspiracy

before they my be considered against an absent conspirator implies its

3/ "’Hearsay’ is a statement, other than one made by the declarant while
testifying at the trial or hearing, offered in evidence to prove the truth of
the rotter asserted."

4--/ "(d)...A statement is not hearsay if--... (2)...The statement is offered
against a party and is... (E) a statement by a co-conspirator of a party during
the course and in furtherance of the conspir~acy."
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limitations. ~ The government, in pressing for the admission of the taped

statements against all defendants, and the court in so admitting them, ignored

these limitations. It was enough for them that the stahenmnts occurred during

the conspiracy and were relevant to the charges of the indictment. We will

show that the statements set forth in this st~division, like n~ny of those

quoted above, far from being impliedly authorized by ~itchell as verbal acts in

furT!~erance of the conspiracy, were ~re conversation, mere narratives of past

events, or other statements which by no possible stretch of the in furtheranoe

rule could be attributed to him.

The Advisory Coganittee’s note to Rule 801 (d) (2((E) states that

"The limitation upon the admissibility of statements of co-conspirators to those

made ’during the course and in furtherance of the conspiracy’ is in the accepted

pattern." Federal Rules of Evidence, Annotated, Federal Judicial Center (1975),

p. I01. Judge k%instein, a member of the Advisory Conmittee, elaborated upon

the reasons why the in furtherance limitation was retained. 4 ~instein’s

Evidence, United States Rules (1975), 801 - 145-147):

The Cc~mittee’s retention of the "in furtherance"
requirement was motivated by a desire to strike a
balance between the great need for conspirators’ state-
ments in combating undesirable criminal activity which is
inherently secretive and difficult of proof, and the
need to protect the accused against idle chatter of
criminal partners as well as inadvertently misreix]rted
and deliberately fabricated evidence... [A] reading of the
cases indicates that some courts [like the co%~t bel~
in this case] construe this aspect of the rule so broadly
"that anything related to the conspiracy is found to be
in furtherance of its objectives." [[~is, of course, is
precisely the result the Advisory Committee sought to
avoid by retaining the "in furtl~erance" requirem~nt...

The adoption of Rule 801 (d) (2) (E) and the rejection of
the Model Code-Uniform Rule approach should be viewed as
mg!]dating a construction of the "in furtherance" requirement
protective of defendants since the Advisory Cc~r~nittee was
concerned lest relaxation of this standard lead to the
admission of less reliable evidence. Narrative declarations
should not be admitted as a matter of course and statements
of confession should be carefully scrutinized...
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Of particular relevance to this case, in which the indictment

charged a conspiracTf lasting almost two years and involving 24 indicted and

unindicted alleged conspirators, is McCormick’s observation that a major reason

for the in furtherance requirement is the doubt raised about the validity of

tk}~ agency theory ~nder!ying conspiracy prosecutions. ~Co~ick~ supra, at 645,

646, n. 28, citing West’s A~n. Cal. Evid. Code, ~1223; N.J.R. Ev. 63(9); and

what is now F.R. Ev. 801 (d) (2) (E). The Ne~ Jersey Conr.~ittee on Evidence reasoned

as follows in support of the in furtherance requirer:

To admit the hearsay statements of a co-conspirator
merely because of a highly controversial belief that they
are more likely to be true than not is insufficient. Many
of those who have closely studied the problem of conspiracy
evidence are in agreement that such evidence is highly
unreliable; the hearsay statements of alleged co-conspirators
are perhaps the most suspect of all. To permit criminal
convictions to be based on such evidence ~ould indeed be
unfair and impractical. Report, New Jersey Supreme Court,
Cc~nittee on Evidence, ~i07 (1963).

Viewing the in furtherance requireamnt as a limitation upcn

the application of the co-conspirator exception to t]~e hearsay rule comports with

the traditional agency rationale underlying the exception and its limitations.

While many c~tators have labeled the agency theory a fiction, the Supreme

Court recently reaffirn~d the traditional rationale in Anderson v. United

States, 417 U.S. 211, 218-219, n.6 (1974):

The rationale for both the conspiracy-hearsay
exception and its limitations is the notion that cons-
pirators are partners in crime. United States v.
Soccny-Vacuum Oil Co., 310 U.S. 150, 253 (1940) ; Fiswick v.
United States, 329 U.S. 211, 216 (1946). As such, the
law deems them agents of one another. And just as the
declarations of an agent b~d the principal only when
the agent acts within the scope of his authority, so
the declaration of a conspirator must be made in
furtherance of the conspiracy charged in order to
be admissible against his partner. See Kr~lewitch v.
United States, 336 U.S. 440, 442-443 (1949): Fiswick v.
United States, supra, at 217; Wong S~n v. United
States, 371 U.S. 471, 490 (1963)’. See gene--ra~IV J.
Wigmore, Evidence ~i077-i079 (Chadbourne rev. 1972).
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The proper application of the co-conspirator ~xception thus

requires a determination that the out of court declaration is" relevant and that

it was rode during the life of the conspiracy with~ the intent to advance its

objects.    See Develo~nts in the Law ~ Criminal Conspiracy, 72 Harv. L. Rev.

920, 985-86 (1958). Accordingly,

...the mere fact that the co-conspirator’s
declaration is ’relevant’ to the conspiracy, or
is descriptive of its objects, or narrative of
what has already been done, is plainly insufficiem~t,
in principle, to bring ~emaking of.thentterance
within the scope of the agency. As Professor ~brgan
has put it: "One may make a statement concerning the
eonspiracy while it is still in the course of berg
planned or executed, which in noway furthers it
and which, in fact, is a most effective way of
blocking it. Such a sta%e~ent, admissible against
the speaker, is, on theory, inadmissible against
his fellow conspirators." Falkner, Vicarious
Admission and the Uniform Rules, 14 Vand.L. Rev.
855, 861 (1961).

The view that mere narratives of past events, almost by definition

are not declarations in furtherance of the objects of a conspiracy has           ~

long be~nemphasizedbythe courts. In~l~_v. United States, 144 U.S. 263,

309 (1892), it was held that statements by one conspirator describing what

another eonspirator had done earlier in the conspiracy were mere narratives and

were therefore not admissible against an absent conspirator~ See al~

5/ Of course, it must initially be shown that a conspiracy exists and,
by independent proof, that the declarant and the defendant against whom his
declarations are offered were n~a%~rs. E.g., Glasser v. United States, 315 U.S.
60 (1942); Carbov. United States, 315 F.2d 718 (C.A. 9, 1963). Whether these
initial standards have been satisfied are questions of a4hnissibility of evidence
to be decided by the trial judge. United States v. Nixon, Supra, at 701; United
States v. Rodriquez, 491 F.2d 663 (C.A. 3, 1973); united States v. ~{artinez, 481
F.--~I4 (C~A. 5, 1973); United States v. Geaney, 417 F.2d 1116 (C.A.2, 1968);
United States v. Carbo, supra. The trial judge here did not discharge his
responsibilities l-~s regard. Instead, the questions were disposed of by
periodic routine instructions to the jury on the law of conspiracy (e.g. Tr.
2809) and a final instruction ~erely .restating the co-conspirator exception
to the hearsay rule (Tr. 12372) These ~nstructions, as more fully discussed
in Point I of appellant Mardian’s brief, were woefully insufficient to perform
their appointed task of giving the jury guidance on how and against whcm it could
consider the abundance of out of court, co-conspirator statements admitted into
evidence.
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129 F. 2d 1009, 1013 (C.A. 2, 1942); ~.~yol~v. united States,

(C.A. 9, 1934); Van Ripe[ v. United States, 13 F.2d 961, 967

cez~uiorari denied,
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161 F.2d 492 (C.A. 3, 1947); United State.s v. Goodman,

71 F.2d 65, 67

(C.A. 2, 1926),

sub. nora. Ackerson v. United States, 273 U.S. 702. More

recently courts have evidenced this sa~e sensitivity to in furtherance objections
in the wake of the promulgation of the Pro~osed Federal Rules of Evidence ~d the

United States v.accompanying notes of the Advisory Committee. See, e.g.,

Register, 496 F.2d 1072 (C.A. 5, 1974); United States v.

(C.A. 2,

Cafar~o, 455 F.2d 323

1972), certiorari denied, 406 U.S. 918.

Particularly apposite here is united States v. BirnbaL~n,

337 F.2d 490 (C.A. 2, 1964). BirnbaLzn was charged with conspiracy to bribe

Internal Revenue Agent Simon and the substantive offense of bribery. The govern-

ment claimed that Birnbaum arranged the payment of a bribe by one Leonhardt (not

n~ed as a defendant) to Simon, who was also indicted as a co-conspirator. The

trial court allowed Leonhardt to testify that Simon had told him, out of Birnba~’s

presence, that Birnbaum had "declared himself a partner" and "kept most of the

money." The Second Circuit held that the admission of this testimony was

reversible error because, even though Simon’s start was made during the

course of the conspiracy, it was merely an account of past activity. The

government argued that the statement was made in furtherance_ of the conspiracy

in that it was an attempt by Simon to induce Leonhardt to pay the balance of the

bribe, which had allegedly been withheld by Birnbaum. The court dismissed the

argument as too tenuous based on the facts, quoting the following from United

States v. Nardone, 196 F.2d 41, 43 (C.A. 2), rev’d on other grounds, 308 U.S.

338 (1939) :

[The] fact that one conspirator tells another
something relevant to the ccnspiracy does not
alone make the statement competent; the declara-
tion must itself be an act in furtherance of
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the con~on object; mere conversation between
conspirators is not that... (337 F.2d at 495.
Emphasis supplied. )

Adverting to the agency theory ~nderlying the in furtherance exception to the

hearsay rule and its limitations, the court said:

Simon’s accusation, however, fell well out-
side tb~ sco~ of his author~.ty as a conspira-
toria! agent of Birnba~na~d can hardJ~y
to bear Birnbaum’s impli~ authorization. Ob-
viously, Birnbatam~ould not ~amt Leonhardt to
know that he had convertedanyof the funds
Ieonhardthad given to him for SLn~n. ibid.

We set forth below several more excerpts from taped

Presidential conversations Lnwhich the participants talked about the absent

Mitchell. These statements were transparently inadmissible against him under

the limitations upon the in furtherance rule as expounded in the authorities

l~viewed above. Some of them also will be recognized as statements of opinion. I As

such, these~re doubly inadmissible. And again, all of the following state!rents

~re highly prejudicial to ~,{itchell.

i. Statements in mere conversations (United States v. Birnb~um,
supra.) or "idle chatter" (Weinstein’s Evidence, supra):

~IALDEMAN: ... just try and coy--and, and putting up
this m~ney and, and everything else.
We’re trying to keep--when you get right
d~n to it, as Dean says--the only White
House guilt, culpability, is in the cover-

PRESIDENT: Yeah.

...and what, what’s the purpose of the
cover-up, to protect the White House?
No, it protects some individuals of the
Committee.

PRESIE~NT: Mitchell, ~gruder. [March ~,~ 1973. T.App. 265.]

The interesting thing is, would be, would be
to watch Mitchell’s face at the time I, I
reccr~Tend to ~agruder that he go down and



as]< for irsaunity and confess.
(Pause) [March 27, 1973. T. App. 318.]

PRESIDe:

HALDEMAN:

PRESIDENT:

EHPJ~ICHM~%N:

PRESIDENT:

9~i]., this will be done, because there is
another reason too. It isn’t like, it--
Dean is not like Mitchell, now let’s face
it.

Tnah’ s right.

Dean. is not like Mitchell in the sense that Dean
only tried to do %,~hat he could to pick up the
Goddamn pieces and...

...everybody else arouDd here knew it had to
be done.

Certainly.

Uh, let’s .face it. I’m not blaming anybody else
now. [April 14, 1973. T. App. 391.]

PRESIDENT:

EHRLICHMAN:

PRESIDE~NT:

EHRLICh~AN:

PRESIDENT:

EHRLICHMAN:

I don’t know h~ and %~’ve got to get his
judgment on it -- But Bob said this m~rning
(unintelligible) ~% have to (unintelligible)

ourselves. We generally are hurting ourselves
in this case. I guess we just haven’t been
hard enough, have we? In a s~nse though, let’s
face it, John Mitchel! lurks in the back here--
isn’t that what it really gets down to? But
God ALmighty, we weren’t protecting the ~nite
House now, right?

That’ s correct.

We weren’t protecting that, we’ re pro-tecth%g
John Mitchell.

Yes Sir.

All the way through.

In the first instance we were protecting your
your re-election in a sense. We didn’t know
what from.

That’s right.

Afterwards, though this cover up b[~iness was
pure Mitchell. [April 19, 1973. T. App. 5S8~]
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2. Narrative statements of past events:

I thi~ they figured that, that these
were all guys wb~, uh, CIA

PRESID~qT: Yea!].

GOLSON: And~..

PRESIDENT: Yeah.

G01~C~: ¯..they all ~re taking orders from people
like - ~ ’ ’(~ntelllg~.ble) acting on behalf of
John ~tchell and others... (UnLntelligible).

Mitchell ~uld take care of them (Uhin-
telligible) I~w could he? [January 8,. 1973.
T. App. 51.]

PRESIDENT:

DEAN:

PRESIDENT:

DEAN:

PRESIDENT:

DE~N:

PRESIDENT:

Well, there was, ah, you knmw, there was a
preliminary discussion of setting up an
intelligence operation...

Yeah.

¯..and the last, and the last¯..

(Unintelligible)

All right¯ And the last phase of it...

Phase of it %Tas...

I came back from a meeting with ~[[tchell,
Magruder rand Liddy and told--after telling
them that they couldn’t discus~ this in
front of the Attorney Genera! of the United
States, came back and told Bob that if there’s
something like that going on, ~e’ve got to
stay two ~iles a-~ay from it, ten miles away
from it, because it just is not right and we
can’t have any part of it. Bob said I agree
and we’ll have no part of it. That was where
I thought it w-as turned off ~nd the nex~ thing
I heard was that, that ~-as this, the breakin
on June 17th ~gich was .

(Unintelligible)

DEAN: ...over six nnnths later...
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DE~N:

PRESIDENT:

DEAN:

PRESIDENT:
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You heard discussion of that, but
you didn’t hear any discussion of bug.ging
did you, in t/~at, your meetings. Or did
you?

Yeah, I did. ~]~at ~at, ah distressed ~e
quite a bit.

Oh you did.

DR h~n.

Who. raised it? Liddy?

That’s right.

Liddy at that point said we ought to do some
bugging?

Right, Mitchell just sat there on his pipe
and puffed and said nothing. He didn’t a.zree
to it, and I., at the end of the meeting...
[~rch 17, 1973. T. App. 59-60.]

PRESID~V9:

HALDEMAN:

PRESIDenT:

~~N:

PRESIDENT:

In other words--

In ot!~er ~rds Mitchell was clearly a~.~are
and fully aware of the Liddy intelligence
operation. No question about that.

But maybe not of the specific...

But maybe not of the specific act and, and it
would be perfectly...

Magruder was avnmre of the act. [~mrch 20, 1973.
T. App. 86].

PRESIDENT:

HALDEMAN:

Okay, but, we’re very clear on that,
exoept this concern is what they do on
the other side. What b~ppened ~¢as that is
they, they needed the money...

Right.

...~ey were supposed to be gettir~g it
themselves from other sources, from
other Cubans and all that kind of crap...
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...So, they got back to a cr~mch once in
a w~[le %~en a guy had to have. anot!]er
$3,000 or something, or, or he was gonna blow,
blow---

PRESIDENT: Then, who did it? Dean? That’s what worries
him.

No, Then what happened ~ms, the only, see
t_hey h~ew over there t~hat th~ only money there
was that ~m.s ~eab!e was t.}ds 350,000..

PRESIDENT: ~%~o’ s they, who ’ s they?

HALD~4AN: LaRue and h.tche±l.

And so, Mitchell said, "You’ve got "to use that
money." So, I said, "Zhrn the whole thing back
to ’era. We don’ t want t/he money an}~ay. Gi~e
just enough~ I’ve been !ooking for a %~ay to
get rid of it. " I’!l admit I was, I was
worried about this, this money. I wanted to get
it back into the, where it belonged. Uh, so,
so he gave it back to them, and t!]ey wouldn’t
take, Mitchell wouldn’t let them take it back,
but he did say "You’ve got to use some of it."
So Dean told Strachan, who was the guy that
had the... [March 22, 1973. T. App. 245.]

PRESIDENT: (Noise)...Mitchell... (Noise). Mitchell’s
given him a promise of pardon (tape noise)
Bittman?

EHRLICHMAN: Yeah, uh, no, according to, uh, uh, Colson
and Shapiro. And I don’t know where they
get that.

PRESIDENT: Mitchell has promised Liddy a pardon?

EHRLICH~I%N: Yes, sir. Other points that Colson may not
have mentioned, mh, uh, -- (tape noise) [April 14,
1973, 8:55 to 11:31 a.m., T. App. 325.]

PRESIDenT: Only one point that, uh, occurs to me that nh,
that, uh, he did discmss with me the, this need,
for funds for Hunt. At least I remember the...

Ye~h.
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Did he co~e in, who did he discuses t/~]t ~ith,
(Unintelligible) that Hunt needed attorney
fees.

(unintelligible)

PRESIDEI~T: Yeah. He discussed it and asked about it. I
said i don’ t ]~mc1~ whetho.r ~-ou ~,~’~ get it. i, I,
I, I didn’t but, but what I meant is that it
was so, Lib--

EHRLI~: Well, you know what 1%~s telling hi~n at t~he sa-
at that tJ!ne...

PRESIDENT: Uh Huhm.

EHRLICHM~N: ...was that that should not be a consideration
in this thing.

PRESIDENT: Uh humm.

PRESIDENT: And then they went back and, and so Mitchell
took care of it, I mean, ~h...

EHRLICHM~N: Yeah, but not on, not on account of any jeopardy
to me obviously.

PRESIDenT: Dean -- Huh?

EHRLICHFIAN: Not on account of any jeopardy to me. I ~ean
he did that for his own purposes.

PRESIDENT: Yeah. Mitchell. [April 16, 1973. T. App. 507-508.]

~here is more of the same kind of narrative discussion of past

events on a tape of a meeting from 5:15 to 6:45 p.m. on April 14, 1973. The

lengthy discussion was concerned with activities of Mitchell and others and

covered the period from the presentation of the"Liddy plan"to the time

Magruder began to -talk to the prosecutors (T. App. 442-449).

3. Statements concerned ~ildq pro~tectJ~_~-the President
and others in the White House at ~£itchell’s expense

There came a time in late March and April, 1973, when the disclosures

of, principally, Dean and Magruder made it evident that the ongoing investigation

would penetrate into the White House and even to tl%e President. The censpiracy

}i~IDE~F~N:

F~IRLICHMTkN: Did he do that to you pe.rsonally?
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began to collapse.- It 9~s at this time that those within the hgite House

laid plans to "put the wagons around the White }buse" (T. App. 248) and try

to escape prosecution by palming off Mitchell as the arch conspirator, the "big

fish", as the President called him in his conversation on April 15, 1973

(supra, p. 62).. The thought ~s that if Mitchell c~ald be persuaded to step

fo~Tard ~uld take t/~.e ultimate bla~-e, tkle S~cial Prosecutor a~nd the public

would he satisfied and those within t~e W~nite House "wagons" wo~d be safe.

¯.. his [Dean’ s] view, and we, this is what we
~re talking about, I mentioned to you last
night on the pgmne...

PRESIDENT: Yeah.

HALO~:

PRESIDENT:

...his view that, putting...

The White House--

...the wagons around the Zhite House. And
Dean’s point is, when you get down to it, the
White }buse literally doesn’t have ~ny problem
prior to the Watergate break-in. And, in other
words, there was n-, there was no 9~ite House~
involvemmnt in the Watergate, he’s satisfied¯
That, that--

PRESIDENT:

HALDE~t~N:

PRESIDENT:

HALD~AN:

In other words, ~ need (unintelligible)
the Campaign Committee and (unintelligible)

:the Wnite House. First of all is that believable?
Uh, happens to be true, but can it be convincing?

Well, that, well, they, what you’re --

And De~n--iftbey get, if they get as high as
Magruder, probably it doesn’t hurt too much.
If they get to Mitchell...

Yeah.

...uh,~he’s awfully close to you.

Yeah.

He’s not as close to you as Ehrlichman and,
I guess, that Dean and Haldeman now, %~qich
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0~intelligible). Mitchell will find a
way out. You have to let them get to him, I
think. But, Dean’s thought, I think what
convinced him to put the wagons around the
White House is that it forces Mitchell to take
the responsibility rather than allowing Mitchell
to hide under the blanket of the Unite House,
~qich he’s been doing, and I tbim~ Dean feels
that tklat’s --And, and ~n a w~y, it does Colson
too, t~h, who’s out. He feels tkmt, that ~[itchell
and Colson c£u~ take care of themselves.
[Mmmch 22, 1973. T. App. 248, 267.]

EHRLICHMAN: Well, let’s let’s take it just as far as
you calling~tchell into the Oval office,
as a~
(tape noise)

EHRLICHMAN: ...essentially convinced that Mitchell was
linchpin in this thing...

PRESIDENT: Right.

EHRLICHMAN: ...and that if he goes down, it can redound
to the administration’s advantage. If he
doesn’t then we’re--

PRESIDENT: There’ s ot~mrs

EHRLIC~MAN: ...That. You have a report from me based on
three weeks’ work, that when you got it, you
~ately acted to call Mitchell in as the,
as the provable...

PRESIDENT: I see.

EHRLICHMAN: ...wrong-doer...

PRESIDENT: I see.

EHRLIC~MAN: ...and you say, "My God, I’ve got a report
here. And it’s clear from this report that
you are guilty as hell. Now, John, for Christ’s
sake go on in there and do what you should. And
let’s get this thing cleared up and get it off
the country’s back and move on." And, uh, uh--
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PRESIDENT:

PRESIDENT:

HALDEMAN:
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Well, plus the given side of it is that
that’s the only...

Even ~my to --

...way to beat ’er doom.

Well --

Now, from Joh~ Mitchell’s c~wn personal
viewpoint that’s i~e only salvation for
John Mitchell. Can you see ,another way?
And, obviously, once you have it, you’ve--
he’s got to admit it.

He’s, he’s not gonnamake it, anyway.

Another factor in that to consider for what
it’s worth, is the po~t Connally made to me
in that conversation we had on this.

I ought to talk to ~tchell?

I don’t know whether he said this to you or
not. He made the point that you had to get
this laid out and that the only way it could
hurt you is ifitultimatelywent to Mitchell.
And that, that would be the one man you couldn’t
afford to get hung on this. [April 14, 1973,
8:55-11:31 .a.m. T. App. 350-351.]

of April 15,

PRESIDenT: Sooner than you think. Let me tell you, John,
that the thing about all of this that has con-
cerned me is the dragging the God damn out -
thing out and dragging it out and being - and
having it be the only issue in town. Now, and
the thing to do now is to have the son of a bitch
done - indict Mitchell and all the rest and
there’ll be a horrible two weeks - a terrible,
terrible scandal, ~Drse than Teapot Don~ and
so forth.. And it isn’t - doesn’t have anything
to do with teapot. It isn’t as bad as--
[April 14, 1973, 5:15-6:45 p.m., President,

Haldeman, Ehr!ichman, T. App. 458-459]

We quote again for emphasis the excerpt frcm the conversation

1973, with an added Presidential line:

PRESIDENT: (Unintelligible) this, I think he’s credible.
The reason I think he’s credible is sc~ething
else, is that the Grand Jury, I assume, is
going to come through with some indichrents.
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I mean, suppose they just indict Magruder.
and Mitchell until they’re the least.

EHRLICH~hN: Yeah.

PRESIDENT: Well, Christ Almighty, that’s the fish.

EHRLICHMAN: Yeah.

1~e big fish.

Yeah.

God damn it, ~%~a-t more do they want?...
~~,-~f97-~. T. App.~-4~Om-4~l]---Emphasis
supplied. ]

It escapes us how in the name of cc~aron sense these statements can

be thought to be admissible against ~iitchell ~%der the in furtherance exoeption

to the hearsay rule. To contend that statements made in the concoction of a

sub-scheme anong some conspirators to throw another one to the wolves are son, how

admissible against the prospective victim as declarations in furtherance of the

larger conspirau~y is to stand the exception on its head. khat the court said

in United states v. Birnbaum, supra~ 337 F.2d at 496, is apposite here:

Leonhardt’s testimony of his conversa-
tion with Simon in September, 1961, to the
effect that Birnbaum had "declared himself
a partner" and had "kept most of the money"
was purely hearsay evidence and put Birnbaum
at the mercy of two persons who had little
regard for Birnbaum’s welfare.

What we said above ~Tith respect to the inadmissibility of the

statements we loosely catalogued as opinion testimony applies with equal force

to the statements quoted in this subdivision. Again, these statements on their

face fairly shriek inadmissibility as against the absent Mitchell; and the

statements that shriek the loudest are those in which the speakers contemplated

sacrificing him to save their own ne~{s.
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The cumulative prejudice resulting from the admission of this

multitude of out of court staten~nts is almost self-evident. It is important to

bear in mind the excitement surrounding : the discovery of the tapes and their role

prior to and during the trial. It has been said that tape recordings present

an incontrovertible reality tk~t makes them particularly pel~suasive. Unit~l

States v. McKeever, 169 F.Supp. 426, 431 (S.D.N.Y., 1958); MmCormick, Evidence,

~212, p. 524-25 (2d ed. 1972). The tapes i~rvolved here were recordings of the

for~er President plotting strategy with his closest advisors; recordings that

were the subject of a highly publicized confrontation, ~dtimately resolved by

the Supreme Court (United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683), between the President

on the one hand, and the Special Prosecutor and the courts on the other; record-

ings that were perhaps the mast significant factor in the resignation of the

President in the face of threatened impea~chn~nt scme seven weeks before the

oon~encement of the trial.

Through the playing of the tapes in evidence, the jurors

experienced an unprecedented presence in private conversations bet~en the

President and his closest advisors. At the sar~ time, they were exposed to

repeated accusatory and incriminatory references to Mitchell, including the

President’s reference to him as the "big fish" of the conspiracy. The

jurors heard these statements, not from the witness stand, but from the
7,/

faceless voices on the tapes.     The declarant@ repeated references to

Mitchell had the inevitable effect of keeping his name constantly in their

7/ One of the voices was the President’s. He was not available as a witness,
despite defense efforts to secure his testimony~ including Mitchell’s ~btion
for Leave to Depose Richard Mo Nixon, And if Necessary, For a Continuance and
Unsequestration of the Jury ( R. 524). It was claimed that his testimony would
be exculpatory as to Mitchell. In this respect, we adopt Point~    of
appellant Erhlichman’s brief, arguing that it was prejudicial error for the
judge to deny defense motions designed to procure and preserve the President’s
testin~ny. Furthermore, Mitchell’s inability to confront and examine the
President regarding his taped statements accentuated the error in admitting them.



minds. And, as we have said before, the inadmissible statements probably

had as great, if not greater, impact upon the jurors than the live testimony.

Especially in view of their unfairly prejudicial effect (see F.R. Ev. 403), the

court had a duty to delete the portions that were inadmissible against

Mitchell. See United States v. Lem~nikas, 158 U.S. App. D.C. 162, 170,

485 F.2d 941, 949, certiorari denied, 415 U.S. 989 (1973); ~r~oe v. United

States, 98 U.S. App. D.C. 228, 234 F. 2d 49 (1956).

Cc~pounding the prejudice, the prosecator ~-phasized the tape

evidence in his sun~ation. See United states v. Cafaro, 455 F.2d 323, 327 (C.A. 2,

1972). The natiorml trauma of Watergate began with the break-in of the

Democratic National Committee headquarters on June 17, 1972. That event set

in train foroes ~ich led inexorably to the President’s resignation on August 9,

1974. The government contended that Mitchell started the whole thing by approving

the "Liddy plan" and, specifically, the break-in. Early in his so!rotation, the

prosecutor referred to the Nixon-Haldeman conversation on June 23, 1972, "Is]ix

days after the break-in.., talking about what happened at the DNC". He quoted

Haldeman’s statement that Liddy "was under pressure apparently to get ~ore

information and as he got more pressure he pushed the people harder to move...

on", the President’s question, "Pressure from Mitchell?" and Haldeman’s reply,

"Apparently". (Tr. 11579). This passage was again read to the jury in the

prosecutor’s rebuttal (Tr. 12289). In addition, the prosecutor read Haldeman’s

March 22, 1973, statement that the "purpose of the cover-up" was not "to protect

the White House", but "to protect...Mitchell rand Magruder" (Tr. 12295).

In a similar vein, reference was made to Ehrlichman’s April 19, 1973, statement

that, as the prosecutor paraphrased it, "First, it was to protect your reelection,

but thereafter it was vare Mitchell" (Tr. 12327). Again in rebuttal, the

prosecutor read the President’s April 14, 1973, statement that "Dean is not like
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Mitchell in the sense that Dean only tried to do what he could to pick up

the goddamn pieces" (Tr. 12323).

Finally, not unrelated egregious errors occurred in the other

parts of the prosecutor’s summation. Not once, but twice, he stated his

personal opinion that Mitchell was guilty. Referring to the time when,

as he said, t~he "wagons are being pulled up around the ~]it~ Ibuse to protect

Haldeman, Ehrlic!lman, 9/~ President and others", he baldly asserted "Mitchell

and Magruder who of course are guilty but are not solely guilty are going to

be put outside the wagons and sacrificed" (Tr. I16~6). Eleven pages later,

in the same "wagons" context, he said, "I am not defending Mitchell or Magruder,

they are both guilty" (Tr. 11667). (Emphasis supplied. ) Mitchell moved for a

mistrial on the basis of these flagran[ly impermiss.~ble statements. The judge,

far from taking any corrective action, and apparently laboring under the

impression that there was nothing improper in them, denied the motion in these

words: "I don’t t_h_ink it...was intentionally done..I am sure if it is related

to the evidence, nobody can quarrel with that"! (Tr. i1678. Emphasis supplied).

The ABA Code of Professional Responsibility, Disciplinary Rule 7-106 (c) (4),

adr~nishes: "...a lawyer shall not:...Assert his personal opinion...as to the

guilt or innocence of an accused... " Such conduct is even more strongly condenmed

in ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, The Prosecution Function, ~5.8-Argument

to the jury: ’~" (b) It is unprofessional conduct for the prosecutor to express

his personal belief or opinion as to the truth or falsity of any testimony or

evidence or the guilt of the defendant." See also Harris ~.- United States, o131

u.S. App. D.C. 105, 402 F.2d 656 (1968); Unitedstates v. Drummond, 481 F..2d

82 (C.A. 2, 1973); Greenberg v. United states, 280 F.2d 472 (C.A. I, 1961);

cf-- United States v. Jones, 157 U.S. App. D.C. 158, 482 F.2d 747 (1973).

Just recently, this Court expressed its impatience with the "custom" of

courts using "verbal reprimand[s]" for misconduct by prosecutors and



"a~J~.[~g] t~de~ t~he ~ess e~o~ ~e"=

...~spite ~ ~I slaps~n-~-~ist,
proctorial ~s~nduct cont~ues to provide
"one of ~ ~st fr~ent c~t~ti~s of
defend~ts on a~al." ~ e~ri~ce t~s
~ggests ~t co~ts ~st ~g~ to ~e pro-
phylac~c consid~a~ons t~e~er ~ orob-
~le prejudice to defender ~ d~id~g whe~er
~ ~r~. ~it~ S~tes v. Fre~, No. 73-
1982, J~e 23, 1975, slip op. 956.

~s ~t al~ said ~ ~~ (slip op. 952) ~at "~e ~re

~e n~ous ~rs ~ a ~ial, ~e review~g co~s ~s~ ~igh t~ ~ati~

~act." ~e ~lati~ prejudicial ~act of ~ er~rs s~ ~ -~s ~t

~one calls for re~sal.

~N~SION

~ s~ ~e ~d ~ ~ briefs of t~ ot~r ap~ll~ts, ~

re~rd ~ ~s case is riddled ~ ~g~y preju~cial consituhional ~d o~er

e~rs. ~ ~e long ~d dis~ssi~ate view of ~e law ~t ~e~ ~, no ~t~

~w ~rious ~e c~rges aga~st ~, is ~hikl~ to a fa~ ~ial, a~ll~tts

convi~on s~d ~ reverse.

~ctf~ly ~tt~,
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